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Abstract: The effects of intense white noise (159 dB re 1 muPa for 12 and 24 h) on the
hearing abilities of two otophysine fish species-the nonvocal goldfish Carassius auratus
and the vocalizing catfish Pimelodus pictus were investigated in relation to noise
exposure duration. Hearing sensitivity was determined utilizing the auditory brainstem
response (ABR) recording technique. Measurements in the frequency range between
0.2 and 4.0 kHz were conducted prior and directly after noise exposure as well as after
3, 7, and 14 days of recovery. Both species showed a significant loss of sensitivity (up
to 26 dB in C. auratus and 32 dB in P. pictus) immediately after noise exposure, with the
greatest hearing loss in the range of their most sensitive frequencies. Hearing loss
differed between both species, and was more pronounced in the catfish. Exposure
duration had no influence on hearing loss. Hearing thresholds of C. auratus recovered
within three days, whereas those of R. pictus only returned to their initial values within
14 days after exposure in all but one frequency. The results indicate that hearing
specialists are affected differently by noise exposure and that acoustic communication
might be restricted in noisy habitats.
Notes: J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
Part 1
Research Notes: Example of fish behavior response using ABR.
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Abstract: In the aquatic environment, hearing is an important sense for the survival of
an animal. Sound travels faster and is much less attenuated in water than in air, making
it the perfect means for communication over long distances (Hawkins and Myrberg,
1983; Rogers and Cox, 1988). By listening to the background noise in an aquatic
habitat, an animal can get biotic information about the position of prey or predators,

potential mates or competitors, as well as abiotic information about currents, coastlines,
torrents, wind, etc. (Popper and Fay, 1993; Lagardère et al., 1994). On the other hand,
this ambient noise impairs the detection of signals (Hawkins and Myrberg, 1983; Mann
and Lobel, 1997). Studies investigating or mentioning the acoustic characteristics of
various aquatic habitats often focus on marine environments (e.g. Wenz, 1962; Cato,
1976; Urick, 1983; McConnell et al., 1992; Samuel et al., 2005), including reefs
(Tolimieri et al., 2004; Egner and Mann, 2005). Knowledge about ambient noise spectra
of freshwaters (lakes, ponds, rivers) is sparse (Bom, 1969; Boussard, 1981; Lugli and
Fine, 2003; Lugli et al., 2003; Amoser et al., 2004). Teleost fishes have evolved an
astonishing diversity in hearing abilities. Hearing non-specialists or generalists such as
several groups of fishes, among them two thirds of all
freshwater fishes, have developed hearing specializations that enhance auditory
sensitivity and broaden frequency ranges compared with hearing non-specialists
(generalists), which lack such adaptations. It has been speculated that the enhanced
sensitivities of these so-called hearing specialists have evolved in quiet habitats such as
lakes, backwaters of rivers, slowly flowing streams or the deep sea. To test this
hypothesis, noise levels and frequency spectra of four different freshwater habitats near
Vienna, Austria (Danube River, Triesting stream, Lake Neusiedl, backwaters of the
Danube River), were recorded and played back to native fish species while
simultaneously measuring their auditory thresholds using the auditory evoked potential
(AEP) recording technique. As a representative of hearing specialists, we chose the
common carp (Cyprinus carpio, Cyprinidae) and for the hearing generalists the
European perch (Perca fluviatilis, Percidae). Data show that the carp’s hearing is only
moderately masked by the quiet habitat noise level of standing waters (mean threshold
shift 9 dB) but is heavily affected by stream and river noise by up to 49·dB in its best
hearing range (0.5–1.0 kHz). In contrast, the perch’s hearing thresholds were only
slightly affected (mean up to 12 dB, at 0.1 kHz) by the highest noise levels presented.
Our results indicate that hearing abilities of specialists such as carp are well adapted to
the lowest noise levels encountered in freshwater habitats and that their hearing is
considerably masked in some parts of their distribution range. Hearing in non-specialists
such as perch, on the other hand, is only slightly or not at all impaired in all habitats.
Research Notes: Compares fish hearing in noisy and quiet environments.
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Abstract: In order to assess the effects of high-speed boating on fish communities,
noise levels were measured during the first Class 1 powerboat race on the Austrian
Lake Traunsee. The noise spectra were compared to natural ambient noise and hearing
abilities of four native fish species. Sound pressure levels (SPLs) were significantly
elevated during the training heats and the race compared with natural levels, reaching
up to 128 dB re 1 muPa (instantaneous SPL) at a distance of 300 m to the powerboats.
Continuous equivalent SPLs were significantly lower during training and the pole
position race compared to the race itself because fewer boats were simultaneously on
the lake. The hearing abilities of the native hearing specialists and generalists were
investigated. While carp and roach (two cyprinids) showed enhanced auditory sensitivity
typical for hearing specialists, perch and whitefish were much less sensitive to sounds.
Comparisons between power boat noise spectra and audiograms showed that the
cyprinids can detect the boats up to several hundred meters distance because the main
noise energy is well within the most sensitive hearing range. The hearing generalists,
however, probably only perceive the first harmonic of the boat noise at close distances.
(C) 2004 Acoustical Society of America.
Notes: J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
Research Notes: Various fish species hearing sensitivity with regards to boat noise.
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Short Title: Radiated noise characteristics of a modern cargo ship
Abstract: Extensive measurements were made of the radiated noise of M/V
OVERSEAS HARRIETTE, a bulk cargo ship (length 173 m, displacement 25 515 tons)
powered by a direct-drive low-speed diesel engine—a design representative of many
modern merchant ships. The radiated noise data show high-level tonal frequencies from
the ship’s service diesel generator, main engine firing rate, and blade rate harmonics
due to propeller cavitation. Radiated noise directionality measurements indicate that the
radiation is generally dipole in form at lower frequencies, as expected. There are some
departures from this pattern that may indicate hull interactions. Blade rate source level
(174 dB re 1 mPa/m at 9 Hz, 16 knots) agrees reasonably well with a model of
fundamental blade rate radiation previously reported by Gray and Greeley, but
agreement for blade rate harmonics is not as good. Noise from merchant ships elevates
the natural ambient by 20–30 dB in many areas; the effects of this noise on the
biological environment have not been widely investigated.
Link to PDF: Arveson_Vendittis_2000_CargoShip_Noise.pdf
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Abstract: Eight dolphin schools of the species Stenella attenuata, S. longirostris and S.
coeruleoalba were approached by ship and observed from a helicopter in the eastern
Pacific to study their response to the vessel. All schools swam away from the projected
track of the approaching ship. Their movement, relative to the ship, followed paths that
curved around the ship. Average swimming speeds while avoiding the ship varied from
5.1-8.8 knots. In some cases avoidance apparently began at 6 or more miles away from
the ship. The effect of this behavior on shipboard censusing of dolphins is discussed.
Link to PDF: Au_Perryman_1982_dolphin_speed_ship.pdf
Author Address: AU, D, NOAA,NATL MARINE FISHERIES SERV,SW FISHERIES
CTR,LA JOLLA LAB,LA JOLLA,CA 92038.
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Abstract: The underwater acoustic noise of five representative whale-watching boats
used in the waters of west Maui was measured in order to study the effects of boat
noise on humpback whales. The first set of measurements were performed on 9 and 10
March, close to the peak of the whale season. The ambient noise was relatively high
with the major contribution from many chorusing humpback whales. Measurements of
boat sounds were contaminated by this high ambient background noise. A second set of
measurements was performed on 28 and 29 April, towards the end of the humpback
whale season. In both sets of measurements, two of the boats were inflatables with
outboard engines, two were larger coastal boats with twin inboard diesel engines and
the fifth was a small water plane area twin hull (SWATH) ship with inter-island cruise
capabilities. The inflatable boats with outboard engines produced very complex sounds
with many bands of tonal-like components. The boats with inboard engines produced
less intense sounds with fewer tonal bands. One-third octave band measurements of
ambient noise measured on 9 March indicated a maximum sound pressure level of

about 123 dB re 1 mPa at 315 Hz. The maximum sound pressure level of 127 dB at 315
Hz was measured for the SWATH ship. One of the boats with outboard engines
produced sounds between 2 and 4 kHz that were about 8±10 dB greater than the level
of background humpback whale sounds at the peak of the whale season. We concluded
that it is unlikely that the levels of sounds produced by the boats in our study would
have any grave effects on the auditory system of humpback whales.
Link to PDF: Au_Green_2000_HBack_WhaleWatching.pdf
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Abstract: The hearing sensitivity of an Atlantic bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
to both pure tones and broadband signals simulating echoes from a 7.62-cm water-filled
sphere was measured. Pure tones with frequencies between 40 and 140 kHz in
increments of 20 kHz were measured along with broadband thresholds using a stimulus
with a center frequency of 97.3 kHz and 88.2 kHz. The pure-tone thresholds were
compared with the broadband thresholds by converting the pure-tone threshold intensity
to energy flux density. The results indicated that dolphins can detect broadband signals
slightly better than a pure-tone signal. The broadband results suggest that an
echolocating bottlenose dolphin should be able to detect a 7.62-cm diameter water-filled
sphere out to a range of 178 in in a quiet environment.
Link to PDF: Au_etal_2002_Bottlenose_hearing_transients.pdf
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Abstract: The Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC) program of Scripps
Institution of Oceanography and the Applied Physics Laboratory, University of
Washington, will broadcast a low-frequency 75-Hz phase modulated acoustic signal
over ocean basins in order to study ocean temperatures on a global scale and examine
the effects of global warming. One of the major concerns is the possible effect of the
ATOC signal on marine life, especially on dolphins and whales. In order to address this
issue, the hearing sensitivity of a false killer whale (Pseudorca crassidens) and a
Risso's dolphin (Grampus griseus) to the ATOC sound was measured behaviorally. A
staircase procedure with the signal levels being changed in1-dB steps was used to
measure the animals' threshold to the actual ATOC coded signal. The results indicate
that small odontocetes such as the Pseudorca and Grampus swimming directly above
the ATOC source will not hear the signal unless they dive to a depth of approximately
400 m. A sound propagation analysis suggests that the sound-pressure level at ranges
greater than 0.5 km will be less than 130 dB for depths down to about 500 m. Several
species of baleen whales produce sounds much greater than 170-180 dB. With the
ATOC source on the axis of the deep sound channel (greater than 800 m), the ATOC
signal will probably have minimal physical and physiological effects on cetaceans. (C)
1997 Acoustical Society of America.
Notes: Part 1
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Abstract: A vertical array of five hydrophones was used to measure the acoustic field in
the vertical plane of
singing humpback whales. Once a singer was located, two swimmers with snorkel gear
were
deployed to determine the orientation of the whale and position the boat so that the
array could be

deployed in front of the whale at a minimum standoff distance of at least 10 m. The
spacing of the
hydrophones was 7 m with the deepest hydrophone deployed at a depth of 35 m. An
eight-channel
TASCAM recorder with a bandwidth of 24 kHz was used to record the hydrophone
signals. The
location (distance and depth) of the singer was determined by computing the time of
arrival
differences between the hydrophone signals. The maximum source level varied
between individual
units in a song, with values between 151 and 173 dB re 1 uPa. One of the purposes of
this study
was to estimate potential sound exposure of nearby conspecifics. The acoustic field
determined by
considering the relative intensity of higher frequency harmonics in the signals indicated
that the
sounds are projected in the horizontal direction despite the singer being canted head
downward
anywhere from about 25° to 90°. High-frequency harmonics extended beyond 24 kHz,
suggesting
that humpback whales may have an upper frequency limit of hearing as high as 24 kHz.
Link to PDF: Au_etal_2006_Acoustics_Hback_song.pdf
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Abstract: Diving behaviour of air-breathing vertebrates may be influenced by a variety
of factors including age, body size, and changes in prey behaviour and (or) abundance
over both short and long timescales. We studied the diving behaviour of a highly
sexually dimorphic odontocete cetacean, the killer whale, Orcinus orca (L., 1758), using
suction-cup-attached time-depth recorders (TDRs). We tested the hypotheses that dive
rates (no. of dives/h greater than or equal to specific depths) of fish-eating killer whales
varied between males and females, with age, between day and night, and among pods

and years. Data were used from 34 TDR deployments between 1993 and 2002 in the
inshore waters of southern British Columbia, Canada, and Washington, USA. Dive rates
did not change with age or differ among pods or between males and females, although
analyses restricted to adults showed that adult males dove deep significantly more
frequently than adult females during the day. For all whales, dive rates and swim
speeds were greater during the day than at night, suggesting decreased activity levels
at night. Dive rates to deeper depths during the day decreased over the study,
suggesting a long-term change in prey behaviour or abundance, though uncertainty
regarding the diet of this population precludes determination of the cause of such
changes.
URL: <Go to ISI>://000229412400001
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Short Title: Relationship of swim-bladder shape to the directionality pattern of
underwater sound in the oyster toadfish
Abstract: The swim bladder of the oyster toadfish, Opsanus tau, has a distinctive heart
shape with two anterior protrusions
separated by a midline cleft. The lateral surfaces contain intrinsic muscles that meet at
the caudal midline, but the rostromedial
surface is muscle-free. We hypothesize that swim-bladder design represents a
compromise between opposing tendencies

toward (i) an omnidirectional sound source that would optimize a male s opportunity to
attract females from any direction,
and (ii) a directional sound source that would shield the nearby ears during sound
production. To determine if the
directionality of toadfish sound is consistent with this hypothesis, boatwhistle
advertisement calls of individually identified
males were recorded in the York River, Virginia, by means of two calibrated
hydrophones and a waterproof recording system:
one hydrophone was fixed 1 m in front of the fish and the second was roving.
Boatwhistles in the horizontal plane propagated
in a modified omnidirectional pattern that was bilaterally symmetrical. The mean sound
pressure was 126 dB re: 1 mPa at 0°.
The sound pressure level decreased by approximately 1 dB at ±45°, after which levels
increased to 180°, averaging 3 6 dB
greater behind (mean 130 dB) than directly in front of the fish. This pattern is consistent
with the hypothesis that sound energy
is reduced at the fish s ears. The source level and fundamental frequency of the
boatwhistle were highly stereotyped, with
coefficients of variation averaging less than 1%, and duration was more variable, with a
coefficient of variation of 8%. Grunt
levels overlapped but were slightly lower than boatwhistle values.
Link to PDF: Barimo_Fine_1998_swimbladder_oystertoadfish.pdf
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Abstract: The density and total population size of harbor porpoise along the coasts of
California, Oregon, and Washington are estimated from ship surveys using line transect
methods. Surveys were completed between September 1984 and May 1986 using
teams of 3-5 observers. Data include 852 porpoise groups sighted during 6,590 km of
transects. Sighting rates varied more due to effects of sea state than due to the
presence of rain, fog, or sun glare. Experiments using additional observers indicate that

approximately 22% of trackline groups were missed by a team of 5 observers. Harbor
porpoise density is calculated from transects along the 18 m isobath and is extrapolated
to other depth zones based on a model of porpoise abundance as a function of depth.
Total population size is estimated as 45,713 (SE = 7,865) animals.
Research Notes: Behavioral responses noted as small part of larger survey.
Response to research vessel viewed from helicopter.
Link to PDF: Barlow_1988_HarborPorpoise_CaOrWa_surveys.pdf
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Short Title: The mixed blessing of echolocation: Differences in sonar use by fish-eating
and mammal-eating killer whales
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Abstract: Despite well-documented experimental evidence of echolocation in toothed
whales, virtually nothing is known about the use and functional significance of cetacean
sonar in the wild. Here, the patterns of echolocation sounds produced by killer whales,
Orcinus orca, off British Columbia and Alaska are described. Two sympatric populations
with divergent food habits differed markedly in sonar sound production. Individuals
belonging to the fish-eating ‘resident’ population produced trains of characteristic sonar
clicks, on average, 4% of the time, 27 times more often than marine mammal-eating
‘transient’ killer whales. The click trains of residents averaged 7 s, more than twice as
long as the trains of transients. Click repetition rates within resident’s trains were
constant or changed gradually; within transient’s trains they often fluctuated abruptly.
Transients produced isolated single or paired clicks at an average rate of 12/h, four
times as often as residents. In general, the isolated clicks and infrequent, short and
irregular trains of transients were less conspicuous against background noise than the
sonar of residents. This difference in acoustic crypticity may reflect a flexible response
to the probability of alerting prey, because marine mammals have more acute hearing
than fish in the frequency range of sonar clicks. In both populations, echolocation use
per individual decreased with increasing group size, suggesting the sharing of
information between group members. No relationships were found between
echolocation activity and water clarity for whales of either population. Transient whales
often travelled or foraged without discernibly echolocating, suggesting that passive
listening provides cues for prey detection and orientation.
Notes: Part 3
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Abstract: In order to understand the effect of environmental waterborne sound on
cultured fish an ambient noise survey was conducted in enclosed recirculating
raceways, fiberglass and concrete culture tanks, and in outdoor open ponds. Two
distinct low and high frequency regions of sound were observed, above and below 315
Hz one-third octave band. Low frequency sounds were dominant in all systems
measured. Overall noise levels were not significantly different between concrete or
wooden frame raceways. However, the noise level in the low frequency range was
higher by approximately 10 dB re:1 uPa in the concrete raceway. Low frequency noise
was particularly high (130 dB re:1 uPa) in fiberglass tanks when compared with that in
the concrete tanks (110 dB re: 1uPa). High frequency underwater noise was generated
mostly by electrical motors, oscillating and collapsing air bubbles, aeration, and water
pump action. Low frequency noise was generated by water flows, ground vibrations,
tank wall vibrations and electrical pumps. In the high frequency (1–2 kHz) region, Sound
Pressure Levels (SPL) ranged from 100 to 115 dB (re: 1 uPa). In low frequency region
(25–1000 Hz), SPL ranged from 125 to 135 dB (re: 1 uPa). These high SPLs at lower
frequencies are within the hearing range of most teleost species that have been studied
(R.R. Fay and A.M. Simmons, Comparative Hearing : Fishes and Amphibians, Springer,
New York, 1999). Subjecting juvenile or adult fish to these high levels of chronic and or
acute noise that are present in many hatcheries and culture systems may adversely
effect their health and well being.
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Abstract: The strength of an animal's behavioural response to human presence has
often been used as an index of an animal's susceptibility to disturbance. However, if
behavioural responsiveness is positively related to the animal's condition, this may be
an inappropriate index, as individuals showing little or no response may in fact be those
with most to lose from changing their behaviour. We tested the link between individual
state and responsiveness by manipulating condition via the provision of supplementary
food for turnstones, Arenaria interpres, on rocky shores. Birds at one site were fed 450
g of mealworms at low tide every day for 3 days while birds at another site acted as a
control. On the fourth day, using a standardized disturbance protocol, we recorded flush
distances, flight lengths and the amount of time between predator scans for birds in
both flocks. After a break of 3 days, the treatments were then swapped between sites
and the procedure repeated for a total of six trials. Birds whose condition had been
enhanced showed greater responsiveness to standardized human disturbance, flying
away at greater distances from the observer, scanning more frequently for predators
and flying further when flushed. These findings suggest that our current management of
the impact of human disturbance may be based on inaccurate assessments of
vulnerability, and we discuss the implications of this for refuge provision.
URL:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6W9W-4DB5745-4/2/dab356c87a5445f8
e81ae3901406590e
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Abstract: 1. Human disturbance has been associated with declines in breeding success
in numerous species and is of general concern to conservationists. However, the
current framework for predicting and minimizing disturbance effects is weak and there is
considerable uncertainty about why animals are disturbed by people in the first place. 2.
We developed a behavioural model of perceived predation risk as a framework for
understanding the effects of disturbance on cliff-nesting birds. This encompassed the
concept that the effects of disturbance should increase with increasing numbers of
visitors, and decrease with distance from the nest, an insight ignored in current

conservation practice. 3. The predictions of this model were tested using field data on
nesting success in two species of seabird, kittiwake Rissa tridactyla and guillemot Uria
aalge. Statistical models of nesting success in both species suggested that perceived
predation risk is a good predictor of the effects of disturbance. 4. Synthesis and
applications. Our findings suggest that fixed set-back distances and buffer zones are
likely to be inappropriate conservation measures in situations where the numbers of
visitors to wildlife areas fluctuates spatially and temporally, as is generally the case. In
managing access to wildlife areas there is a need to ensure that larger parties of visitors
are kept further away from the nesting areas of vulnerable species or that set-back
distances are determined for the largest party likely to visit the site. Journal of Applied
Ecology (2004) 41, 335 -343
URL: http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.0021-8901.2004.00900.x
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Abstract: This study is the first detailed analysis of the underwater mating behaviour of
seals . The
courtship behaviour of this species of ice-inhabiting phocid is more complex and
variable than that of
seals in other habitats . We observed underwater mating during April and early May in
1973 to 1977 .
Most pre- and post-copulatory behaviours and vocalizations are drawn from the
repertoire we observed
throughout the year . For a one-year period we monitored six vocalizations and seven
behaviours, four
of which involved interactions between the pair . Nosing and biting interactions and
growling and
drumming vocalizations increased significantly two weeks prior to copulation and
progressively
increased up to the day of mating.
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Abstract: Theodolite tracking (61 d; 251 h) was used to quantify dolphin reactions to
boats and swimmers in the austral summers of 1995-1996 and 1996-1997. Dolphins
were accompanied by swimmers (within 200 m) for 11.2% of the total observation time,
whereas boats accounted for an additional 12.4%. Dolphins were not displaced by
either of these activities. Swimmers caused only weak, non-significant effects, perhaps
because dolphins could very easily avoid them. Reactions to the dolphin-watching boat
were stronger. Analyses of relative orientation indicate that dolphins tended to approach
the vessel in the initial stages of an encounter but became less interested as the
encounter progressed. By 70 min into an encounter dolphins were either actively
avoiding the boat or equivocal towards it, approaching significantly less often than
would be expected by chance. Analyses of group dispersion indicate that dolphins were
significantly more tightly bunched when a boat was in the bay.
Link to PDF: Bejder_etal_1999_RX_Hectors-dolphin_boats_NZ.pdf
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Abstract: We documented immediate, behavioural responses of Indo-Pacific bottlenose

dolphins (Tursiops sp.) to experimental vessel approaches in regions of high and low
vessel traffic in Shark Bay, Western Australia. Experimental vessel approaches elicited
significant changes in the behaviour of targeted dolphins when compared with their
behaviour before and after approaches. During approaches, focal dolphin groups
became more compact, had higher rates of change in membership and had more erratic
speeds and directions of travel. Dolphins in the region of low vessel traffic (control site)
had stronger and longer-lasting responses than did dolphins in the region of high vessel
traffic (impact site). In the absence of additional information, the moderated behavioural
responses of impact-site dolphins probably would be interpreted to mean that long-term
vessel activity within a region of tourism had no detrimental effect on resident dolphins.
However, another study showed that dolphin-watching tourism in Shark Bay has
contributed to a long-term decline in dolphin abundance within the impact site (Bejder et
al., in press, Conservation Biology). Those findings suggest that we documented
moderated responses not because impact-site dolphins had become habituated to
vessels but because those individuals that were sensitive to vessel disturbance left the
region before our study began. This reinterpretation of our findings led us to question
the traditional premise that short-term behavioural responses are sufficient indicators of
impacts of anthropogenic disturbance on wildlife. (c) 2006 The Association for the Study
of Animal Behaviour Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract: Studies evaluating effects of human activity on wildlife typically emphasize
short-term behavioral responses from which it is difficult to infer biological significance
or formulate plans to mitigate harmful impacts. Based on decades of detailed behavioral
records, we evaluated long-term impacts of vessel activity on bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops sp.) in Shark Bay, Australia.We compared dolphin abundance within adjacent
36-km2 tourism and control sites, over three consecutive 4.5-year periods wherein
research activity was relatively

constant but tourism levels increased from zero, to one, to two dolphin-watching
operators. A nonlinear logistic model demonstrated that there was no difference in
dolphin abundance between periods with no tourism and periods in which one operator
offered tours. As the number of tour operators increased to two, there was a significant
average decline in dolphin abundance (14.9%; 95% CI=−20.8 to −8.23), approximating
a decline of one per seven individuals. Concurrently, within the control site, the average
increase in dolphin abundance
was not significant (8.5%; 95% CI=−4.0 to +16.7). Given the substantially greater
presence and proximity of tour vessels to dolphins relative to research vessels,
tour-vessel activity contributed more to declining dolphin numbers within the tourism site
than research vessels. Although this trend may not jeopardize the large, genetically
diverse dolphin population of Shark Bay, the decline is unlikely to be sustainable for
local dolphin tourism. A similar declinewould be devastating for small, closed, resident,
or endangered cetacean populations.
The substantial effect of tour vessels on dolphin abundance in a region of low-level
tourism calls into question the presumption that dolphin-watching tourism is benign.
Link to PDF: Bejder_etal_2006_Decline_abundance_Tutr_Disturbance.pdf
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Abstract: 1. A report on the scientific aspects of the consequences of tourism and other
leisure activities on the marine flora and fauna has been prepared on behalf of the
French Ministry of the Environment. This involved an exhaustive bibliographical review
resulting in a series of proposals to address some of the issues highlighted. 2. Our
knowledge is too often based on observations of the deeds and misdeeds of tourism
along with only a small amount of experimental study. 3. The main proposals are that
there should be: (1) a compilation of all studies ordered by and for the State and its
decentralized services., local communities and private companies: (2) definition of
priority species and ecosystems, (3) observations on the direct and indirect impacts by
tourists and sportsmen on the natural environment for each one of the large biotopes;
(4) quantification of the impact of recreational Fishing: (5) an integration of biological,

sociological, economic and judicial disciplines in the management of the marine
environment.
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Abstract: During August 2001 Greeneridge Sciences, Inc., made underwater and in-air
recordings
of various sound sources in Cook Inlet, AK. The objective was to quantify the acoustic
environment that beluga whales may be subjected to in the Inlet. Sounds were analyzed
with respect to their broadband and one-third octave band levels, and their spectral
composition.
Repeated measurements of the same source at different distances provided information
on transmission loss. Four main types of sound sources were analyzed: (1)
overflights by commercial and military aircraft departing or landing at Anchorage
International
Airport and Elmendorf Air Force Base, respectively; (2) the Phillips A oil platform
located in the northwestern part of Cook Inlet; (3) large and small vessels in Anchorage
harbor; and (4) ambient sounds in areas removed from industrial activities.
Recordings were made during aircraft overflights seaward of Anchorage International
Airport (ANC), where commercial jets and airplanes were taking off, and Elmendorf
Air Force Base (AFB), where military jets (mainly F-15s) were landing. Peak
underwater broadband levels during overflights reached 125 dB re 1 µPa at ANC and
135
dB re 1 µPa at the AFB. “Ambient” broadband levels, recorded in the same locations
while no overflights were taking place, were higher for the AFB (119 dB re 1 µPa) than
for ANC (105 dB re 1 µPa). A-weighted in-air broadband levels reached 95 dBA re 20
µPa for both airports. Spectral composition for both commercial and military jets was
broadband in nature with most of the energy below 2 kHz.
Recordings were made at 6 stations located 0.3 to 19 km from the Phillips A oil
platform.
Underwater broadband levels were highest 1.2 km from the platform (119 dB re 1
µPa) and decreased with distance, reaching background levels by the farthest station
(19

km). Several tones at frequencies of 60 to 105 Hz likely originated at the platform and
had
spreading loss terms of -16 to -24 dB per tenfold change in distance. A-weighted
broadband
levels in air reached 65 dBA re 20 µPa 0.3 km from the platform and decreased at a
rate of -16 dB per tenfold change in distance.
Both large ships (i.e. cargo-bulk carrier Emerald Bulker) and small craft (i.e., Avon
rubber boat) were recorded in Anchorage harbor. The highest underwater broadband
levels
were obtained while a tug was docking a gravel barge and reached 149 dB re 1 µPa at
a
distance of 100 m. Spreading loss terms for most of the underwater recordings in the
harbor
area were between -14 and -21 dB re 1 µPa. Beluga whales were observed in the
harbor
area close to a cargo-freight ship during one of the recordings, when broadband levels
would have been close to 125 dB re 1 µPa. Ship noise was mainly low-frequency in
nature, with most of the energy below 1 kHz.
Six locations removed from industrial activities were sampled for ambient sound
levels. The lowest broadband underwater levels were obtained at Birchwood, a location
up
the Knik Arm which is frequented by beluga whales, and averaged 95 dB re 1 µPa. The
highest underwater broadband levels were obtained north of Point Possession during
the
incoming tide and reached 124 dB re 1 µPa. These ambient sound levels are
comparable to
those recorded in the Beaufort Sea away from industrial activities. When compared to
the
Birchwood recording, an ambient recording from Anchorage harbor showed a
reasonably
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even increase in sound pressure levels of 20-40 dB across all frequencies sampled (4
to
20,000 Hz). In contrast, the highest SPLs in the recording made north of Point
Possession
were between 1 and 10 kHz and were attributed to tide noises.
Beluga whales are able to hear an unusually wide range of frequencies, covering
most natural and man-made sounds. However, where their hearing is keenest (10-100
kHz) is above the frequency range of most industrial noise, and at low frequencies
(<100
Hz) beluga hearing threshold levels may be comparable to or exceed one-hertz band
levels
recorded for the industrial activities reported in this study. Therefore, the sound levels
measured in Cook Inlet during this study would not be expected to have more than a
minor
effect on the whales.

Research Notes: Beluga whales in Cook Inlet did not appear to be bothered by sounds
from cargo-freight ship
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Abstract: Underwater and in-air recordings were made from a boat anchored near
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, while a Griffon 2000TD hovercraft drove by at or near full power
on four passes. At the closest point of approach (CPA, 6.5 m), underwater broadband
(10-10 000 Hz) levels reached 133 and 131 dB re: I mu Pa at depths of I and 7 m,
respectively. In-air unweighted and A-weighted broadband (10-10 000 Hz) levels
reached 104 and 97 dB re: 20 mu Pa, respectively. The hovercraft produced sound at a
wide range of frequencies. Both underwater and in air, the largest spectral peak was
near 87 Hz, which corresponded to the blade rate of the thrust propeller. In addition, the
spectral composition included several harmonics of this frequency. The shaft or blade
rate of the lift fan was barely detectable underwater despite its proximity to the water.
The hovercraft was considerably quieter underwater than similar-sized conventional
vessels and may be an attractive alternative when there is concern over underwater
sounds.
Research Notes: Good for relevant solutions, hovercraft much quieter.
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Abstract: The objective of this study was to determine the levels, characteristics, and
range dependence of underwater and in-air sounds produced during the open-water
seasons of 2000–2003 by the Northstar oil development, located in nearshore waters of
the Alaskan Beaufort Sea. Specifically, sounds originating at the island itself (from
construction, drilling, and oil production activities) were compared with sounds produced
by vessels performing island support. Sounds were obtained with boat-based
recordings (at distances up to 37 km from Northstar), a cabled hydrophone (distance
~450 m), and with autonomous seafloor recorders (distance ~22 km). Vessels (crew
boat, tugs, self-propelled barges) were the main contributors to the underwater sound
field and were often detectable underwater as much as ~30 km offshore. Without
vessels, broadband island sounds reached background values at 2–4 km. Island sound
levels showed more variation (lower min, higher max) during construction than during
drilling and production. In-air broadband measurements were not affected by the
presence of vessels and reached background values 1–4 km from Northstar. However,
one airborne tone (81 Hz) believed to originate at Northstar was still detectable in the
spectrum 37 km away.
Research Notes: Noise from "island" not helpful but noise relating transport vessels
useful.
URL: <Go to ISI>://000234612600017
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Abstract: During June and July 2000, impact pipe-driving sounds at Northstar Island
(Prudhoe Bay, Alaska) were recorded underwater and in air at distances 63–3000 m
from the source. Simultaneously, reactions of nearby ringed seals (in water or on ice)
were documented. Pipe-driving pulses were analyzed to determine unweighted peak

and rms sound-pressure levels (SPLs) and sound-exposure levels (SELs). Underwater,
mean levels for these parameters reached 157 and 151 dB re: 1 uPa and 145 dB re: 1
uPa2s, respectively, at 63 m. The corresponding values in air were 112 and 96 dB re:
20 uPa and 90 dB re: (20 mPa)2s, respectively. Underwater SPLs were, <180 dB re: 1
uPa at all distances. During 55 h of observation, 23 observed seals exhibited little or no
reaction to any industrial noise except approaching Bell 212 helicopters. Ringed seals
swam in open water near the island throughout construction activities and as close as
46 m from the pipe-driving operation. Based on current audiometric data for seals, these
sounds are expected to be audible to less than 3
km underwater and at least 0.5 km in air. Most likely the seals around Northstar Island
were habituated to industrial sounds.
Notes: Part 1
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Abstract: 1.
Increasing urbanization and recreational activities around and within biodiversity
hotspots require an understanding of how to reduce the impacts of human disturbance
on more than a single species; however, we lack a general framework to study multiple
species. One approach is to expand on knowledge about the theory of anti-predator
behaviour to understand and predict how different species might respond to humans.
2.
We reviewed the literature and found that only 21% of studies that used a behavioural
approach to study human disturbance focused on multiple species. These studies
identified
a number of potential predictive variables.
3.
We developed a simulation model that investigates interspecific variation in different
parameters of disturbance with variation in human visitation. We found that
fitness-related
responses, such as the quantity of food consumed by a species, are relatively sensitive
to
the distance at which animals detect humans, the frequency of disturbance by humans
and the interaction of these factors, but are less sensitive to other characteristics.
4.
We examined avian alert distance (the distance animals first orientated to an
approaching
threat, a proxy for detection distance) across 150 species, controlling for phylogenetic
effects.

We found that larger species had greater alert distances than smaller species, which
could increase local spatial and temporal limitations on suitable habitat with increasing
human visitation.
5.
Synthesis and applications
. Our results suggest that body size could be a potential
predictor of responses to human disturbance across species, and could be used by
managers
to make conservation decisions regarding levels of human visitation to a protected site.
We
suggest that three things are essential to develop predictive models of how different
species
will respond to human disturbance. First, multiple indicators of disturbance should be
studied
to select those with lower intraspecific variation for a given study system. Secondly, the
species-specific nature of responses should be identified. Thirdly, life history, natural
history
and other correlates with these species-specific responses must be assessed.
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Abstract: The risks posed by a range of acoustic scientific instruments were assessed
by the construction of matrices of scale and likelihood. We recognized six levels of
impact ranging from none or short term, minimal behavioural response (Level 1) to
multiple injuries and fatalities and/or compromised populations (Level 6) and six levels
of likelihood ranging from “Expected in almost all instances” (Level 1) to “cannot see
how it could happen” (Level 6). Typical scientific instruments ranging from acoustic
releases to large air
gun arrays were assessed. To provide a perspective for the risks of scientific

operations, other activities were also ranked. These included large chemical explosions,
submarine detection sonars implicated in some mass strandings of cetaceans and
normal Antarctic shipping activities. The conclusion reached was that most scientific
instruments pose a similar or lower risk than normal shipping operations. High
source-level equipment poses some risk to individual animals’ hearing and so should be
mitigated. Likewise, survey
planning should be designed to avoid trapping animals in narrow, constricted sea ways.
Long term, cumulative impacts are still difficult to detect in areas with greater
anthropogenic noise than the Antarctic but we concluded that any possible long term
impacts should be mitigated by maintaining the low levels of activity using high
source-level equipment through data sharing and survey planning.
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Abstract: Arctic marine mammals may be subject to human-induced disturbance from
various air traffic, mostly in connection with exploration and exploitation of
non-renewable resources. The escape responses (i.e. leaving the ice) of hauled out
ringed seals (Phoca hispida) to a low-flying (150 m) fixed-wing twin-engine aircraft
(Partenavia PN68 Observer) during strip censuses in eastern Greenland (June 1984)
and to a low-flying (150 m) helicopter (Bell 206 III) during reconnaissance in
northwestern Greenland (May 1992) were recorded. Overall, 6.0% of the seals (N-tot =
5040) escaped as a reaction to the fixed-wing aircraft. Seals escaped less than about
600 m in front of the aircraft. The overall probability of escaping was 0.21 within a
200-m-wide centre zone, 0.06 on the side of the aircraft (100-300 m from the flight
track), and 0.02 between 300 and 500 m from the track. The probability of escaping was
found to be influenced by the time of day, relative wind direction and wind chill. Overall,

about 49% of all seals (N-tot = 227 cases) escaped as a response to the helicopter.
Seals entered the water a maximum of about 1250 m in front of the aircraft. At wind chill
values below 1100 kcal/m(2) h, the probability of escaping was 0.79 in the 200-m-wide
centre zone. On the sides the probability of escaping decreased up to about 500 m from
the flight track whereafter it remained constant at about 0.30 up to about 1450 m.
During the helicopter surveys wind chill was the only environmental factor found to have
an additional effect on the probability of escaping. The study indicated that the risk of
scaring ringed seals into the water can be substantially reduced if small-type helicopters
do not approach them closer than about 1500 m, and small fixed-winged aircraft not
closer than about 500 m.
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Abstract: The Heard Island Feasibility Test source transmitted a hum at 209-220 dB re:
1 uPa at 175-m depth, centered on 57 Hz with a maximum bandwidth of 30 Hz for 1 h of
every 3. Experienced marine mammal observers conducted line-transect surveys and
monitored marine mammal behavior visually and acoustically in a 70x70 km square

centered on the transmission sitte. Thirty-nine groups of cetaceans and 19 of pinnipeds
were sighted from both vessels before the start of transmissions. Thirty-nine groups of
cetaceans and 23 of pinnipeds were sighted during transmissions. Blue (Balaenoptera
musculus), fin (B. physalus), and sperm (Physeter tnacrocephalus) whales were
sighteduring the base line period; blue, sperm, and possibly sei (B. borealis) whales
were sighted during the transmission period. More schools of hourglass dolphins
(Lagenorhynchus cruciger) were sighted during transmissions, but fewer groups of pilot
whales (Globicephala melas), southern bottlenose whales (Hyperoodon planifrons), and
minke whales (B. acutorostrata). The density of all cetaceans was 0.0157 groups/km2
before the transmissions and 0.0166 groups/km2 during. Antarctic fur seals
(Arctocephalus gazella) and southern elephant seals (Mirounga leonina) were seen, but
not in sufficient numbers to estimate abundance. One blue whale tracked before, during
and after a transmission changed respiration and reorientation rates, but did not avoid
the source detectably. Sperm whales and pilot whales were heard in 23% of 1181 min
of baseline acoustic surveys; but in none of 1939 min during the transmission period.
Both species were heard within 48 h after the end of the test.
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Abstract: Following a year of robust growth in 2004, the North American cruise industry
experienced
a more moderate rate of expansion during 2005. As indicated in Table ES-1, passenger
embarkations
at U.S. ports increased by 6.3 percent in 2005 to 8.6 million. This rate of increase
was less than half the 13.9 percent increase during 2004. The slower growth in
embarkations
resulted in a reduced rate of growth in passenger and cruise spending. After increasing
by
13.8 percent in 2004, the growth in total industry spending declined to 10 percent in
2005,
and totaled $16.18 billion for the year. Because the growth in spending exceeded the
growth
in embarkations, global spending on a per passenger basis increased from $1,553 in
2004 to
$1,667 in 2005.
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Abstract: Watercraft may provide the greatest source of arithropogenic noise for
bottlenose dolphins living in coastal waters. A resident community of about 140
individuals near Sarasota, Florida, are exposed to a vessel passing within 100 m
approximately every six minutes during daylight hours. I investigated the circumstances
under which watercraft traffic may impact the acoustic behavior of this community,
specifically looking for short-term changes in whistle frequency range, duration, and rate
of production. To analyze whistles and received watercraft noise levels, acoustic
recordings were made using two hydrophones towed from an observation vessel during
focal animal follows of 14 individual dolphins. The duration and frequency range of
signature whistles did not change significantly relative to vessel approaches. However,
dolphins whistled significantly more often at the onset of approaches compared to
during and after vessel approaches. Whistle rate was also significantly greater at the
onset of a vessel approach than when no vessels were present. Increased whistle
repetition as watercraft approach may simply reflect heightened arousal, an increased
motivation for animals to come closer together, with whistles functioning to promote
reunions. It may also be an effective way to compensate for signal masking, maintaining
communication in a noisy environment.
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Abstract: The standard definitions found in the American National Standards on
Acoustics are applied to common sound sources used in both underwater acoustics
research and naval sonar system operation. Recommended metrics are quantified for
both continuous and transient sources of sound. Standard definitions are reviewed with
theoretical sound source models. Requisite metrics are derived and applied to
examples of energy sources of sound, such as transients from a small omnidirectional
explosive, an air gun, a light bulb, and a dolphin click. A generic quantitative model of
surface ship sonar system emissions is developed. Active sonar transmissions are
analyzed with the requisite quantitative metrics required to characterize these
emissions. These results should be useful in environmental assessments, biological
experiments, and the sonar system design.
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Abstract: KURZFASSUNG: Freilandversuche fiber das H6rverm6gen bei Teleostiern.
Versuche fiber
das HSrverm/Sgen verschiedener mariner Fische - des Schellfischs (Melanograrnrnus
aeglefinus),
des Pollacks (PoIIachius pollachius), des Kabeljaus (Gadus morhua) und des Lengs
(Molva
rnolva) - wurden im Biotop, und zwar in 20 m Tiefe bei Loch Torridon (Schottland)
durchgefiihrt.
Die Reaktionen der Fische wurden mit Hilfe einer besonderen Dressurtechnik getestet,
wobei dem Tonreiz ein leichter elektrischer Schock folgte; wurde das akustische Signal
wahrgenommen,
traten Ver~nderungen im Elektrokardiogramm der Fische auf. Alle 4 Arten wlesen
ein ~ihnliches H~rverm/Sgen auf. Im Niederfrequenzbereich yon etwa 60-300 Hz wurde
die h~S&ste Empfindlichkeit registriert. Bei h~Sheren Frequenzen stellte sich eine
Verminderung
der Empfindlichkelt ein; nur Molva molva konnte zuverl~issig auf einen Ton yon 550 Hz
abgerichtet
werden. Im Bereich niederer Frequenzen waren alle Fische iiuBerst empfindlich; es
ergaben sich Hinweise, dab die HiJrschwellen vom Eigenrauschen des Meeres
maskiert wurden.
Dies wurde durch Versu&e best{itigt, bei denen die Intensit~it des Eigenrauschens
vergrSBert
wurde, die Mith~Srschwellen aber in konstantem Abstand zum St~Srpegel blieben.
Ferner wurde
festgestellt, dab die Verde&ung reiner T~Sne wesentlich vermindert wurde, wenn Ton
und
St/Srpegel ans verschiedenen Richtungen (ira rechten Winkel zueinander) abgestrahlt
wurden.
Daraus ist zu schlieBen, dab die F~ihigkeit, die Richtung der S&allquellen zu
unterscheiden, gut
entwi&elt sein diirtte.
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Abstract: 1. Field measurements of hearing in the cod, Gadus morhua L., have
shown that these fish are sensitive to pure tones in the frequency range from
30 to 470 Hz with greatest sensitivity in the range 60 to 310 Hz. At the most sensitive
frequencies the mean thresholds varied between -18 and -26 dB/~bar (Fig. 4).
2. Variation in the thresholds at most frequencies was related to changes in the
level of ambient sea noise (Figs. 5-7). Only in calm sea conditions were unmasked
thresholds obtained. The masking effect of noise was confirmed by raising the level
artificially. The thresholds increased in proportion to the increase in noise level.
3. The thresholds were largely independent of the distance of the sound source
over the range from 1.7 to 50 m, suggesting that cod are sensitive to acoustic
pressure. However, a changeover to particle displacement sensitivity was noted at
frequencies below 50 Hz when the sound source was moved to within 1 m of the
fish (Fig. 9).
4. It is concluded that the swimbladder plays an accessory role in hearing.
Differences obtained in the thresholds at different sound source distances may be
explained in terms of the displacement sensitivity of the otolith organs. These
respond to displacements re-radiated from the swimbladder in the far-field, and to
the greater incident displacement in the near-field at very low frequencies.
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Abstract: Singing by males is a major feature of the mating system of humpback
whales, Megaptera novaeangliae
(Borowski). Although a few songs have been opportunistically recorded on the whales’
high-latitude feeding
grounds, singing in these regions was thought to be only sporadic. We report results
from the first
continuous acoustic monitoring of a humpback whale feeding ground (off Cape Cod,
MA, USA) in spring.
Using autonomous sea-floor recording systems, we found singing on a daily basis over
the entire 25 day
monitoring period, from 14 May to 7 June 2000. For much of the period, song was
recorded 24 h per
day. These results, combined with evidence for aseasonal conceptions in whaling catch
data, suggest that
the humpback whale breeding season should no longer be considered as confined to
lower-latitude regions
in winter. Rather, we suggest breeding extends geographically and temporally onto
feeding grounds into
at least spring and early summer. Singing at these times represents either low-cost
opportunistic advertising
by (perhaps relatively few) males to court females that failed to conceive during the
winter, and/or possibly
an intrasexual display.
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Abstract: Between 1984 and 1993, visual and acoustic methods were combined to
census the Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort bowhead whale, Balaena mysticetus, population.

Passive acoustic location was based on arrival-time differences of transient bowhead
sounds detected on sparse arrays of three to five hydrophones distributed over
distances of 1.5–4.5 km along the ice edge. Arrival-time differences were calculated
from either digital cross correlation of spectrograms (old method), or digital cross
correlation of time waveforms (new method). Acoustic calibration was conducted in situ
in 1985 at five sites with visual site position determined by triangulation using two
theodolites. The discrepancy between visual and acoustic locations was ,1%–5% of
visual range and less than 0.7° of visual bearing for either method. Comparison of
calibration results indicates that the new method yielded slightly more precise and
accurate positions than the old method. Comparison of 217 bowhead whale call
locations from both acoustic methods showed that the new method was more precise,
with location errors 3–4 times smaller than the old method. Overall, low-frequency
bowhead transients were reliably located out to ranges of 3–4 times array size. At these
ranges in shallow water, signal propagation appears to be dominated by the
fundamental mode and is not corrupted by multipath.
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Abstract: Over the last decade there has been considerable growth in marine
mammal-watching tourism throughout the world. Due to the species use of coastal
habitats, bottlenose dolphins are most frequently exposed to dolphin-watching tourism.
We conducted boat-based focal follows of schools of bottlenose dolphins to determine
the effect of boats on dolphin behaviour. A CATMOD analysis showed that behaviour
differed by boat number, in particular, resting behaviour decreased as boat number

increased. Dolphins rested less and engaged in more milling behaviour in the presence
of permitted dolphin-watching boats compared to non-permitted boats. An increase from
49 to 70 permitted trips per week and a change in their departure times resulted in a
further decrease in resting behaviour. Currently the effects of boats, in particular
permitted boats, on dolphin resting behaviour whilst they are in the Bay of Islands, are
substantial. In the light of these findings we suggest that current legislation in New
Zealand is not affording this isolated population protection from disturbance.
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Abstract: Several mass strandings of beaked whales have recently been correlated
with military exercises involving mid-frequency sonar highlighting unknowns regarding
hearing sensitivity in these species. We report the hearing abilities of a stranded
juvenile beaked whale (Mesoplodon europaeus) measured with auditory evoked
potentials. The beaked whale's modulation rate transfer function (MRTF) measured with
a 40-kHz carrier showed responses up to an 1,800 Hz amplitude modulation (AM) rate.
The MRTF was strongest at the 1,000 and 1.200 Hz AM rates. The envelope following

response (EFR) input-output functions were non-linear. The beaked whale was most
sensitive to high frequency signals between 40 and 80 kHz, but produced smaller
evoked potentials to 5 kHz, the lowest frequency tested. The beaked whale hearing
range and sensitivity are similar to other odontocetes that have been measured.
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Abstract: The effects of the presence of vessels on the behaviour of humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae) was studied in Hervey Bay, Queensland, where
southward-migrating whales are the focus of a commercial whale-watching industry.
The behaviour of whales was observed from a small yacht under sail. Rates of
occurrence of units of behaviour for entire pods were obtained from continuous
sampling of pods. Pods without calves showed lower rates of behaviour generally when
vessels were within 300 m of them. Pods both with and without calves:were more likely
to dive rather than slip under when vessels were within 300 m. Hybrid multidimensional
scaling of rates of behaviours of pods indicated differences between suites of
behaviours exhibited by pods when vessels were within 300 m of them and when they
were not. Classification of the patterns of occurrence of behaviours demonstrated that
for pods both with and without calves, different units of behaviour tended to occur

together when vessels were within 300 m and when they were not. Whale watching
offers a nonlethal commercial use of whales, but in Hervey Bay, whale watching affects
the behaviour of whales, which, although migrating, can be involved in breeding ground
activities. Whether the short-term behavioural changes described here are
accompanied by longer term avoidance of Hervey Bay by humpback whales as they
migrate south remains to be determined.
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Abstract: Changes in the diving behavior of individual free-ranging juvenile northern
elephant seals, Mirounga angustirostris, exposed to the acoustic thermometry of the
ocean climate (ATOC) sound source were examined using data loggers. Data loggers
were attached to the animals and measured swim speed, maximum-depth of dive, dive
duration, surface interval, descent and ascent rate, and descent and ascent angle along
with sound pressure level (SPL): The ATOC sound source was at a depth of 939 m and
transmitted at 195 dB re: 1 muPa at 1 m centered at 75 Hz with a 37.5-Hz bandwidth.
Sound pressure levels (SPL) measured at the seal during transmissions averaged 128
dB and ranged from 118 to 137 dB re: 1 muPa for the 60-90 Hz band; in comparison to
ambient levels of 87-107 dB within this band. In no, case did an animal end its dive or
show any other obvious change in behavior upon exposure to the ATOC sound. Subtle
changes in diving behavior were detected, however. During exposure, deviations in
descent rate were greater than 1 s.d. of the control mean in 9 of 14 seals. Dive depth
increased and descent velocity increased in three animals, ascent velocity decreased in
two animals, ascent rate increased in one animal and decreased in another, and dive
duration decreased in only one animal. There was a highly significant positive
correlation between SPL and descent rate. The biological significance of these subtle
changes is likely to be minimal. This is the first study to quantify behavioral responses of
an animal underwater with simultaneous measurements of SPL of anthropogenic
sounds recorded at the animal.
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Abstract: [ABSTRACT ONLY]
The final results of an experimental investigation to study the extent of
frequency regionalization in the ear of goldfish are presented. Goldfish
about 6 in. in body length were subjected to intense tones at 250 and 500
Hz, and four different sound-pressure levels. They were placed in a waveguide
and constrained as close as possible to a pressure antinode so that
the primary response of the inner ear was due to the induced motion of the
swimbladder and WeberJan ossicles. Both saccular and lagenar maculae
were examined under a scanning electron microscope to determine the
location and extent of hair cell damage as a function of frequency and
sound-pressure level. The results are not inconsistent with the gross frequency
regionalization in the saccular macula of codfish determined by P.
S. Enger [Hearing and Sound Communication in Fishes (Springer, New
York, 1981 ), pp. 243-255]. In addition, the results indicate a possible
breakdown of the Weberian apparatus at extremely high sound-pressure
levels where the primary site of damage switches from the saeeule to
lagena. This is consistent with the behavior of the system based on its
viscoelastic properties as postulated by R. MeN. Alexander [J. Exp. Biol.
38, 747-757 ( 1961 ) ]. Work supported in part by ONR and N IH. ]
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Abstract: The human contribution to ambient noise in the ocean has increased over the
past 50 years, and is dominated by low-frequency (LF) sound (frequencies <1000 Hz)

from shipping, oil and gas development, defence-related and research activities.
Mysticete whales, including six endangered species, may be at risk from this noise
pollution because all species produce and probably perceive low-frequency sound. We
conducted a manipulative field experiment to test the effects of loud, LF noise on
foraging fin blue (B. musculus) and (Balaenoptera physalus) whales off San Nicolas
Island, California. Naive observers used a combination of attached tracking devices,
ship-based surveys, aerial surveys, photo-identification and passive monitoring of vocal
behaviour to examine the behaviour and distribution of whales when a loud LF source
(US Navy SURTASS LFA) was and was not transmitting. During transmission, 12–30%
of the estimated received levels of LFA of whales in the study area exceeded 140 dB re
1 µPa. However, whales continued to be seen foraging in the region. Overall, whale
encounter rates and diving behaviour appeared to be more strongly linked to changes in
prey abundance associated with oceanographic parameters than to LF sound
transmissions. In some cases, whale vocal behaviour was significantly different
between experimental and non-experimental periods. However, these differences
were not consistent and did not appear to be related to LF sound transmissions. At the
spatial and temporal scales examined, we found no obvious responses of whales to a
loud, anthropogenic, LF sound. We suggest that the cumulative effects of anthropogenic
LF noise over larger temporal and spatial scales than examined here may be a more
important consideration for management agencies.
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Abstract: throughout their range. Research conducted since 1994 has shown that
acoustic alarms
(pingers) emitting high-frequency pulsed sounds effectively reduce the number of
harbor porpoise
Phocoena phocoena casualties in sink gillnets. However, the mechanisms behind the
effects of
pingers were still not understood. Until now, advantages and risks associated with their
widespread
use could not be evaluated. Here we present the results of 2 field experiments: (1)

theodolite-tracking
of harbor porpoises exposed to a single PICE-pinger in Clayoquot Sound, Vancouver
Island,
Canada and (2) herring Clupea harengus capture rates in surface gillnets equipped with
and without
acoustic alarms (Dukane Netmark 1000, Lien, PICE) in the Baltic Sea herring fishery at
Rügen Island,
Germany. Our results show that harbor porpoises do not seem to react to an
experimental net in their
foraging area (n = 172 groups, median group size = 2 porpoises). Porpoise distance
from the mid-point
of the net was distributed around a median of only 150 m (range 4 to 987 m). A net
equipped with an
acoustic alarm, however, was avoided (n = 44 groups) within audible range (distance
distribution
median = 530 m, range 130 to 1140 m). The porpoises were thus effectively excluded
from the ensonified
area. Herring, one of the main prey species of harbor porpoises, were not affected by
the acoustic
alarms tested (n = 25 407 fish captured). The advantages and risks of using acoustic
alarms to mitigate
by-catch are discussed.
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Abstract: Underwater sounds from migrating gray whales were recorded from a
bottom-mounted hydrophone array.
Sound-source locations were based upon arrival-time differences and received levels.
Visual tracking corroborated
sound data. Moans were the most common of more than 231 whale sounds recorded in
the presence
of at least 218 whales. Moans lasted 1.5 sec; their source level was about 126 dB re
0.0002 dyn/cm a at 1 yd;
and they ranged from 20 200 Hz. Underwater bloz:, sounds from surface exhalations
were 1.25 sec long,
and they ranged from 15 175 Hz. Infrequent bubble4ype signals, lasting 0.7 sec, were

about 112 dB re 0.0002
dyn/cm a at 1 yd, ranging from 15-305 Hz. Knock sounds were as high as 350 Hz at
sound-pressure levels
up to 116 dB re 0.0002 dyn/cm a at 1 yd. Gray whales were soniferous during the day
and night. The average
swimming speed of lone migrators was 5.5 kt, based on sound tracks. No characteristic
behavior could be
associated with sound production other than blow sounds during exhalations.
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Abstract: Long-term statistics of ambient sound in an ocean basin have been derived
from 2 years of data collected on 13 widely distributed receivers in the North Pacific.
The data consist of single hydrophone spectra (1-500 Hz in l-Hz bands) averaged over
170 s and recorded at 5-min intervals. Cumulative probability distributions of the
ambient sound level show that for the open-ocean arrays at 75 Hz, sound levels are 3
dB higher than the median:level 10% of the time and 6 dB higher 1% of the time. For
the coastal arrays, sound levels are 7 dB higher than the median level 10% of the time
and 15 dB higher 1% of the time. The dearest feature in many of the spectrograms is a
strong annual cycle in the 15-22 Hz band with peak signal levels up to 25 dB above the
sound floor; this cycle is attributed to the presence and migration of blue and fin whales.
On average, whales are detected 43% of the time. Ships are heard 31%-85% of the
time on the coastal receivers and 19%-87% of the time on the open-ocean receivers,
depending on the receiver. On average, ships are detected 55% of the time. The
correlation coefficient between the sound level in the 200-400 Hz band and wind speed,
determined from satellite and global meteorological analysis, is on average 0.56 for the
coastal receivers and 0.79 for the open-ocean receivers. For some receivers, the sound

level in the 12-15 Hz band is correlated with the sound level in the 200-400 Hz band,
with a correlation coefficient of 0.5. (C) 1999 Acoustical Society, of America.
[S0001-4966(99)02512-6].
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Short Title: Attraction of gray whales, Eshrichtius robustus, to underwater outboard
engine noise in Laguna San Ignacio, Baja California Sur, Mexico
Abstract: [Abstract] Investigations on gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) in Laguna
San Ignacio have previously documented “curious” or “friendly” whale behavior towards
vessels. This behavior was encountered during acoustical studies conducted in March
1981 in this lagoon. The initial response appears' triggered by the underwater sound
generated from outboard engines. Whales actively seek out the sound source and
physically contact slow (2–4 kts) moving small vessels (inflatable Avons, Zodiacs,
wooden and aluminum skiffs). Engines kept in idle (running but out of gear) maintained
these whales in close proximity for periods up to 3 hours. Some whales terminated this
activity when the engine was shut off. These behaviors around vessels were video
taped. Sound profiles on engine noise and ambient noise levels were collected and
analyzed. This “curious” behavior is prevalent only in areas where whales are
repeatedly exposed to small vessel activity. This unique behavior has occurred for the
past four years in Laguna San Ignacio, and has only been recently described for
Guerrero Negro Lagoon. Instances of similar behavior from other species of cetaceans
will be discussed.
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Abstract: In support of its acoustic risk mitigation policy, NATO SACLANT Undersea
Research Centre (SACLANTCEN) is sponsoring a series of sea trials, entitled "Sirena"
to collect a multiyear integrated oceanographic, biological, and hydrographic data set,
the goal being to explain, based on these parameters, the distribution of marine
mammals found in specific locations. By understanding how ocean dynamics affects the
distribution and behavior of whales and the organisms forming the food web upon which
the whales feed, it may be possible to conduct acoustic exercises in areas of low
cetacean density. The first two Sirena multidisciplinary cruises were conducted in the
Ligurian Sea in late summer time frame during 1999 and 2000. The focus of this
analysis is to determine whether remotely sensed satellite data can indicate nutrient-rich
regions in areas where the oceanography is known and to determine if these regions of
higher productivity, coupled with knowledge of cetacean presence from all available
sources, could be used as an indicator of marine mammal presence for acoustic risk
mitigation purposes. For the two years of data examined here, cooler sea-surface
temperature data correlated with high levels of chlorophyll production as seen by
remotely sensed images. This remotely sensed data correlated well with measured
subsurface values of the same parameters. Coincident sightings of three species of
marine mammals indicated that in and sperm whales generally preferred the deep,
nutrient-rich portion of the basin while Cuvier's beaked whales preferred a submarine
canyon where there is a frontal influence, as indicated from satellite data and historical
oceanography. This paper is intended as a contribution to the longer term objective of
developing the means to accurately predict cetacean presence from physical

oceanographic characteristics.
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Abstract: Pile driver-generated noise has the potential to affect dolphin populations
adversely as it is detectable up to 40 km from the source. At 9 kHz, this noise is capable
of masking strong vocalisations within 10-15 km and weak vocalisations up to
approximately 40 km. The masking radius reduces as the frequency increases: 6 km at
5 0 kHz and 1.2 km at 115 kHz. The impacts of masking are expected to be limited by
the intermittent nature of pile driver noise, the dolphin's directional hearing, their ability
to adjust vocalisation amplitude and frequency, and the structured content of their
signals. Behavioural modifications have been observed in response to underwater
sounds, including those produced by pile drivers, although in the latter case this may
have been due to redistribution of prey species. A range of mitigation measures are
proposed that are aimed at reducing the impact of pile driver noise on dolphin
populations.
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Abstract: The potential for fish to avoid survey vessels is a major source of uncertainty
in stockassessment surveys. Although walleye pollock (Theragra chalcogramma) are
the subject of a substantial commercial fishery in the North Pacific, their behavioural
responses to approaching survey vessels remain poorly understood. As a first step in
an effort to determine if walleye pollock avoid survey vessels engaged in trawling
operations, we made pairwise comparisons of acoustic backscatter recorded by survey
vessels while free-running and while trawling. Results are presented of acoustic
backscatter recorded from NOAA’s RV ‘‘Miller Freeman’’, which used a midwater trawl
during the 1996-2002 eastern Bering Sea surveys, and a chartered commercial fishing
vessel, which used a bottom trawl during a survey in 2003 in the Gulf of Alaska. In both
cases, average backscatter from a vesselmounted echosounder was significantly higher
when free-running than when trawling. These decreases in backscatter are consistent
with increased vessel avoidance while trawling. There were no differences in the vertical
distribution of backscatter when free-running and trawling, indicating that pollock do not
exhibit elevated diving responses when approached by a trawling vessel rather than by
a free-running vessel. Although the study indicates that pollock respond to trawling
vessels, the nature of the behavioural response cannot be determined with the methods
used in this study. Future work should evaluate potential stimuli produced by trawlers to
which pollock may react, and should document changes in behaviour that may occur in
their presence.
Research Notes: Free-running and trawling in the same vessel (research vessel,
commerical vessel) in paired comparisons. No change in depth when vessel passes
over when comparing trawling and free-running.
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Abstract: The avoidance reactions of fish with respect to a survey vessel were studied
during horizontal acoustic applications of a Simrad EY500 split-beam echosounder (120
kHz) in two lakes (Wallersee, Balaton) and two reservoirs (Orlik, Rimov). Three
methods were used to assess the avoidance reaction of fish to the survey vessel: (1)
comparison of acoustically detected fish biomass at different distances, (2)
determination of the fish direction vector (echogram slope) with respect to the
transducer and (3) direct acoustic observation of fish behaviour in front of the moving
vessel. Comparing acoustic biomass in order to demonstrate avoidance reactions is
limited. All fish were divided in two groups according to the slope of their movement:
with a positive value of slope (fish swimming away from the transducer) and with a
negative slope (fish swimming towards the transducer). Fish avoidance caused higher
slope values. Most avoidance behaviour was found with small fish (target strength, TS

<−40 dB, 22 cm) at distances under 10 m. Only in the clear lake Wallersee were some
indications of avoidance up to a distance of 15m from the survey boat. There were no
significant indications of fish avoidance in the Czech reservoirs. Much less avoidance
behaviour was found with fish larger than TS >−40 dB. At distances over 10m, the
avoidance of small boats (5–6m long, 15–25 HP two-stroke engine) appears not to be a
serious problem in shallow waters.
Research Notes: Comparing fish movement in response to vessel noise. Assumed
only horizontal avoidance due to shallowness of water in study areas.
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Abstract: To determine whether seismic exploration affected abundance or catch rates
of cod (Gadus morhua) and haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), acoustic mapping
and fishing trials with trawls and longlines were conducted in the central Barents Sea 7
days before, 5 days during, and 5 days after seismic shooting with air guns. Seismic
shooting severely affected fish distribution, local abundance, and catch rates in the
entire investigation area of 40 x 40 nautical miles.Trawl catches of cod and haddock

and longline catches of haddock declined on average by about 50% (by mass) after
shooting started, which agreed with the acoustic abundance estimates; longline catches
of cod were reduced by 21%. Reductions in catch rates were observed 18 nautical
miles from the seismic shooting area (3 x 10 nautical miles), but the most pronounced
reduction occurred within the shooting area, where trawl catches of both species and
longline catches of haddock were reduced by about 70% and the longline catches of
cod by 45%; a relatively greater reduction was found (in catches and acoustic
estimates) for large (>60 cm) than for small fish. Abundance and catch rates did not
return to preshooting levels during the 5-day period after seismic shooting ended.
Research Notes: Catch rates compared before, during, after seismic shooting
experiments at various distances. Catch rates decreased during and after shooting.
Also decreased as you get further away from the shooting.
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Abstract: On sub-Antarctic Macquarie Island, we examined pup weaning mass of
southern elephant seals in relation to human presence. Pup weaning mass was
previously found to be positively associated with 1st-year survivorship. Weaned pups
were weighed in a remote area, Middle Beach, and in an area of relatively high human
presence, Isthmus East. The areas were reasonably similar in beach topography, wind
and surf conditions, numbers of seals present per kilometre of coastline, and numbers
of males and females present in harems. For a sub-sample of measured pups, data on
the respective maternal size were collected using photogrammetry. Both male and
female weaned pups on Middle Beach were significantly heavier than those on Isthmus
East. Estimated length of mothers was significantly higher on Middle Beach. In

proportion to their own size, mothers in both areas produced weaners of similar mass,
indicating no direct effect of human disturbance on the efficiency of lactation. It
remained unclear whether the area differences in maternal and pup size were due to
natural or human-related factors.
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Abstract: Underwater noise of whale-watching boats was recorded in the popular killer
whale-watching region of southern British Columbia and northwestern Washington

State. A software sound propagation and impact assessment model was applied to
estimate zones around whale-watching boats where boat noise was audible to killer
whales, where it interfered with their communication, where it caused behavioral
avoidance, and where it possibly caused hearing loss. Boat source levels ranged from
145 to 169 dB re 1 uPa @ 1 m, increasing with speed. The noise of fast boats was
modeled to be audible to killer whales over 16 km, to mask killer whale calls over 14 km,
to elicit a behavioral response over 200 m, and to cause a temporary threshold shift
(TTS) in hearing of 5 dB after 30-50 min within 450 m. For boats cruising at slow
speeds, the predicted ranges were 1 km for audibility and masking, 50 m for behavioral
responses, and 20 m for TTS. Superposed noise levels of a number of boars circulating
around or following the whales were close to
the critical level assumed to cause a permanent hearing loss over prolonged exposure.
These data should be useful in developing whale-watching regulations. This study also
gave lower estimates of killer whale call source levels of 105-124 dB re 1 uPa.
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Abstract: Anthropogenic noise impacts marine mammals in a variety of ways. In order
to estimate over which ranges this happens, we first need to understand the
propagation of noise through the ocean away from the noise source, and, second,
understand the relationship between received noise levels and impact thresholds. A
software package combining both aspects is presented. (1) A sound propagation model
based on ray theory was developed to calculate received noise levels as a function of
range, depth, and frequency. (2) Current knowledge of noise impact thresholds for
marine mammals was gathered and included in software routines predicting zones of
impact on marine mammals around industrial underwater noise sources. As input
parameters, this software package requires the source level and spectrum of the noise
of interest; physical oceanography data about the local ocean environment such as
bathymetry, bottom and surface loss data, and sound speed profiles; and bioacoustical
information about the target species in the form of an audiogram, critical auditory

bandwidths, spectra of typical animal vocalizations, reported sound levels of
disturbance, and criteria for hearing damage. As output, the software produces data
files and plots of the zones of audibility, masking, disturbance, and potential hearing
damage around a noise source.
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Abstract: A software model estimating zones of impact on marine mammals around
man-made noise [C. Erbe and D. M. Farmer, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 108, 1327–1331
(2000)] is applied to the case of icebreakers affecting beluga whales in the Beaufort
Sea. Two types of noise emitted by the Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker Henry Larsen
are analyzed: bubbler system noise and propeller cavitation noise. Effects on beluga
whales are modeled both in a deep-water environment and a near-shore environment.
The model estimates that the Henry Larsen is audible to beluga whales over ranges of
35–78 km, depending on location. The zone of behavioral disturbance is only slightly
smaller. Masking of beluga communication signals is predicted within 14–71-km range.
Temporary hearing damage can occur if a beluga stays within 1–4 km of the Henry
Larsen for at least 20 min. Bubbler noise impacts over the short ranges quoted;
propeller cavitation noise accounts for all the long-range effects. Serious problems can
arise in heavily industrialized areas where animals are exposed to
ongoing noise and where anthropogenic noise from a variety of sources adds up.
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Abstract: Environmental assessments of manmade noise and its effects on marine
mammals need to address the question of how noise interferes with animal
vocalizations. Seeking the answer with animal experiments is very time consuming,
costly, and often infeasible. This article examines the possibility of estimating results
with software models. A matched filter, spectrogram cross-correlation, critical band
cross-correlation, and a back-propagation neural network detected a beluga
vocalization in three types of ocean noise. performance was compared to masked
hearing experiments with a beluga whale [C. Erbe and D. M. Farmer, Deep-Sea Res. II
45, 1373-1388 (1998)]. The artificial neural network simulated the animal data most
closely and raised confidence in its ability to predict the interference of a variety of noise
sources with a variety of vocalizations.
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Abstract: The relative contributions of acoustic pressure and particle velocity to the
low-frequency, underwater hearing abilities of the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus) and white whale (Delphinapterus leucas) were investigated by measuring
(masked) hearing thresholds while manipulating the relationship between the pressure
and velocity. This was accomplished by varying the distance within the near field of a
single underwater sound projector (experiment I) and using two underwater sound
projectors and an active sound control system (experiment II). The results of experiment
I showed no significant change in pressure thresholds as the distance between the
subject and the sound source was changed. In contrast, velocity thresholds tended to
increase and intensity thresholds tended to decrease as the source distance decreased.
These data suggest that acoustic pressure is a better indicator of threshold, compared
to particle velocity or mean active intensity, in the subjects tested. Interpretation of the
results of experiment II (the active sound control system) was difficult because of
complex acoustic conditions and the unknown effects of the subject on the generated
acoustic field; however, these data also tend to support the results of experiment I and
suggest that odontocete thresholds should be reported in units of acoustic pressure,
rather than intensity.
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Abstract: A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure hearing thresholds in
bottlenose dolphins before and after exposure to 3 kHz tones with sound exposure
levels (SELs) from 100 to 203 dB re 1 mu Pa-2 s. Experiments were conducted in a
relatively quiet pool with ambient noise levels below 55 dB re 1 mu Pa-2/Hz at
frequencies above 1 kHz. Experiments 1 and 2 featured 1-s exposures with hearing
tested at 4.5 and 3 kHz, respectively. Experiment 3 featured 2-, 4-, and 8-s exposures
with hearing tested at 4.5 kHz. For experiment 2, there were no significant differences
between control and exposure sessions. For experiments I and 3, exposures with
SEL=197 dB re 1/mu Pa-2 s and SEL >= 195 dB re 1 mu Pa-2 s, respectively, resulted
in significantly higher TTS4 than control sessions. For experiment 3 at SEL= 195 dB re
1 mu Pa-2 s, the mean TTS4 was 2.8 dB. These data are consistent with prior studies
of TTS in dolphins exposed to pure tones and octave band noise and suggest that a
SEL of 195 dB re 1 mu Pa-2 s is a reasonable threshold for the onset of TTS in dolphins
and white whales exposed to midfrequency tones.
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Abstract: A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure underwater hearing
thresholds in two California sea lions (Zalophus californianus) before and after exposure
to underwater impulses from an arc-gap transducer. Preexposure and postexposure
hearing thresholds were compared to determine if the subjects experienced temporary
shifts in their masked hearing thresholds (MTTS). Hearing thresholds were measured at
1 and 10 kHz. Exposures consisted of single underwater impulses produced by an
arc-gap transducer referred to as a "pulsed power device" (PPD). The electrical charge
of the PPD was varied from 1.32 to 2.77 kJ; the distance between the subject and the
PPD was varied over the range 3.4 to 25 in. No MTTS was observed in either subject at
the highest received levels: peak pressures of approximately 6.8 and 14 kPa, rms
pressures of approximately 178 and 183 dB re: 1 muPa, and total energy fluxes of 161
and 163 dB re: 1 mutPa(2)S for the two subjects. Behavioral reactions to the tests were
observed in both subjects. These reactions primarily consisted of temporary avoidance
of the site where exposure to the PPD impulse had previously occurred. (C) 2003
Acoustical Society of America.
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Abstract: A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure masked underwater
hearing thresholds in two bottlenose dolphins and one beluga whale before and after
exposure to impulsive underwater sounds with waveforms resembling distant signatures
of underwater explosions. An array of piezoelectric transducers was used to generate
impulsive sounds with waveforms approximating those predicted from 5 or 500 kg
HEX-1 charges at ranges from 1.5 to 55.6 km. At the conclusion of the study, no
temporary shifts in masked-hearing thresholds (MTTSs), defined as a 6-dB or larger
increase in threshold over pre-exposure levels, had been observed at the highest
impulse level generated (500 kg at 1.7 km, peak pressure 70 kPa); however, disruptions
of the animals' trained behaviors began to occur at exposures corresponding to 5 kg at
9.3 km and 5 kg at 1.5 km for the dolphins and 500 kg at 1.9 km for the beluga whale.
These data are the first direct information regarding the effects of distant underwater
explosion signatures on the hearing abilities of odontocetes. [S0001-4966(00)04807-4].
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Abstract: Auditory filter shapes were estimated in two bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) and one white whale (Delphinapterus leucas) using a behavioral response
paradigm and notched noise. Masked thresholds were measured at 20 and 30 kHz.
Masking noise was centered at the test tone and had a bandwidth of 1.5 times the tone
frequency. Half-notch width to center frequency ratios were 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, and
0.5. Noise spectral density levels were 90 and 105 dB re:1 uPa(2)/Hz. Filter shapes
were approximated using a roex(p,r) function; the parameters p and r were found by
fitting the integral of the roex(p,r) function to the measured threshold data. Mean
equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERBs) calculated from the filter shapes were 11.8
and 17.1% of the center frequency at 20 and 30 kHz, respectively, for the dolphins and
9.1 and 15.3% of the center frequency at 20 and 30 kHz, respectively, for the white
whale. Filter shapes were broader at 30 kHz and 105 dB re:1 uPa(2)/Hz masking noise.
The results are in general agreement with previous estimates of ERBs in Tursiops
obtained with a behavioral response paradigm.
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Abstract: A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure masked underwater
hearing thresholds in a bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and a white whale
(Delphinapterus leucas) before and after exposure to single underwater impulsive
sounds produced from a seismic watergun. Pre- and postexposure thresholds were
compared to determine if a temporary shift in masked hearing thresholds (MTTS),
defined as a 6-dB or larger increase in postexposure thresholds, occurred. Hearing
thresholds were measured at 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz. MTTSs of 7 and 6 dB were observed
in the white whale at 0.4 and 30 kHz, respectively, approximately 2 min following
exposure to single impulses with peak pressures of 160 kPa, peak-to-peak pressures of
226 dB re 1 muPa, and total energy fluxes of 186 dB re 1 muPa(2.)s Thresholds
returned to within 2 dB of the preexposure value approximately 4 min after exposure.
No MTTS was observed in the dolphin at the highest exposure 2 conditions: 207 kPa
peak pressure, 228 dB re 1 muPa peak-to-peak pressure, and 188 dB re 1 muPa(2.)s
total energy flux. (C) 2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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Abstract: This study was the first phase in a long-term investigation of the importance
of low-frequency sound
in the aquatic life of northern elephant seals, Mirounga angustirostris. By attaching
acoustic
recording packages to the backs of six translocated juveniles, the aim was to determine
the
predominant frequencies and sound levels impinging on them, and whether they
actively vocalize
underwater on their return to their rookery at An˜o Nuevo, California, from deep water in

Monterey
Bay. All packages contained a Sony digital audio tape recorder encased in an aluminum
housing
with an external hydrophone. Flow noise was minimized by potting the hydrophone in
resin to the
housing and orienting it posteriorly. The diving pattern of four seals was recorded with a
separate
time–depth recorder or a time–depth–velocity recorder. Good acoustic records were
obtained from
three seals. Flow noise was positively correlated with swim speed, but not so high as to
mask most
low-frequency sounds in the environment. Dominant frequencies of noise impinging on
the seals
were in the range 20–200 Hz. Transient signals recorded from the seals included
snapping shrimp,
cetacean vocalizations, boat noise, small explosive charges, and seal swim strokes, but
no seal
vocalizations were detected. During quiet intervals at the surface between dives, the
acoustic record
was dominated by respiration and signals that appeared to be heartbeats. This study
demonstrates
the feasibility of recording sounds from instruments attached to free-ranging seals, and
in doing so,
studying their behavioral and physiological response to fluctuations in ambient sounds.
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Abstract: [ABSTRACT]
A high-frequency whale-finding sonar was tested off Diablo Canyon, CA in January
2004. The sonar (21-25 kHz, 215 dB re 1 µPa at 1m) was designed to detect and track
whales, was deployed from a vessel moored in the migration path of southbound gray
whales. Two shore stations, north and south of the vessel, visually tracked whale
movements with theodolites. The sonar transmitted for half of each day, breaking the
day into transmit and control conditions, the order of which was randomized daily.
Observers were blind to experimental condition. They did not observe any obvious
responses by gray whales to the sonar. Data from the two shorestations were combined
to form long whale movement tracks which were then analyzed for differences between
transmit and control conditions. The analyses found that the minimum measured
separation between the whales and vessel was significantly higher during sonar
transmit conditions (1.49 vs. 1.28 km). The relative orientation score (Bowles et al.
1994, JASA) was also significantly lower (0.26 vs. 0.39), indicating avoidance of the
source during sonar transmissions. These results suggest that gray whales can detect
and respond to high-frequency (21-25 kHz) sound. It is important to note that the
responses of the whales were small, deflecting on the order of 200 meters.
Furthermore, these responses were not detectable to visual observers during the
experiment. This was in contrast to previous studies where gray whale responses to
low-frequency sounds were obvious (Tyack and Clark 1998). The comparative
difference in these responses suggests that gray whales may be more sensitive to
low-frequency sound than high-frequency sound, which is consistent with
anatomically-based predictions. Furthermore, there may also be differential behavioral

response to different types of sounds. These findings have implications for the
management of anthropogenic sound sources and gray whales, and perhaps all
mysticete whales.
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Abstract: The behavior of humpback whales, Megaptera novaeangliae, exposed to
playback of low-frequency sounds, was examined to test whether animals would
respond to this signal when received sound levels exceeded 120 dB re: 1 mPa. The
source signal was an M-sequence (essentially a sine wave with a series of phase
reversals) centered at 75 Hz with a 30-Hz bandwidth. Behavior and movements of
whales were described before, during, and after playback. Eighty-five trials were
conducted, of which 50 had an experimental condition of M-sequence playback.
Thirty-four were no-sound controls and a single trial used a playback of the Alaska
humpback whale feeding call. The received playback sound level at the whales ranged
from ambient level (»90 dB) to 130 dB re: 1 mPa (60-90 Hz). A comparison revealed no
difference in whale tracks and bearings between control and playback conditions.
Behavior rates were examined statistically using independent variables describing pod
composition, nearby vessels, and playback sound level. Natural variables of pod
composition were the most important factors predicting behavior rates. Vessels had a
larger impact and affected more behavioral variables than playback. A slight increase in
the duration and distance between successive surfacings was found as the received
playback sound level increased. Eleven playbacks in which whales passed within the
120-dB isopleth yielded only three potential responses (one movement away and two
toward the sound source) and eight nonresponses. Overall, subtle responses to
M-sequence playbacks could only be detected statistically, but the biological
significance of these responses is uncertain.
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Abstract: Loud (195 dB re 1 mu Pa at 1 m) 75-Hz signals were broadcast with an
ATOC projector to measure ocean temperature. Respiratory and movement behaviors
of humpback whales off North Kauai, Hawaii, were examined for potential changes in
response to these transmissions and to vessels. Few vessel effects were observed, but
there were fewer vessels operating during this study than in previous years. No overt
responses to ATOC were observed for received levels of 98-109 dB re 1 mu Pa. An
analysis of covariance, using the no-sound behavioral rate as a covariate to control for
interpod variation, found that the distance and time between successive surfacings of
humpbacks increased slightly with an increase in estimated received ATOC sound level.
These responses are very similar to those observed in response to scaled-amplitude
playbacks of ATOC signals [Frankel and Clark, Can. J. Zool. 76, 521-535 (1998)].
These similar results were obtained with different sound projectors, in different years
and locations, and at different ranges creating a different sound field. The repeatability
of the findings for these two different studies indicates that these effects, while small,
are robust. This suggests that at least for the ATOC signal, the received sound level is a
good predictor of response.
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Abstract: Conventional methods for determining auditory detection thresholds in
cetaceans have
been limited to psychophysical or evoked potential techniques using captive
odontocetes.
Sound playback techniques offer a means to assay response thresholds in free-ranging
cetaceans, including mysticetes. Thus far, the use of sound playback to determine
response
thresholds has been limited primarily to transmission of anthropogenic noise. In
contrast,
playback of conspecific vocalizations offers a mechanism to estimate thresholds of
response
to biologically meaningful sound.
Humpback whales were exposed to playbacks of three conspecific vocalizations (song,
social sounds, and feeding call), synthetic sounds and a blank tape control. Whales
were
observed and tracked from shore. The strongest reaction to playback was a rapid
approach
response, which was initiated at ranges as great as 2.8 km from the sound source.
Empirical
transmission loss measurements were compared with the Marsh and Schulkin
semi-empirical
model. A logarithmic curve fitted to empirical data was used to estimate the received
levels for animals at known ranges from the sound source. Whales responded at an
estimated
received broadband level as low as 102 dB re 1 uPa for the feeding call, and 106 dB re
1 uPa
for synthetic sound. These estimates of response threshold are potentially biased
upwards,
because animals may detect a sound without any discernible response. However, this
technique may be the only feasible method for behaviorally estimating auditory

detection
thresholds in free-ranging cetaceans, especially mysticetes.
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Abstract: A method for localization and tracking of calling marine mammals was tested

under realistic field conditions that include noise, multipath, and arbitrarily located
sensors. Experiments were performed in two locations using four and six hydrophones
with captive Atlantic
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). Acoustic signals from the animals were
collected in the field using a digital acoustic data acquisition system. The data were then
processed off-line to determine relative hydrophone positions and the animal locations.
Accurate hydrophone position estimates are achieved by pinging sequentially from each
hydrophone to all the others. A two-step least-squares algorithm is then used to
determine sensor locations from the calibration data. Animal locations are determined
by estimating the time differences of arrival of the dolphin signals at the different
sensors. The peak of a matched filter output or the first cycle of the observed waveform
is used to determine arrival time of an echolocation click. Cross correlation between
hydrophones is used to determine inter-sensor time delays of whistles. Calculation of
source location using the time difference of arrival measurements is done using a
least-squares solution to minimize error. These preliminary experimental results based
on a small set of data show that realistic trajectories for moving animals may be
generated from consecutive location estimates.
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Abstract: A growing number of studies quantify the impact of nonlethal human
disturbance on the behavior and reproductive success of animals. Athough many are
well designed and analytically sophisticated, most lack a theoretical framework for
making predictions and for understanding why particular responses occur. Behavioral

ecologists have recently begun to fill this theoretical vacuum by applying economic
models of antipredator behavior to disturbance studies. In this emerging paradigm,
predation and nonlethal disturbance stimuli create similar trade-offs between avoiding
perceived risk and other fitness-enhancing activities, such as feeding, parental care, or
mating. A vast literature supports the hypothesis that antipredator behavior has a cost to
other activities, and that this trade-off is optimized when investment in antipredator
behavior tracks short-term changes in predation risk. Prey have evolved antipredator
responses to generalized threatening stimuli, such as loud noises and rapidly
approaching objects. Thus, when encountering disturbance stimuli ranging from the
dramatic, low-flying helicopter to the quiet wildlife photographer, animal responses are
likely to follow the same economic principles used by prey encountering predators.
Some authors have argued that, similar to predation risk, disturbance stimuli can
indirectly affect fitness and population dynamics via the energetic and lost opportunity
costs of risk avoidance. We elaborate on this argument by discussing why, from an
evolutionary perspective, disturbance stimuli should be analogous to predation risk. We
then consider disturbance effects on the behavior of individuals-vigilance, fleeing,
habitat selection, mating displays, and parental investment-as well as indirect effects on
populations and communities. A wider application of predation risk theory to disturbance
studies should increase the generality of predictions and make mitigation more effective
without over-regulating human activities.
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Abstract: Humpback whale song lengths were measured from recordings made off the
west coast of the island of Hawai'i in March 1998 in relation to acoustic broadcasts
("pings") from the U.S. Navy SURTASS Low Frequency Active sonar system.
Generalized additive models were used to investigate the relationships between song
length and time of year, time of day, and broadcast factors. There were significant
seasonal and diurnal effects. The seasonal factor was associated with changes in the
density of whales sighted near shore. The diurnal factor was associated with changes in
surface social activity. Songs that ended within a few minutes of the most recent ping
tended to be longer than songs sung during control periods. Many songs that were
overlapped by pings, and songs that ended several minutes after the most recent ping,
did not differ from songs sung in control periods. The longest songs were sung between
1 and 2 h after the last ping. Humpbacks responded to louder broadcasts with longer
songs. The fraction of variation in song length that could be attributed to broadcast
factors was low. Much of the variation in humpback song length remains unexplained.
(C) 2003 Acoustical Society of America.
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Abstract: This paper presents an estimate of the total number of sea otters that died
as a direct consequence of the oil spill that occurred when the T/V Exxon Valdez
grounded in Prince William Sound, Alaska on 24 March 1989. We compared
sea otter counts conducted from small boats throughout the Sound during the
summers of 1984 and 1985 to counts made after the spill during the summer
of 1989. We used ratio estimators, corrected for sighting probability, to calculate
otter densities and population estimates for portions of the Sound affected by

the oil spill. We estimated the otter population in the portion of Prince William
Sound affected by the oil was 6,546 at the time of the spill and that the postspill
population in the summer of 1989 was 3,898, yielding a loss estimate of
approximately 2,650. Bootstrapping techniques were used to approximate confidence
limits on the loss estimate of about 500-5,000 otters. The wide confidence
limits are a result of the complex scheme required to estimate losses and
limitations of the data. Despite the uncertainty of the loss estimate it is clear
that a significant fraction of the otters in the spill zone survived. We observed
otters persisting in relatively clean embayments throughout the oil spill zone
suggesting that the highly convoluted coastline of Prince William Sound produced
refuges that allowed some sea otters in the oil spill area to survive.
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Abstract: A recently described population of minke whales (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) offered a unique
opportunity to study its acoustic behavior. The often-inquisitive dwarf minke whale is
seen on the
Great Barrier Reef nearly coincident with its suspected calving and breeding seasons.
During
drifting encounters with whales, a towed hydrophone array was used to record sounds
for
subsequent localization of sound sources. Shipboard and in-water observers linked
these sounds to
the closely circling minke whale. A complex and stereotyped sound sequence, the

‘‘star-wars’’
(SW) vocalization, was recorded during a series of visual and acoustic observations.
The SW
vocalization spanned a wide frequency range (50 Hz–9.4 kHz) and was composed of
distinct and
stereotypically repeated units with both amplitude and frequency-modulated
components.
Broadband source levels between 150 and 165 dB re 1 mPa at 1 m were calculated.
Passive acoustic
studies can utilize this distinct vocalization to help determine the behavior, distribution,
and
movements of this animal. While the SW vocalization’s function remains unknown, the
regularly
repeated and complex sound sequence was common in low latitude, winter month
aggregations of
minke whales. At this early stage, the SW vocalization appears similar to the songs of
other whale
species and has characteristics consistent with those of reproductive advertisement
displays.
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Abstract: During a four-’day period from 28 April to 1 May 1985, we observed bowhead
whales breaking up through sea ice in order
to breathe. Our observations were made from grounded sea ice approximately 10 km
northeast of Point Barrow, Alaska, during the spring bowhead migration (14 April to 10
June). From acoustic and visual data, it was estimated that 665 whales passed the

observation perches during this four-day period. However, only 117 (17%) whales were
seen. The remaining whales either passed underneath the ice or were beyond the
range of the visual observers. Whales used their heads, in the area of the blowholes, to
push up against the ice (18 cm maximum thickness) and fracture it, creating a hummock
of ice in which they were able to respire. Often during such breathing episodes, even at
distances of only several hundred meters, the animal was not seen but its blows were
clearly audible to the visual observers. Acoustic tracking of whales showed they avoided
a large multi-year ice floe seaward of the observation perch. We hypothesize that
bowheads use their calls to assess the thickness of ice in their migratory path. In
assessing their calls, we suggest the whales can avoid areas where the ice is too thick
to break through (to breathe) and/or too thick to provide clearance for them to swim
beneath.
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Abstract: We studied the avoidance behaviour and three-dimensional (3-D) structure of
anchovy
(Engraulis ringens) and common sardine (Strangomera bentincki) schools mixed in high
concentrations in a coastal area of central southern Chile. Observations were carried
out
during an acoustic survey in January 2002 by means of a vertical echosounder and a
multibeam
sonar. The sonar harvested around 900 series of 3-D school images, and 3000 2-D

school images were collected with the echosounder. The results showed that all fish
aggregations presented the same internal structure, but different global morphologies,
from
single small schools (with length three times the height) on the edges of the distribution
to
large dense layers (length more than seven times the height) in its centre. Observation
of
avoidance in the vertical and horizontal planes indicated that limited vertical diving
occurred close to the ship ( fish dive from the surface to the 5e10-m depth layer below
the
vessel), while no horizontal avoidance was observed.
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Abstract: The effect of human disturbance on animals is frequently measured in terms
of changes in behaviour in response to human presence. The magnitude of these
changes in behaviour is then often used as a measure of the relative susceptibility of
species to disturbance; for example species which show strong avoidance of human
presence are often considered to be in greater need of protection from disturbance than
those which do not. In this paper we discuss whether such changes in behaviour are
likely to be good measures of the relative susceptibility of species, and suggest that
their use may result in confusion when determining conservation priorities. (C) 2000
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract: Effects of Sound on the Marine Environment (ESME) is a computer model of
the effects of underwater sound on marine life. The modular design behind the ESME
model is motivated by the sonar equation, with subcomponent models for
characterization of the source, for modeling of sound transmission through a medium,
and for receiver properties (e.g., hearing abilities, behavioral responses to sound, and
receiver distribution and abundance). Each subcomponent of ESME is intended to
capture the current state of understanding in the relevant scientific field and to be
capable of being updated as the understanding in the field advances. ESME is
envisioned to have three primary applications: 1) retrospective studies of historical data,
2) predictive modeling of anticipated outcomes from a given scenario of sound in a
marine environment, and 3) prescriptive guidance for research investments and efforts
that will likely have the greatest effect on increasing confidence in decisions about
underwater sound use and its effects.
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Abstract: Common dolphin, Delphinus delphis (bairdi), were monitored acoustically
across a survey area of 2747 km(2) during a three month period before, during and after
an oil industry two dimensional (2D) seismic reflection survey. Over 900 h of audio
survey data were collected and analysed, along with GPS positional data, to reveal
trends in presence and distribution of animals. The presence of dolphins was
determined from vocalization events on the survey recordings. Dolphin presence was
assessed by a system of percentage acoustic contact. This was highest before and
after the seismic survey, with common dolphins showing a clear south-westerly skew
within the survey area and a probable south-westerly migration of animals between
September and December. Acoustic contact with dolphins during the seismic survey
also showed a south-westerly skew within the survey area, although percentages were
lower. Monitoring during the period of seismic activity was restricted to the immediate
vicinity (1-2 km) of the seismic vessel, so percentage contact most likely reflects the
response of dolphins to such immediate activity. The overall result suggests an
avoidance reaction by common dolphins to air gun emissions, although certain
observations suggest tolerance to these sounds outside a 1 km radius of the guns.
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Abstract: Acoustic emissions from a 2120 cubic in, air-gun array were recorded through
a towed hydrophone assembly during an oil industry 2-D seismic survey off the West
Wales Coast of the British Isles. Recorded seismic pulses were sampled, calibrated,
and analyzed post-survey to investigate power levels of the pulses in the band 200
Hz-22 kHz at 750-m, 1-km, 2.2-km, and 8-km range from source. At 750-m range from
source, seismic pulse power at the 200-Hz end of the spectrum was 140 dB re: 1 mu
Pa-2/Hz, and at the 20-kHz end of the spectrum seismic pulse power was 90 dB re: 1
mu Pa-2/Hz. Although the background noise levels of the seismic recordings were far in
excess of ambient, due to the proximity of engine, propeller, and how sources of the
ship towing the hydrophone, seismic power dominated the entire recorded bandwidth of
200 Hz-22 kHz at ranges of up to 2 km from the air-gun source. Even at 8-km range
seismic power was still clearly in excess of the high background noise levels up to 8
kHz. Acoustic observations of common dolphins during preceding seismic surveys
suggest that these animals avoided the immediate vicinity of the air-gun array while
firing was in progress, i.e., localized disturbance occurred during seismic surveying.
Although a general pattern of localized disturbance is suggested, one specific
observation revealed that common dolphins were able to tolerate the seismic pulses at
1-km range from the air-gun array. Given the high broadband seismic pulse power
levels across the entire recorded bandwidth, and known auditory thresholds for several
dolphin species, we consider such seismic emissions to be clearly audible to dolphins
across a bandwidth of tens on kilohertz, and at least out to 8-km range.
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Abstract: In a prior paper, ''Broadband spectra of seismic survey air-gun emissions with
reference to dolphin auditory thresholds" [Goold and Fish, J. Acoust. Sec. Am. 103,
2177-2184 (1998)] a comparison was drawn between the estimation of sound levels at
a distance which unconstrained dolphins would appear to maintain from a seismic
air-gun source and the sound threshold at which captive dolphins displayed behavioral
changes as reported by Ridgway et al. [Tech. Rpt. 1751, NCCOSC RDTE (1997)]. This
prompted comments in the letter above on the validity of the conclusions of the prior
paper. In this rebuttal, it is pointed out that uncertainties in the sound levels estimated in
the prior paper arising from uncertainties in distance estimation, sound-propagation
model, frequency weighting, and allowance for pulse duration are most unlikely to
account for the very large difference of 48 dB between Goold and Fish's results and
Ridgway's. The differences in criteria for deciding the threshold-behavior suggesting
distress in captive dolphins (Ridgway et nl.) and the assumption that dolphins swim to a
distance at which the sound is tolerated (Goold and Fish), is the most likely explanation
for the difference in the published figures. (C) 1999 Acoustical Society of America.
[S0001-4966(99)04003-5].
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Abstract: Sperm Whale stranding records for the British Isles and Eastern Canada
were analysed to investigate short and long term stranding trends on either side of the
North Atlantic Ocean. Annual stranding events across a ten year period from 1988 to
1997 showed no significant trend with time in either the British Isles or eastern Canada,
although stranding events were nearly three times as numerous on the Scottish coast
during this period than in any other region. Strandings during this period occurred
throughout the year in Scotland, Ireland and eastern Canada, but peaked in the autumn
and winter periods. Strandings on the English coast were the least numerous and
occurred only in the autumn and winter. Decadal analysis of stranding events for the
20th Century as a whole showed significant exponential increases in Sperm Whale
strandings in all regions of the British Isles (except England due to small sample size).
Decadal stranding events were fitted to an exponential model which revealed a rate of
increase of 14%/yr for the British Isles as a whole, beginning at about 1970. The
stranding rate on the Scottish coast, 18%/yr, was twice that for Ireland, 9%/yr, with most
of the strandings increase occurring in the offshore Scottish Islands. The time series
data for eastern Canada was of insufficient extent to conduct a rigorous decadal
analysis. Almost all stranded Sperm Whales on the British and East Canadian coasts
have been males. Sperm Whale strandings have been most dense, and have increased
fastest, in the offshore Scottish islands of Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland. The data
support no firm conclusions but valid hypotheses include increased reporting and
anthropogenic effects, which may be acting synergistically. The increase in the British
data is too dramatic to have been caused solely by a simple increase in Sperm Whale
population size.
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Abstract: This review highlights significant gaps in our knowledge of the effects of
seismic air-gun noise on marine mammals. although the characteristics of the seismic
signal at different ranges and depths and at higher frequencies are poorly understood,
and there are often insufficient data to identify the appropriate acoustic propagation
models to apply in particular conditions, these uncertainties are modest compared with
those associated with biological factors. Potential biological effects of air gun noise
include physical/physiological effects, behavioral disruption, and indirect effects
associated with altered prey availability physical/physiological effects could include
hearing threshold shifts and auditory damage as well as non-auditory disruption, and
can be directly caused by sound exposure or the result of behavioral changes in
response to sounds, e.g. recent observations suggesting that exposure to loud noise
may result in decompression sickness. Direct information on the extent to which seismic
pulses could damage hearing are difficult to obtain and as a consequence the impacts
on hearing remain poorly known. Behavioral data have been collected for a few species
in a limited range of conditions. responses, including startle and fright, avoidance, and
changes in behaviour and vocalization patterns, have been observed in baleen whales,
odontocetes, and pinnipeds and in some case these have occurred at ranges of tens or
hundreds of kilometers. however, behavioral observations are typically variable, some
findings are contradictory, and the biological significance of these effects has not been
measured. Where feeding, orientation, hazard avoidance, migration or social behaviour
are altered, it is possible that populations could be adversely affected. There may also
be serious long-term consequences due to chronic exposure, and sound could affect
marine mammals indirectly by changing the accessibility of their prey species. A
precautionary approach to management and regulation must be recommended. While
such large degrees of uncertainty remain, this may results in restrictions to operational
practices but these could be relaxed if key uncertainties are clarified by appropriate
research.
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Abstract: In demersal trawling, there is a need to develop more species-selective trawls
to minimize
discarding in multispecies fisheries. This requires observational tools that can operate at
depths and light levels encountered by the commercial fleets. There is a growing
tendency
towards more fishery-independent stock-assessment methods using survey trawls to
provide
population indices. This requires the ability to quantify the herding and capture
efficiency
by species and age groups of such gears. A range of optical and acoustic observation
techniques has been developed over the past few decades to assist in these goals. In
this
paper we update the review of technologies presented at the ICES Symposium on Fish
Behaviour in Relation to Fishing Operations held in 1992. Since then, considerable
advances in optical, acoustic, and data-processing technology have been made.
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Abstract: Until recently, northern Bering Sea ecosystems were characterized by
extensive seasonal sea ice
cover, high water column and sediment carbon production, and tight pelagic-benthic
coupling of
organic production. Here, we show that these ecosystems are shifting away from these
characteristics. Changes in biological communities are contemporaneous with shifts in
regional
atmospheric and hydrographic forcing. In the past decade, geographic displacement of
marine
mammal population distributions has coincided with a reduction of benthic prey
populations, an
increase in pelagic fish, a reduction in sea ice, and an increase in air and ocean
temperatures.
These changes now observed on the shallow shelf of the northern Bering Sea should
be expected to
affect a much broader portion of the Pacific-influenced sector of the Arctic Ocean.
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Abstract: Increasing levels of tourism in the past decade and the resulting increase in
vessel traffic in the habitat of
humpback whales in Hawaii have caused heightened scientific and public concern
around the impact of boats
on this endangered species. There is little evidence to suggest either a marked increase
or decrease in the
number of humpback whales since their protection by international agreement in 1966.
Baker et al, 1987
suggest the lack of recovery may be due to a depressed reproductive rate of female
humpback whales. The

causes of this depressed reproductive success are not known at present but may be
related to the increase of
vessel traffic.
The near-shore areas appear to be preferred habitat for cow/calf pods throughout the
Hawaiian islands (Herman
and Antinoja, 1977, Glockner-Ferrari and Ferreri, 1985). Evidence indicates that
cow/calf pair prefer the
shallow, protected waters for resting, nursing, and possibly avoiding sharks and
disturbance by other whales
(Glockner-Ferrari and Ferreri, 1985). However, Ferrari's 1985 data indicates that
cow/calf pods have been
moving offshore since 1977. Abandonment of the near-shore waters could be harmful to
the recovery of the
Hawaiian humpback whale population as the area available for calving may be a critical
factor in determining
the eventual size of the population.
In addition to indirect evidence provided by the changes in whale distribution, other
studies indicate that boat
traffic also has an immediate impact on the behavior of humpback whales. Both Baker
et al's (1982, 1983)
observations in Alaska and Bauer et al's (1986) research in Hawaii indicate that
approaching vessels result in
short-term changes in humpback whale behavior including increased time spent
underwater and movement
away from the path of the vessel. There are several instances when gray whales
abandoned certain bays or
lagoons and researchers argued that it was due to increased vessel traffic (Gand, 1974,
Gilmore and Ewing,
1954).
It is essential that the humpbacks' preferred wintering grounds, and especially the
near-shore waters, continue
to be available if the species is to reach its optimum population level. Consequently, we
began a long term
research project to further asses the impact of vessel traffic on the distribution and
behavior of the endangered
Hawaiian humpback whale. This paper reports the results of the first phase of this
project.
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Abstract: Bowhead whales, Balaena mysticetus, migrate west during fall similar to
10-75 km off the north coast of Alaska, passing the petroleum developments around
Prudhoe Bay. Oil production operations on an artificial island 5 km offshore create
sounds heard by some whales. As part of an effort to assess whether migrating whales
deflect farther offshore at times with high industrial noise, an acoustical approach was
selected for localizing calling whales. The technique incorporated DIFAR (directional
frequency and recording) sonobuoy techniques. An array of 11 DASARs (directional
autonomous seafloor acoustic recorders) was built and installed with unit-to-unit
separation of 5 km. When two or more DASARs detected the same call, the whale
location was determined from the bearing intersections. This article describes the
acoustic methods used to determine the locations of the calling bowhead whales and
shows the types and precision of the data acquired. Calibration transmissions at
GPS-measured times and locations provided measures of the individual DASAR clock
drift and directional orientation. The standard error of the bearing measurements, at
distances of 3-4 km was similar to1.35degrees after corrections for gain imbalance in
the two directional sensors. During 23 days in 2002, 10 587 bowhead calls were
detected and 8383 were localized.
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Abstract: Geophysical survey vessels emit very intense pulses of underwater sound at
intervals of several seconds; these noise pulses are sometimes detectable at very long
ranges. Sound pulses from geophysical surveys were recorded in shallow parts of the
Beaufort Sea during August and September of 1980-1984. Hydrophones deployed from
a quiet boat were the primary sensors, but aircraft-deployed sonobuoys were also used.
Water depths for the boat-recorded data were 9-130 m, but mostly < 50 m. Sources
studied included a single air gun and arrays of sleeve exploders, open bottom gas guns
and air guns. Peak source levels were said to be as high as 248 dB re: 1 pPa-m.
Received levels from air gun arrays were as high as 179 dB re: I pPa at range 1.9 km.
For ranges > 4 km, best-fit equations for maximum (rms) received levels in dB generally
were obtained by assuming cylindrical spreading [ -- 10*log(range) ] and a term linear in
range corresponding to an absorption loss or scattering term. The coefficients of the
linear term varied from -- 0.61 to -- 2.33 dB/km, increasing in magnitude for shallower
water. Pulses received at ranges greater than 3-4 km were usually 0.25-0.75 s long.
These pulses often began with a bottom-traveling wave whose energy was
concentrated below 100 Hz. The waterborne energy showed the geometrical dispersion
that results from the summation of many sound rays that are reflected between the
surface and the bottom: high frequencies (generally below 500 Hz) arrived first, followed
by gradually lower frequencies. The result was a down-frequency chirplike sound. At
short ranges the signal energy was concentrated at frequencies below 100 Hz. The
reactions of bowhead whales to these signals are described in a companion article
[Richardson et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 79, 117-1128 (1986) ].
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Abstract: Using standard operant conditioning techniques, a killer whale, Oreinns orca
Linnaeus, was trained to

respond to pure-tone auditory signals by pushing a response manipulandum. An
audiogram was obtained
for frequencies between 500 Hz and 31 kHz. Greatest sensitivity to the signal was
observed at 15 kHz at a
level of --70+5 dB re I dyn/cm 2. The observed upper limit of hearing was 32 kHz. At no
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Abstract: The reaction of individual gadoids to a bottom-trawling vessel has been
observed in situ in the Barents Sea using a free-floating buoy and acoustic
target-tracking methods. More than 20 000 tracks were analysed in terms of velocity
changes in vertical, athwarthship, and alongship direction relative to the vessel, the
warps, and the trawl, respectively. The fish starts diving about 15 min before vessel
passing. This coincides with the time the trawl is running and not with the gradual
increase in vessel noise caused by the approaching vessel. The change in horizontal
movement is more gradual and is directed away from the vessel in the alongship
direction, but towards the vessel in the athwarthship direction. The strongest and
sharpest response is related to the trawl warps. A strong herding in front of the warps is
seen. Closer to the bottom, an athwarthship herding reaction is seen away from the
trawl doors or possibly the lower parts of the warps. There were only minor differences
when grouping the tracks according to light level, fish size, and fish density.
Research Notes: Fish behavioral response to trawling vessels examining horizontal
and vertical movement. The strongest vertical response occurs after the vessel has
passed and the vessel noise has decreased. For directional movement towards and
away from the ship (athwartship), fish swim towards the ship before it passes then away
from the ship after it passes. They swam away faster than they swam towards it. The
strongest resonse (vertical and horizontal) occurs after the vessel has passed and the
vessel noise has decreased. They suggest that fish responsd to a change in noise level

whether it is an increase or decrease.
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Abstract: Numbers, sighting distances, and behavior of seals were studied during a
nearshore seismic program off northern Alaska in July-September 1996. We observed
from the seismic vessel for 885.6 h, including all periods (day and night) when airguns
operated and many periods without airguns. Of 422 seals seen, 421 were seen in
daylight; 91.8% were ringed seals, 7.3% were bearded seals, and 0.9% were spotted
seals. About 79% were first seen within 250 m of the seismic boat, and sighting rate
declined rapidly at lateral distances > 50 m. During daylight, seals were seen at nearly
identical rates (0.60-0.63/h) during periods with no airguns firing, one airgun, and a
"full-array" of 8-11 120-in(3) airguns. However, seals tended to be farther away (P <
0.0001) during full-array seismic. There was partial avoidance of the zone < 150 rn from
the boat during full-array seismic, but seals apparently did not move much beyond 250
m. "Swimming away" was more common during full-array than no-airgun periods, but
relative frequencies of five behaviors did not differ significantly among distance
categories. Airgun operations were interrupted 112 times when seals were sighted
within safety radii (150-250 m). The National Marine Fisheries Service specified these
radii in the Incidental Harassment Authorization issued for the project; they are based
on a 190 dB re I mu Pa (rms) criterion for broadband received level. Methods for
estimating numbers of seals potentially affected by the seismic program are described,
and effectiveness of monitoring and mitigation is discussed. There is an urgent need for
more data on effects of strong seismic pulses on seals.
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Abstract: [Back Cover]

The oil spill disaster that occurred when the Exxon Valdez ran aground has become
part of the iconography of ecological disaster. This book synthesizes previously
confidential data only recently released by the U.S. government. The data concerns the
effects of this nightmarish spill on marine mammals, such as sea otters, harbor seals,
killer whales, and humpback whales. Because many of the book's contributors were on
site within 24 hours of this 11 million gallon catastrophe, the book is a unique
longitudinal study of the demise of an ecosystem due to a single acute environmental
perturbation. These certain-to-be-influential results reported here should assist marine
biologists, pathologists, toxicologists, environmentalists, engineers, and coastal
planners in assessing the nature of this now legendary disaster.
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Abstract: To minimize potential impacts of boat traffic on the behavior of cetaceans it is
important to assess short-term behavioral responses to boats and interpret the
long-term consequences of these. Anecdotal descriptions of synchronous behavior in
cetaceans are particularly frequent with reports of individuals within schools surfacing to
breathe in a coordinated fashion being common. However, quantitative descriptions are
rare. This study begins by quantifying synchronous breathing patterns of bottlenose
dolphins off northern Scotland. We investigate possible functions of synchrony such as
feeding patterns and presence of calves. We then test whether the presence of boat
traffic in an area used intensively by dolphins affects their breathing synchrony.
Although the majority of dolphin schools observed showed random breathing patterns,
30.5 % of schools showed synchronous breathing. There was no variation in this
behavior with respect to identifiable feeding activities. However, synchrony was
significantly negatively related to the presence of calves in the school (chi(2) = 7.17, df
= 1, P = 0.007) and significantly positively related to the presence of boat traffic in the
study area (chi(2) = 13.85, df = 1, P = 0.0002). Such consistent short-term behavioral
responses by dolphins may potentially accumulate to produce longer-term
consequences both for individuals and the whole population.
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Abstract: Fish (Astronotus ocellatus, the oscar) were subject to pure tones in order to
determine the effects of sound at levels typical of man-made sources on the sensory
epithelia of the ear and the lateral line. Sounds varied in frequency (60 or 300 Hz), duty
cycle (20% or continuous), and intensity (100, 140, or 180 dB re: 1 µPa). Fish were
allowed to survive for 1 or 4 days posttreatment. Tissue was then evaluated using
scanning electron microscopy to assess the presence or absence of ciliary bundles on
the sensory hair cells on each of the otic endorgans and the lateral line. The only
damage that was observed was in four of five fish stimulated with 300-Hz continuous
tones at 180 dB re: 1 µPa and allowed to survive for 4 days. Damage was limited to
small regions of the striola of the utricle and lagena. There was no damage in any other
endorgan, and the size and location of the damage varied between specimens. No
damage was observed in fish that had been allowed to survive for 1 day poststimulation,
suggesting that damage may develop slowly after exposure.
Research Notes: Physiological effects of sound (tones) on the oscar fish. Control fish
- no damage. Fish that survived to 4 days had some damage in at least one ear (low
levels of damage). Possible reasons for low damage (and not high damage) regeneration (unlikely), and/or time to show extreme damage greater than 4 days.
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Abstract: A set of procedures has been developed to allow preliminary estimates to be
made of underwater noise and its effects on marine species. They do not require
detailed acoustic survey data, either of the site or of the proposed plant. However, they
still facilitate the comparison of different project proposals to assist in the optimisation of
equipment layout and routing. Noise may be due to specific sources, such as ships and
marine equipment, or assessed as a general background level. Some aspects of
acoustic analysis applicable to more detailed environmental impact assessments are
also described, particularly relevant when comparing noise spectra with audiometry
data appropriate to different species of wildlife.
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Short Title: Large Vessels as Sound Sources I: Radiated Sound and Ambient Noise in
Nearshore/Continental Shelf Environments
Abstract: Noise generation by large vessels will be described, as well as the
contribution of vessel
noise to ocean ambient noise. Ambient noise in the deep-water North Pacific basin has
been increasing at a rate of about 3 dB per decade for the past four decades. Repeat
ambient noise measurements suggest that basin-wide increases in the number of
commercial ships, as well as increased noise from individual ships, have contributed to
deep-water ambient noise. Repeated measurements at a shallow-water (110 m) site
near San Clemente Island reveal increased noise associated with local shipping. Local
ships were observed in 31 percent of recordings collected in 1963 and in 89 percent of
recordings in 2005-2006. However, when noise from local ships is excluded from the
2005-2006 recordings, median sound levels were the same as those observed in the
absence of ships during 1963, suggesting that deep-water ship noise does not
propagate
to this shallow water site.
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Abstract: [INTRODUCTION]

Over many years acoustic sources of various types have been used in the search for oil
and gas in the marine environment. These sources have included sub-marine
explosions and airgun blasts, which in turn have been shown in the laboratory, in large
scale enclosures, and in situ, to have lethal and sub-lethal effects upon marine
mammals, birds and fishes (Richmond and Jones, 1973; Yelverton et al., 1973;
Sakaguchi et al., 1976; Wright, 1982; Linton et al., 1985; Sverdrup et al., 1994; Goold,
1996).
Although explosive charges were commonly used until the 1960s, by 1985, 97% of
seismic surveys used airgun devices (Holliday et al., 1987), and we therefore
concentrate on the latter in this review. Organisms may not only be immediately killed
on exposure to
airgun detonations (Turnpenny and Nedwell, 1994; McCauley, 1994), but their mortality
may also be delayed as a result of direct physiological damage, or indirectly from
increased predation. The effects of close range airgun discharge on short-term (i.e.
minutes to days) mortality of eggs, juvenile and adult fish have been examined in some
detail and reviewed in Turnpenny and Nedwell (1994), and impacts of airguns at close
range are briefly considered herein for completeness. Our objective is to review effects
on
a larger spatial and temporal scale than is typical for close range studies, specifically for
the first time bring together published information on fish catch success.
Research Notes: Good summary table of effects on catch rates of fish, molluscs,
crustacea. Summarized from other studies. Very high source levels, often > 200 dB
re: 1 uPa. Exposure usually over ~5 days, catch rates observed from 1 day to several
days. One instance of very high increase in catch rate (525% for ~12 hrs), shallow
water (150-250 m).
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Abstract: Beluga, Delphinap terus leucas, groups were videotaped concurrent observer
counts during annual NMFS aerial surveys of Cook Inlet, Alaska, from 1994 to 2000.
The videotapes provided permanent records of whale groups that could be examined
and compared to group size estimates made by aerial observers. Examination of the
video recordings resulted in 275 counts of 79 whale groups. The McLaren formula was
used to account for whales missed while they were underwater (average correction

factor 2.03; SD=0.64). A correction for whales missed due to video resolution was
developed by using a second, paired video camera that magnified images relative to the
standard video. This analysis showed that some whales were missed either because
their image size fell below the resolution of the standard video recording or because two
whales surfaced so close to each other that their images appeared to be one large
whale. The correction method that resulted depended on knowing the average whale
image size in the videotapes. Image sizes were measured for 2,775 whales from 275
different passes over whale groups. Corrected group sizes were calculated as the
product of the original count from video, the correction factor for whales missed
underwater, and the correction factor for whales missed due to video resolution
(averaged 1.17 ; SD=0.06). A regression formula was developed to estimate group
sizes from aerial observer counts; independent variables were the aerial counts and an
interaction term relative to encounter rate (whales per second during the counting of a
group), which were regressed against the respective group sizes as calculated from the
videotapes. Significant effects of encounter rate, either positive or negative, were found
for several observers. This formula was used to estimate group size when video was
not available. The estimated group sizes were used in the annual abundance estimates.
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Abstract: Estimating the impact of anthropogenic sound on marine animals entails
consideration of animal location in the vertical and horizontal planes and the behavior of
the animal (e.g., breeding, foraging, migration) at the time of sound exposure. To
approach more realistic impact estimates, the effects of sound on the marine
environment (ESME) model incorporates a simulation program that permits fine-scale
control over simulated marine animal (animat) movement and behavior. The simulation
program, known as the Marine Mammal Movement and Behavior (3MB), module,
provides user control over animals that is scaleable to available information about the
species of concern. Movement and behavior is stochastically determined by sampling
from distributions describing rates of movement in the horizontal and vertical planes,
direction of travel, time at the surface between dives, time at depth, and time in and
transition between behavioral states. Influence of behavior over each of the other
distributions is permitted. As knowledge of marine animal behavior, movement, and
ecology increases, the flexibility and level of control provided by such models will
increase the potential for realistic impact estimates.
Notes: ISI Document Delivery No.: 059CH
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Abstract: The potential for acoustically mediated causes of stranding in cetaceans
(whales and dolphins)
is of increasing concern given recent stranding events associated with anthropogenic
acoustic
activity. We examine a potentially debilitating non-auditory mechanism called recti"ed
di!usion.
Recti"ed di!usion causes gas bubble growth, which in an insoni"ed animal may produce
emboli, tissue separation and high, localized pressure in nervous tissue. Using the
results of
a dolphin dive study and a model of recti"ed di!usion for low-frequency exposure, we
demonstrate that the diving behavior of cetaceans prior to an intense acoustic exposure
may
increase the chance of recti"ed di!usion. Speci"cally, deep diving and slow
ascent/descent
speed contributes to increased gas-tissue saturation, a condition that ampli"es the
likelihood
of recti"ed di!usion. The depth of lung collapse limits nitrogen uptake per dive and the
surface
interval duration in#uences the amount of nitrogen washout from tissues between dives.
Model results suggest that low-frequency recti"ed di!usion models need to be advanced,
that
the diving behavior of marine mammals of concern needs to be investigated to identify
at-risk
animals, and that more intensive studies of gas dynamics within diving marine
mammals

should be undertaken.
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Abstract: Twenty-five fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus) were individually studied in
their Ligurian Sea feeding grounds to describe and measure short-term responses to

the close approach of a fast-moving inflatable craft from which biopsy samples were
collected. Passive tracking was performed with a new technique based on simultaneous
determination of (1) position of the observation vessel, (2) laser-measured distance
between the target animal and the observation vessel, and (3) azimuth of the target
animal with respect to the observation vessel. Tracking was combined with timing of the
surfacing intervals. Two different swimming-surfacing patterns supposed to be related to
feeding and traveling, respectively, were observed. Supposed feeding whales reacted to
disturbance by changing their behavior into traveling. Two different avoidance strategies
were performed simultaneously by the whales: travel at increased velocity and reduction
of the time spent at the surface. After the disturbance ceased, the surfacing activity
never completely reverted to predisturbance conditions during one hour of postexposure
control and supposed feeding behavior appeared to be suspended indefinitely. Our
results suggest the need for whale watching regulations in the Ligurian Sea, particularly
as far as presumed feeding whales are concerned.
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Abstract: Johnstone Strait in coastal British Columbia, Canada, is a core habitat for
seasonal concentrations of killer whales (Orcinus orca), which have attracted
considerable attention from commercial whale-watching operators and recreational
boaters. Within the Strait lies the Robson Bight–Michael Bigg Ecological Reserve, a
marine reserve set aside as critical habitat for killer whales and closed to recreational
boat traffic. The geography of encounters between killer whales and seven types of
whale-watching vessels (including kayaks, charter and pleasure craft) in and near this
reserve was analysed with a suite of geostatistics in a geographic information system
(GIS) vector environment. Reserve boundary violation was high among most user
groups, with kayakers being the most frequent offenders. Motorized vessels had
significantly longer contact times with whales compared to kayaks and sailboats.
Motorized vessels showed the travel characteristic of deliberate tracking of whales. The
movements of killer whales also appear to be affected by boats. These results have
important implications for killer whale conservation and management in areas where
they are subject to intensive whale-watching activities, and possible chronic
disturbance.
Research Notes: Killer whale behavioral response to vessels (variety of types from
kayaks to whale-watching boats); directional movement toward open waters.
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Research Notes: Examining gas bubble lesions in variety of stranded whale species
after active Navy sonar. Inconclusive.
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Abstract: The first evidence suggestive of in vivo gas bubble formation in cetacea,
including eight animals stranded in the UK, has recently been reported. This article
presents the pathologic findings from these eight UK-stranded cetaceans and two
additional UK-stranded cetacean cases in detail. Hepatic gas-filled cavitary lesions
(0.2–6.0 cm diameter) involving approximately 5–90% of the liver volume were found in
four (two juvenile, two adult) Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus), three (two adult, one
juvenile) common dolphins (Delphinus delphis), an adult Blainville’s beaked whale
(Mesoplodon densirostris), and an adult harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena).
Histopathologic examination of the seven dolphin cases with gross liver cavities
revealed variable degrees of pericavitary fibrosis, microscopic, intrahepatic, spherical,
nonstaining cavities (typically 50–750 mm in diameter) consistent with gas emboli within
distended portal vessels and sinusoids and associated with hepatic tissue compression,
hemorrhages, fibrin/organizing thrombi, and foci of acute hepatocellular necrosis. Two
common dolphins also had multiple and bilateral gross renal cavities (2.0–9.0 mm
diameter) that, microscopically, were consistent with acute (n 5 2) and chronic (n 5 1)
arterial gas emboli-induced renal infarcts. Microscopic, bubblelike cavities were also
found in mesenteric lymph node (n 5 4), adrenal (n 5 2), spleen (n 5 2), pulmonary
associated lymph node (n 5 1), posterior cervical lymph node (n 5 1), and thyroid (n 5
1). No bacterial organisms were isolated from five of six cavitated livers and one of one
cavitated kidneys. The etiology and pathogenesis of these lesions are not known,
although a decompressionrelated mechanism involving embolism of intestinal gas or de
novo gas bubble (emboli) development derived from tissues supersaturated with
nitrogen is suspected.
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Abstract: Recent discoveries of diamondiferous kimberlite deposits in the Canadian
central Arctic led to unprecedented levels of mineral exploration and development. The
cumulative effects of such activities are all issue of concern for government regulatory
agencies, regional and international conservation organizations, wildlife managers, and
indigenous peoples. We investigated the impacts Of human activities and associated
infrastructure oil the distribution of Arctic wildlife in 190,000 km² of the Taiga Shield and
Southern Arctic ecozones 400 kill northeast of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories,
Canada. We used covariates for vegetation, interspecific interactions, and human
disturbance features to develop seasonal resource-selection models for barren-ground
caribou (Rangifer tarandus groenlandicus), gray wolves (Canis lupus), grizzly bears
(Ursus arctos), and wolverines (Gulo gulo). We used all information-theoretic approach
to select I I seasonal models for the 4 species. Nine models were good predictors of
species Occurrence and vegetation covariates were important components of all
models. Mines and other major developments had the largest negative affect oil species
occurrence, followed by exploration activities, and Outfitter camps. We did not,
however, record strong avoidance responses by all species during all seasons to each
disturbance type (i.e., major developments, mineral exploration sites, outfitter camps)
and for some models carnivores selected for disturbance features (i.e., occurred closer
to sites than comparison random locations). We used a geographic information system
(GIS) to extrapolate each seasonal resource-selection model to the study area and
quantified the reduction ill habitat effectiveness as a function of modeled and
hypothetical disturbance coefficients. Across all models, grizzly bears and wolves
demonstrated the strongest negative response to disturbance and corresponding
reduction in habitat effectiveness, followed by caribou and wolverines. The largest
seasonal effect was recorded for caribou during the post-calving period, where model
coefficients suggested a 37% reduction in the area of the highest quality habitats and an
84% increase in the area of the lowest quality habitats. This is the first study to
demonstrate the Cumulative effects of multiple sources of human disturbance for
caribou, wolves, bears, and wolverines found across the Canadian central Arctic.
Resource selection models and corresponding maps of important habitats can lie used
to guide and evaluate future development proposals and can serve as a component of a
regional environmental assessment. However, inferences from large-scale modeling
efforts should be carefully evaluated when making detailed prescriptive
recommendations. Study design, sample size, reliability of GIS data, and accuracy of
model predictions are important considerations when evaluating the strength and scale
of inference of correlative resource selection Studies Such as this. We recommend that
regional cumulative effects analyses serve as the coarsest framework for understanding
the impacts of human developments on wide-ranging animals. Monitoring and research
should be conducted at various behavioral scales leading to a body of knowledge that
fully describes the range and strength of impacts resulting from cumulative effects.
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Abstract: Masked thresholds for periodic 60-kHz tone pulses were measured for the
beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas) for tone pulse durations of 0.025, 0.1, 0.3, 0.8,
and 1.6 ms, and with repetition times ranging from 770 ms to continuous tones. In
addition, masked thresholds were also measured for single pulse stimuli of 0.025, 0.1,
0.3, 0.8, 1.6, 10, 50, 200, and 1000 ms in duration. The data analysis used with human
data was not adequate for the three shortest periodic tone stimuli and a rectangular
filter, energy detection, model was used for these cases. The integration time estimated
from the single tone pulse data (20 ms) was much longer than those obtained from the
periodic tone pulse results. Whale integration times for periodic pulses were found to
vary almost directly with pulse duration, unlike those reported humans, which are
constant and independent of pulse duration. A system bandwith of 1000 Hz was found
to fit the data, a bandwidth much smaller than the critical ratio (2400 Hz) previously
reported for the beluga whale.
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Abstract: Definitive studies on the response of marine mammals to anthropogenic
sound are hampered by the short surface time and deep-diving lifestyle of many
species. A novel archival tag, called the DTAG, has been developed to monitor the
behavior of marine mammals, and their response to sound, continuously throughout the
dive cycle. The tag contains a large array of solid-state memory and records
continuously from a built-in hydrophone and suite of sensors. The sensors sample the
orientation of the animal in three dimensions with sufficient speed and resolution to
capture individual fluke strokes. Audio and sensor recording is synchronous so the
relative timing of sounds and motion can be determined precisely. The DTAG has been
attached to more than 30 northern right whales (Eubalaena glacialis) and 20 sperm
whales (Physeter macrocephalus) with recording duration of up to 12 h per deployment.
Several deployments have included sound playbacks to the tagged whale and a
transient response to at least one playback is evident in the tag data.
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Abstract: The avoidance reactions of Barents Sea capelin (Mallotus villosus) to
Norwegian research vessels were studied by means of the Bergen Acoustic Buoy
(BAB), which was equipped with a Simrad EK60 echo-sounder operating at a frequency
of 38 kHz. BAB experiments were carried out in the capelin’s feeding area in the
Barents Sea in the autumn and on its spawning grounds in Varangerfjord in Northern

Norway in early spring. The vessel approached the BAB at normal survey speed
(approximately 11 knots), eventually passing it at a short distance (5–25 m). Changes in
the volume scattering coefficient and in the centre of the depth distribution under the
BAB were analysed. There was no significant influence of the avoidance reactions of
capelin to survey vessels on the volume scattering coefficient, either in the feeding area
or on the spawning ground. However, there were indications of changes in the centre of
depth distribution (diving) before the pass, especially in dense concentrations on the
spawning grounds. An analysis of the time of start, maximum and end of a possible
avoidance reaction using a fitted polynomial, indicated that there might be an avoidance
reaction with a defined start, but not a defined end within a ± 5 min range. The authors
propose that the selective process relating to capelin might favour maximising its ability
to flourish by concentrating on feeding and reproduction.
Research Notes: Testing capelin hearing in breeding and feeding grounds. No
significant influence on fish density. Nighttime sampling showed significant decrease in
volume backscattering, small sample size. Changes in diving behavior before the
vessel passed were seen in spawning grounds.
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Abstract: During in-air auditory threshold testing, a harbor seal was inadvertently
exposed to broadband construction noise for 6 days, averaging 6 to 7 h of intermittent
exposure per day. When tested immediately upon cessation of the noise, a temporary
threshold shift (TTS) of 8 dB at 100 Hz was
evident. In addition, the animal’s false alarm rate increased from 7% in the pre-exposure
session to 30% in the post-exposure test session. Following 1 week of recovery, the
subject’s threshold was within 2 dB of its original level, and the false alarm rate was less
than 10%. The data suggest that TTS can be induced in seals, and that our subject may
have suffered from tinnitus, resulting in a reduced ability to distinguish signal-present
from signal-absent trials.
Research Notes: TTS study on harbor seal
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Abstract: Pure-tone sound detection thresholds were obtained in water for one harbor
seal (Phoca vitulina), two California sea lions (Zalophus californianus), and one northern
elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris) before and immediately following exposure to
octave-band noise. Additional thresholds were obtained following a 24-h recovery
period. Test frequencies ranged from 100 Hz to 2000 Hz and octave-band exposure
levels were approximately 60–75 dB SL (sensation level at center frequency). Each
subject was trained to dive into a noise field and remain stationed underwater during a
noise-exposure period that lasted a total of 20–22 min. Following exposure, three of the
subjects showed threshold shifts averaging 4.8 dB (Phoca), 4.9 dB (Zalophus), and 4.6
dB (Mirounga). Recovery to baseline threshold levels was observed in test sessions
conducted within 24 h of noise exposure. Control sessions in which the subjects
completed a simulated noise exposure produced shifts that were significantly smaller
than those observed following noise exposure. These results indicate that noise of
moderate intensity and duration is sufficient to induce TTS under water in these
pinniped species.
Research Notes: TTS study on harbor seal, seal lion, elephant seal.
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Abstract: Behavioral psychophysical techniques were used to evaluate the residual
effects of underwater noise on the hearing sensitivity of three pinnipeds: a California
sea lion (Zalophus californianus), a harbor seal (Phoca vitulina), and a northern
elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris). Temporary threshold shift (TTS), defined as the
difference between auditory thresholds obtained before and after noise exposure, was
assessed. The subjects were exposed to octave-band noise centered at 2500 Hz at two
sound pressure levels: 80 and 95 dB SL (re: auditory threshold at 2500 Hz). Noise
exposure durations were 22, 25, and 50 min. Threshold shifts were assessed at 2500
and 3530 Hz. Mean threshold shifts ranged from 2.9-12.2 dB. Full recovery of auditory
sensitivity occurred within 24 h of noise exposure. Control sequences, comprising sham
noise exposures, did not,result in significant mean threshold shifts for any subject.
Threshold shift magnitudes increased with increasing noise sound exposure level (SEL)
for two of the three subjects. The results underscore the importance of including sound
exposure metrics (incorporating sound pressure level and exposure duration) in order to
fully assess the effects of noise on marine mammal hearing. (c) 2005 Acoustical Society
of America.
Research Notes: Sea lion, harbor seal, elephant seal. Testing for TTS.
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Abstract: The underwater hearing sensitivity of a two-year-old harbor porpoise was
measured in a pool using standard psycho-acoustic techniques. The go/no-go
response paradigm and up–down staircase psychometric method were used. Auditory
sensitivity was measured by using narrow-band frequency-modulated signals having
center frequencies between 250 Hz and 180 kHz. The resulting audiogram was
U-shaped with the range of best hearing (defined as 10 dB within maximum sensitivity)
from 16 to 140 kHz, with a reduced sensitivity around 64 kHz. Maximum sensitivity
(about 33 dB re 1 mPa) occurred between 100 and 140 kHz. This maximum sensitivity
range corresponds with the peak frequency of echolocation pulses produced by harbor
porpoises (120–130 kHz). Sensitivity falls about 10 dB per octave below 16 kHz and
falls off sharply above 140 kHz (260 dB per octave). Compared to a previous audiogram
of this species (Andersen, 1970), the present audiogram shows less sensitive hearing
between 2 and 8 kHz and more sensitive hearing between 16 and 180 kHz. This harbor
porpoise has the highest upper-frequency limit of all odontocetes investigated. The time
it took for the porpoise to move its head 22 cm after the signal onset (movement time)
was also measured. It increased from about 1 s at 10 dB above threshold, to about 1.5
s at threshold.
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Abstract: Harbour porpoise bycatch may be reduced by deterring porpoises from nets
acoustically. In this study, two harbour porpoises were subjected to three acoustic
alarms. The effect of each alarm was judged by comparing the animals' position and
respiration rate during a test period with that during a baseline period. The XP-10 alarm
produced 0.3 s tonal signals randomly selected from a set of 16 with fundamental
frequencies between 9 and 15 kHz, with a constant pulse interval of 4.8 s (duty cycle

6%). The 2MP alarm produced 0.3 s tonal signals randomly selected from a set of 16
with similar fundamental frequencies but with random pulse intervals of between 2 and
5 s (duty cycle 8%). The frequency spectra and source levels of the 2MP and XP-10
alarms varied depending on the signal selected. The HS20-80 alarm produced a
constant, but asymmetrical frequency modulated sinewave between 20 and 80 kHz with
total pulse duration of 0.3 s, with random pulse intervals of between 2 and 5 s (duty
cycle 4.6%). The porpoises reacted to all three alarms by swimming away from them
and by increasing their respiration rate. The XP-10, which on average had the highest
source level, had the strongest effect. (C) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract: In an attempt to test the effectiveness of sounds in deterring harbor porpoises
from nets and reducing porpoise bycatch in gill net fisheries, two harbor porpoises, kept
in a large floating pen at Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands, were subjected to 3 different
underwater sounds. The effect of each sound was judged by comparing the animals’
behavior during a 15-min test period with that during a 1 5-min baseline period
immediately before the test and a 15-min recovery period immediately after the test.
The effects of the alarms were quantified as the distance between the porpoises’
surfacings and the alarm and the animals’ respiration rates. Each alarm was tested in
two positions in the pen. The behavior observed was related to the sound-pressurelevel
distribution in the pen. All three alarms: the standard Dukane alarm (a

commercially available alarm with a regular pulse interval of 4.3 sec used to deter
dolphins from fishing nets), the random Dukane alarm (the same alarm with random
pulse interval of between 2 and 30 sec), and the “bird alarm” (a sound from a generator)
resulted in increases in both the distance of the animals’ surfacings from the alarms and
their respiration rates. The standard Dukane alarm and the bird alarm were more
effective than the random Dukane alarm in inducing the animals to swim away from the
sound source.
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Abstract: To prevent grounding of ships and collisions between ships in shallow coastal
waters, an underwater data collection and communication network (ACME) using
underwater sounds to encode and transmit data is currently under development. Marine
mammals might be affected by ACME sounds since they may use sound of a similar
frequency (around 12 kHz) for communication, orientation, and prey location. If marine
mammals tend to avoid the vicinity of the acoustic transmitters, they may be kept away
from ecologically important areas by ACME sounds. One marine mammal species that
may be affected in the North Sea is the harbour seal (Phoca vitulina). No information is
available on the effects of ACME-like sounds on harbour seals, so this study was
carried out as part of an environmental impact assessment program. Nine captive
harbour seals were subjected to four sound types, three of which may be used in the
underwater acoustic data communication network. The effect of each sound was judged
by comparing the animals location in a pool during test periods to that during baseline
periods, during which no sound was produced. Each of the four sounds could be made
into a deterrent by increasing its amplitude. The seals reacted by swimming away from
the sound source. The sound pressure level (SPL) at the acoustic discomfort threshold
was established for each of the four sounds. The acoustic discomfort threshold is
defined as the boundary between the areas that the animals generally occupied during

the transmission of the sounds and the areas that they generally did not enter during
transmission. The SPLs at the acoustic discomfort thresholds were similar for each of
the sounds (107 dB re 1 lPa). Based on this discomfort threshold SPL, discomfort zones
at sea for several source levels (130–180 dB re 1 lPa) of the sounds were calculated,
using a guideline sound propagation model for shallow water. The discomfort zone is
defined as the area around a sound source that harbour seals are expected to avoid.
The definition of the discomfort zone is based on behavioural discomfort, and does not
necessarily coincide with the physical discomfort zone. Based on these results, source
levels can be selected that have an acceptable effect on harbour seals in particular
areas. The discomfort zone of a communication sound depends on the sound, the
source level, and the propagation characteristics of the area in which the sound system
is operational. The source level of the communication system should be adapted to
each area (taking into account the width of a sea arm, the local sound propagation, and
the importance of an area to the affected species). The discomfort zone should not
coincide with ecologically important areas (for instance resting, breeding, suckling, and
feeding areas), or routes between these areas.
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Abstract: The unmasked underwater hearing sensitivities of an 8-year-old male and a
7-year-old female
Steller sea lion were measured in a pool, by using behavioral psychophysics. The
animals were
trained with positive reinforcement to respond when they detected an acoustic signal
and not to
respond when they did not. The signals were narrow-band, frequency-modulated stimuli
with a
duration of 600 ms and center frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 32 kHz for the male and
from
4 to 32 kHz for the female. Detection thresholds at each frequency were measured by
varying signal

amplitude according to the up–down staircase method. The resulting underwater
audiogram (50%
detection thresholds) for the male Steller sea lion showed the typical mammalian
U-shape. His
maximum sensitivity (77 dB re: 1 uPa, rms) occurred at 1 kHz. The range of best
hearing (10 dB
from the maximum sensitivity) was from 1 to 16 kHz (4 octaves). Higher hearing
thresholds
(indicating poorer sensitivity) were observed below 1 kHz and above 16 kHz. The
maximum
sensitivity of the female (73 dB re: 1 uPa, rms) occurred at 25 kHz. Higher hearing
thresholds
(indicating poorer sensitivity) were observed for signals below 16 kHz and above 25
kHz. At
frequencies for which both subjects were tested, hearing thresholds of the male were
significantly
higher than those of the female. The hearing sensitivity differences between the male
and female
Steller sea lion in this study may be due to individual differences in sensitivity between
the subjects
or due to sexual dimorphism in hearing.
Research Notes: Go/No-Go responses from captive-raised trained sea lions.
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Abstract: To prevent grounding of ships and collisions between ships in shallow coastal
waters, an underwater data collection and communication network is currently under
development: Acoustic Communication network for Monitoring of underwater

Environment in coastal
areas (ACME). Marine mammals might be affected by ACME sounds since they use
sounds of similar frequencies (around 12 kHz) for communication, orientation, and prey
location. If marine mammals tend to avoid the vicinity of the transmitters, they may be
kept away from
ecologically important areas by ACME sounds. One marine mammal species that may
be affected in the North Sea is the harbour porpoise. Therefore, as part of an
environmental impact assessment program, two captive harbour porpoises were
subjected to four sounds,
three of which may be used in the underwater acoustic data communication network.
The effect of each sound was judged by comparing the animals’ positions and
respiration rates during a test period with those during a baseline period. Each of the
four sounds could be
made a deterrent by increasing the amplitude of the sound. The porpoises reacted by
swimming away from the sounds and by slightly, but significantly, increasing their
respiration rate. From the sound pressure level distribution in the pen, and the
distribution of the animals
during test sessions, discomfort sound level thresholds were determined for each
sound. In combination with information on sound propagation in the areas where the
communication system may be deployed, the extent of the ‘discomfort zone’ can be
estimated for several
source levels (SLs). The discomfort zone is defined as the area around a sound source
that harbour porpoises are expected to avoid. Based on these results, SLs can be
selected that have an acceptable effect on harbour porpoises in particular areas. The
discomfort zone of a communication sound depends on the selected sound, the
selected SL, and the propagation characteristics of the area in which the sound system
is operational. In shallow, winding coastal water courses, with sandbanks, etc., the type
of habitat in which the ACME sounds
will be produced, propagation loss cannot be accurately estimated by using a simple
propagation model, but should be measured on site. The SL of the communication
system should be adapted to each area (taking into account bounding conditions
created by narrow channels, sound propagation variability due to environmental factors,
and the importance of an area to the affected species). The discomfort zone should not
prevent harbour porpoises from spending sufficient time in ecologically important areas
(for instance feeding areas), or routes towards these areas.
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Abstract: Horn sharks were conditioned to pure-tone audio signals in two different
laboratory test situations. In the
first experiment, conducted in a small, air-speaker-driven enclosure, four sharks were
conditioned to cross a
barrier to avoid electricaI shock. The sharks responded from 25 to 160 Hz, with the
lowest pressure
threshold at 40 Hz. The second experiment, conducted in a large tank with an
underwater speaker, used
four different sharks and employed a heart-rate technique in which shock and sound
were paired to elicit
conditioned bradycardia. These sharks responded over a similar frequency range of 20
to 160 Hz. When
tested at two subject-to-transducer distances, their acoustic pressure thresholds
increased with distance
while their acoustic particle-motion thresholds remained the same. The lowest pressure
threshold was at 40
Hz (12 dBp. b), and the lowest pm'ticle-motion threshold was at 80 Hz, with a
displacement of 1.4X 10 -6
cm and a velocity of 7X 10 -4 cm/sec (104 uvar).
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Abstract: The echolocation ability of several dolphin species is well documented, but
little is known about hearing characteristics of most marine mammals. This paper
describes the major features of the peripheral auditory system in both large and small
whales and presents a three-dimensional morphometric analysis of the inner ear in 12
species. Correlation analyses of inner ear morphometry vs. hearing characteristics in
terrestrial and aquatic species for which audiograms are available were applied to
dolphin and whale data to derive estimates of hearing ranges of larger, non-captive
whales.
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Abstract: Analyzing structure and function in specialized ears can produce new insights
into fundamental hearing mechanisms and lead to
technological advances. Research into dolphin echolocation is a classic example.
Recently, however, concerns over anthropogenic
sounds in the oceans pushed us to develop a broader knowledge of marine mammal
hearing, and, in the last five years, hearing
research on marine mammals expanded considerably. The resulting data on their
hearing, ear anatomy, and vocalizations suggest that
marine mammal ears are more diverse and complex than previously expected, with
acoustic capabilities spanning infra to ultrasonic
ranges. Seals are amphibious hearers with middle and inner ears similar to land
carnivores, while the ears of whales are strikingly
different and are adapted exclusively to hearing underwater. Consistent with high sound
speeds in water, specialized fats, not air-filled
canals, conduct sound to the ear, and both middle and inner ears are located well
outside the skull. Vestibular components are reduced,
consistent with cervical fusion related to hydrodynamic body shapes; but their cochlear
components, particularly the auditory fibers,
are hypertrophied. Neural hypertrophy may be adaptive for high background noise, but
may also be related to exceptional signal
processing mechanisms in both infra and ultrasonic whales.
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to evaluate whether acoustic thermometry of ocean
climate (ATOC)
signals have a positive or negative phonotactic effect on the behavior of fish present
near the sound
source at Pioneer Seamount off Central California. We played back an ATOC-like signal
to three
species of rockfish kept within a 1532-m field enclosure in Bodega Bay, California. Each
subject
was observed during a 25-min ‘‘silent’’ control period followed immediately by a test
period
comprised of a 5-min ‘‘ramp-up,’’ in which the sound level increased gradually to a peak
level, and
a 20-min period at constant peak level. The amount of time that each subject spent in
15 zones, each
1 m wide, at increasing distances from the sound transducer, was observed. It was
suspended in
midwater at the center of zone 1, the deepest portion of the enclosure. We observed
little movement
by fish in response to the playback of the ATOC signal. The subjects remained in zones
1 and 2,
despite sound pressure levels present of 145.1–153.0 dB re: 1 mPa. Little difference
existed in the
behavior of fish during sound playback period and the ‘‘silent’’ control period. The
median time
interval that fishes occupied zone 1 was 100% of the experiment duration for both test
and control
periods (i.e., 6 of 11 subjects in the former remained exclusively within that zone versus
7 of 11
subjects in the latter).
Research Notes: Laboratory experiments, observing time fish spend in sections of
enclosure in relation to signal source. ATOC-like signal, lower output than expect

(123-153 dB, not 195 dB). Fish showed no response to playback.
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Abstract: The possibility of using intense sound as an acoustic barrier for downstream
migrating smolt of the Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) was studied by observing, the
reactions of smolt to 10 and 150 Hz sounds in a small river. At the observation site the
river branched into a main course and a minor channel, the latter rejoining the main
stream after 30 m. The sound sources were positioned at the lower end of the channel.
The number of smolt re-entering the mam stream at the lower end of the channel was
recorded during alternating periods with and without sound. Intense 150 Hz sound had
no observable effects on the smolt, even at intensities 114 dB above the hearing
threshold at this frequency. At intensities above 1.0. 10-2ms-2 the 10 Hz sound was an
effective deterrent for the smolt, which turned and left the channel at the upstream
branching point.
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Abstract: Operational underwater noise emitted at 8 m s–1 by a 550 kW WindWorld
wind-turbine was recorded from the sea and modified to simulate a 2 MW wind-turbine.
The sound was replayed from an audio CD through a car CD-player and a J-13
transducer. The maximum sound energy was emitted between 30 and 800 Hz with peak
source levels of 128 dB (re 1 µPa2 Hz–1 at 1 m) at 80 and 160 Hz (1/3-octave centre
frequencies). This simulated 2 MW wind-turbine noise was played back on calm days
(<1 Beaufort) to free-ranging harbour porpoises Phocoena phocoena and harbour seals
Phoca vitulina in Fortune Channel, Vancouver Island, Canada. Swimming tracks of
porpoises and surfacings of seals were recorded with an electronic theodolite situated
on a clifftop 14 m above sea level. Echolocation activity of harbour porpoises close to
the sound source was recorded simultaneously via an electronic click detector placed
below the transducer. In total we tracked 375 porpoise groups and 157 seals during
play-back experiments, and 380 porpoise groups and 141 surfacing seals during
controls. Both species showed a distinct reaction to wind-turbine noise. Surfacings in
harbour seals were recorded at larger distances from the sound source (median = 284
vs 239 m during controls; p = 0.008, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and closest approaches
increased from a median of 120 to 182 m (p < 0.001) in harbour porpoises.
Furthermore, the number of time intervals during which porpoise echolocation clicks
were detected increased by a factor of 2 when the sound source was active (19.6% of
all 1 min intervals as opposed to 8.4% of all intervals during controls; p < 0.001).These
results show that harbour porpoises and harbour seals are able to detect the
low-frequency sound generated by offshore wind-turbines. Controlled exposure
experiments such as the one described here are a first step to assess the impact on
marine mammals of the new offshore wind-turbine industry.
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Abstract: There is a potential threat to marine mammals from acoustic signals emitted
by hydroacoustic devices. The impact on the hearing of marine mammals depends on

the technical parameters of the instruments and on the exposure of the animal to noise
pulses, as well as on the properties of the biological system, that is to say, on the
anatomy and the audiogram of the animal. Here, the blue whale, the sperm whale and
the beaked whale are taken as examples in an investigation of the potential exposure to
noise pulses from the hydroacoustic instruments Hydrosweep and Parasound. Diving
depths of the whales and relative speeds of the animals with respect to the survey
vessels are taken into account, as well as the area impacted by the equipment, in
estimating the level of sound needed to produce “temporary threshold shift” in an
animal. The results suggest that auditory damage is only likely if animals pass the
transducer at close range and that the impact on marine mammals can be mitigated by
implementing prior detection and shut down procedures.
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Abstract: We received data from eight bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus) equipped
with satellite-monitored radio
tags for 3–33 days. Of 42 306 dives made by the eight whales during 1695 h, 9573
were sounding dives (>1 min duration).
The mean duration of sounding dives for individuals varied from 6.9 to 14.1 min (mean =
10.4 ± 2.4 min, n =
8). Five whales made dives ³61 min; the longest dives for the other three lasted 56, 45,
and 32 min. Five tags measured
maximum depths of 29 499 dives during 1220 h and time at depth during 1228 h. All five
whales dived >100 m;
the deepest dive was 352 m. Whales spent most of their time at depths £16 m, but three
whales spent most of their
time at depths >48 m during some sampling periods. Mean surfacing rates ranged from
18.2 to 47.0/h (mean = 26.2 ±
9.0/h, n = 8). Tags were exposed to air for 4.0–7.3% of the time (mean = 5.5 ± 0.95%, n
= 8), and whales were potentially
visible from aircraft for 8.5–16.4% of the time (mean = 11.1 ± 2.4%, n = 8). Three
whales made longer
sounding dives and had lower surfacing rates when in ³90% ice cover. No consistent
diel patterns were found.
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Abstract: A finite element model is formulated to study the steady-state vibration
response of the anatomy of a whale (Cetacea) submerged in seawater. The anatomy
was reconstructed from a combination of two-dimensional (2D) computed tomography
(CT) scan images, identification of Hounsfield units with tissue types, and mapping of
mechanical properties. A partial differential equation model describes the motion of the
tissues within a Lagrangean framework. The computational model was applied to the
study of the response of the tissues within the head of a neonate Cuvier's beaked whale
Ziphius cavirostris. The characteristics of the sound stimulus was a continuous wave
excitation at 3500 Hz and 180 dB re: 1 mu Pa received level, incident as a plane wave.
We model the beaked whale tissues embedded within a volume of seawater. To
account for the finite dimensions of the computational volume, we increased the
damping for viscous shear stresses within the water volume, in an attempt to reduce the
contribution of waves reflected from the boundaries of the computational box. The
mechanical response of the tissues was simulated including: strain amplitude;
dissipated power; and pressure. The tissues are not likely to suffer direct mechanical or
thermal damage, within the range of parameters tested. (c) 2006 Acoustical Society of
America.
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Abstract: There is considerable interest in assessing and mitigating disruptive effects of
humans on
the behaviour of marine mammals, especially for species with uncertain or decreasing
population trends. Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus) have been under intensive
study
throughout their range over the past few decades in an attempt to identify the causes of
a
large population decline in the Gulf of Alaska and Aleutian Islands. Consequently,
disturbance due to scientific research has also increased at rookeries and haulouts.
The purpose of my study was to determine if there were measurable short-term effects
of
human disturbance on the numbers of Steller sea lions using terrestrial sites. Numbers
and
composition of sea lions were documented for 2 3 week periods in southeast Alaska
and
British Columbia during summer (n = 8 sites) and winter / spring (n = 6 sites). They
revealed considerable daily variation in numbers of sea lions hauled out within and
among
study sites that was related in part to prevailing environmental conditions. However,
counts
could not be corrected to account for environmental influences on the total numbers of
sea
lions using haulouts.
Hauling out trends were examined for pre- and post-disturbance periods across multiple
sites over two seasons. Predetermined research disturbances occurred to collect scats
at the
haulouts, and to brand pups at the rookery. Three methods were explored to assess
local
population recovery that addressed both quantitative and temporal aspects of sea lions
returning to the study locations. Disturbances resulted in significantly fewer sea lions
using

haulouts during the post-disturbance period. Variation in the numbers of animals using
the
haulouts increased following the disturbance, but rates of change in daily numbers did
not
differ significantly between periods. Six of ten disturbed sites reached full recovery
(100%
of the pre-disturbance mean) on average 4.3 days after the research disturbance.
To determine if individual behaviour was affected by disturbance, sea lions arriving on
shore were followed to determine normal patterns of interactions and behaviour.
Significant
differences were noted in hauling out behaviour between animals that remained on land
and
those that returned to the water. Sea lions that returned to the water exhibited higher
rates
of behaviour and interactions with other animals during the week that followed the
disturbance. Seasonal differences were also noted in the rates of behaviour and
interactions
iii
that may be indicative of certain times of the year when sea lions are more sensitive to
human presence and disturbance.
Increasing levels of human sea lion contact are expected as more and more people
visit the
remote coastal habitat of Steller sea lions. Future studies are needed to assess the
influence
of disturbance on sea lion redistribution within a critical recovery period, as well as to
determine the physiological effects that sea lions experience with repeated human
disturbance. Disturbance studies are an important aspect of conservation initiatives
because
they can help guide policies and establish restrictions to protect wild populations from
human intrusion.
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Abstract: Brown shrimp, Crangon crangon (L.), were reared in Angoulins, France from
April to June 1981. Rearing in a soundproof box reproduced acoustical conditions
similar to those prevailing in the shrimps' original environment. Growth and reproduction
were compared to those of shrimp from the same source but reared in acoustical
conditions prevailing in a thermoregulated aquarium; other experimental conditions
were identical. In the aquarium, the noise-level attained 30 dB in the 25 to 400 Hz
frequency range; this permanently high sound-level resulted in a significant reduction in
growth and reproduction rates of the shrimp. To a lesser degree, noise also appears to
increase aggression (cannibalism) and mortality rate and to decrease food uptake.
These symptoms are extremely similar to those induced by adaptation to stress.
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Abstract: Although collisions with motorized ships are a recognized source of whale
mortality, little has been done to compile information on the frequency of

their occurrence or contributing factors. We searched historical records and
computerized stranding databases for evidence of ship strikes involving great
whales (i.e., baleen whales and the sperm whale). Historical records suggest
that ship strikes fatal to whales first occurred late in the 1800s as ships began
to reach speeds of 13-15 kn, remained infrequent until about 1950, and then
increased during the 1950s-1970s as the number and speed of ships increased.
Of 11 species known to be hit by ships, fin whales (Balaenoptera
physalus) are struck most frequently; right whales (Eubalaena glacialis and E.
australis), humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae), sperm whales (Physeter
catodon), and gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) are hit commonly. In some
areas, one-third of all fin whale and right whale strandings appear to involve
ship strikes. To assess contributing factors, we compiled descriptions of 58
collisions. They indicate that all sizes and types of vessels can hit whales;
most lethal or severe injuries are caused by ships 80 m or longer; whales
usually are not seen beforehand or are seen too late to be avoided; and most
lethal or severe injuries involve ships travelling 14 kn or faster. Ship strikes
can significantly affect small populations of whales, such as northern right
whales in the western North Atlantic. In areas where special caution is needed
to avoid such events, measures to reduce the vessel speed below 14 kn may
be beneficial.
Research Notes: Review of documented and ancedotal accounts of ship strikes on
whales.
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Abstract: The main Hawaiian Islands are the principal wintering grounds of North
Pacific humpback
whales. Although, their numbers are recovering, humpback whales continue to face a
variety of anthropogenic threats. Arguably the most visible impacts are from collisions
with
vessels. One of the mandates of the Final Recovery Plan for the Hawaiian humpback
whale
is to investigate vessel collisions and assess the degree to which this threat impacts the
population.
· The Hawaiian Islands are quite isolated in the Pacific and are highly dependent on

vessel
traffic for many forms of commerce. It is to be expected that some collisions between
vessels and whales take place in Hawaiian waters. To date very little analytical attention
has been paid to incidents locally, which makes it difficult to gauge the severity of the
issue
from both a conservation and safety standpoint.
· This study examines the occurrence of whale/vessel collisions in Hawaii from two
perspectives. First, the available historical information is presented on the number and
location of collisions described in media reports and government records since 1975.
Secondly, the experiences and opinions of local mariners on the issue of whale/vessel
collisions is analyzed based on responses obtained from questionnaires disseminated
to
professional mariners across the State.
· Twenty-two whale/vessel collisions were publicly reported between 1975 and 2003.
Maui
had the highest incidence of collisions, while Kauai had the lowest. There was an
increase
in the number of reported collisions over the period examined. Only two incidents were
reported between 1975 and 1984, six between 1985 and 1994, and thirteen between
1995
and 2003.
· Approximately 150 questionnaires were distributed in person and via email to
experienced
mariners in the Hawaiian Islands. Fifty-eight (58) completed questionnaires were
returned
via mail or email.
· 31 out of 58 respondents (53.4%) answered that they were aware of one or more
collisions
taking place between a vessel and a whale during the period between 1998 and 2002.
Of
these, almost two thirds (64.5%) reported that they knew of 1-2 incidents. Nine (29.0%)
knew of 3-5 incidents, 1 (0.03%) knew of 6-8 incidents and 1 reported knowing about
more
than 12 incidents. By and large the most incidents were reported occurring in the Maui,
Molokai and Lanai region.
· The majority of respondents implicated medium sized boats ranging from 31 to 60
feet in
length with top speeds between 10 and 30 knots. Large (61-100 ft) boats were also
frequently involved, whereas small (< 31 ft) and very large (> 100 ft) vessels comprised
only 16% of all reports combined.
· 45 (78.9%) respondents expressed at least some level of concern over the issue of
whale/ship collisions in Hawaii. One third (33.3%) indicated they were “very” concerned
about the issue, close to half (45.6%) said they were “somewhat” concerned and
approximately one fifth (21.1%) replied they had no concerns at all.
· 51 respondents expressed an opinion about the percentage of whale/ship collisions
they

believe get reported. Almost half (24 respondents; 47.1%) estimated that less than one
quarter of incidents get reported to the media or local authorities, 8 (15.7%) answered
2650%, 5 (9.8%) answered 51-75% and 14 (27.5%) believed reporting was close to 100%.
· 56 respondents offered an opinion regarding whether/how improvements could be
made to
the reporting process of whale/ship collisions. The most common suggestion was to
allow
anonymous reports to be made. Also popular were suggestions for a public awareness
campaign and the establishment of a toll- free hotline for reporting. 12 respondents
(21.4%)
felt no improvements were needed.
· The results presented indicate that whale/vessel collisions in Hawaiian waters are
occurring
with increased frequency and will likely continue to increase unless steps are taken to
actively mitigate the problem.
· There are likely a number factors contributing to the increasing rate of incidents.
Probably
the most significant is that the number of humpback whales wintering in Hawaiian
waters
has been steadily increasing over the past three decades. Ano ther likely factor is the
parallel
increase in the number of vessels transiting through and/or occupying areas preferred
by
whales, such as the a west Maui region where the whale population is among the
densest in
Hawaii.
· Since collisions were reported for both slow and fast moving craft, it suggests that, in
at
least some situations, the whales were either not aware of the vessel’s presence or
could not
resolve it’s proximity and/or vector of travel based on the available acoustic cues.
· Additionally, because behavioral processes related to reproduction are the primary
preoccupation
of humpback whales while in Hawaii, some individuals may simply be less
reactive to distraction from nearby human activities than they would be under other
circumstances.
· Because the findings presented indicate that certain areas are more problematic than
others,
it appears important that an understanding of whale distribution and habitat use patterns
become an integral part of any future management effort.
· Information on collisions is presently quite scattered and not comprehensive.
Therefore, no
data management system exists that could be used to gauge the effectiveness of any
future
mitigation efforts. Establishing a centralized database with a publicized means to accept

anonymous reports is likely the most effective way to address this problem.
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Abstract: Powerboats are potentially a significant source of disturbance to coastal
cetaceans. Information
is scarce, however, on the nature of interactions between powerboats and dolphins,
particularly when both surface and acoustic behaviour are combined. The surface
behaviour
and acoustic response of travelling dolphins to approaches by a powerboat were
assessed by a series of experimental trials between November 2001 and November
2003
in Jervis Bay, New South Wales, Australia. Dolphin behaviour was monitored
continuously

from an independent research boat before, during and after a powerboat approached
(n = 12). Treatments were interspersed with control observations (n = 12). Changes in
surface
behaviour indicated differences between the treatment and control periods (z = 2.24,
p = 0.025), with dolphins tending to alter their surface behaviour when exposed to the
powerboat
approach. Analysis also revealed a change in the direction of travel by dolphin
groups when approached (z = 3.22, p = 0.001). Changes in surface behaviour occurred
at vessel
approach distances outside the minimum approach distance of 30 m for recreational
and commercial vessels, as proposed by the New South Wales National Parks and
Wildlife
Service. In contrast, there were no changes in dolphin whistle rates (F3,12 = 0.74, p =
0.54) or
the duration of echolocation click bouts (F3,12 = 0.76, p = 0.59) when approached.
These findings
indicate that powerboats do affect the surface behaviour and direction of travelling
inshore bottlenose dolphins in Jervis Bay; however it appears that this impact is not
reflected in their acoustic behaviour.
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Abstract: During June-July 1991, we monitored the vocal behavior of belugas before,
during, and after exposure to noise from a small motorboat and a ferry to determine if
there were any consistent patterns in their vocal behavior when exposed to these two
familiar, but different sources of potential disturbance. Vocal responses were observed

in all trials and were more persistent when whales were exposed to the ferry than to the
small boat. These included (1) a progressive reduction in calling rate from 3.4-10.5
calls/whale/min to 0.0 or <1.0 calls/whale/min while vessels were approaching; (2) brief
increases in the emission of falling tonal calls and the three pulsed-tone call types; (3) at
distances <1 km, an increase in the repetition of specific calls, and (4) a shift in
frequency bands used by vocalizing animals from a mean frequency of 3.6 kHz prior to
exposure to noise to frequencies of 5.2-8.8 kHz when vessels were close to the whales.
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Abstract: Two freshwater gobies Padogobius martensii and Gobius nigricans live in
shallow (5–70 cm) stony streams, and males of both species produce courtship sounds.
A previous study demonstrated high noise levels near waterfalls, a quiet window in the
noise around 100 Hz at noisy locations, and extremely short-range propagation of noise
and goby signals. To investigate the relationship of this acoustic environment to
communication, we determined audiograms for both species and measured parameters
of courtship sounds produced in the streams. We also deflated the swimbladder in P.
martensii to determine its effect on frequency utilization in sound production and
hearing. Both species are maximally sensitive at 100 Hz and produce low frequency
sounds with main energy from 70 to 100– 150 Hz. swimbladder deflation does not
affect auditory threshold or dominant frequency of courtship sounds and has no or
minor effects on sound amplitude. Therefore, both species utilize frequencies for
hearing and sound production that fall within the low-frequency quiet region, and the
equivalent relationship between auditory sensitivity and maximum ambient noise levels
in both species further suggests that ambient noise shapes hearing sensitivity.
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Abstract: Nature-based tourism activities have been developing over the last decade,
but it is still difficult to manage these activities sustainably. This sector is increasingly
focusing on whales and dolphins in coastal communities, but the exact effects of these
activites are unclear. Markov chain modeling may help researchers assess the effects
of tourism activities on the behavioral budget of small cetaceans. Matrix models have
been used widely in population ecology to provide successful management guidelines.
From June 2000 to August 2001, I collected information on the behavioral state of
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops spp.) schools from a population residing in Doubtful
Sound, Fiordland, New Zealand. In addition, I recorded the occurrence of boat and
dolphin interactions. I then calculated the transition probabilities of passing from one
behavior to another by using a first-order, time-discrete Markov chain model.
Behavioral transitions during which a boat-dolphin interaction occurred were compiled in
an “impact” chain. All other transitions were tallied in a control chain. I then quantified
the effect of boat-dolphin interactions during behavioral transitions by comparing the
behavioral transition probabilities of both chains. Socializing and resting behaviors
were disrupted by interactions with boats to a level that raises concern. Both the
duration of bouts and the total amount of time spent in both these behavioral states
were substantially decreased. Dolphins were significantly more likely to be traveling
after an interaction with a boat. However, the overall behavioral budget of the
population was not significantly affected. Therefore, the bottlenose dolphin population
seems to be able to sustain the present level of boat interactions because of its low
intensity. More effort is needed to develop prognosis analyses in order to understand
how the effect of boat interactions on dolphins changes with variations in intensity.
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Abstract: Increasingly, whales and dolphins are the focus of tourism activities in many
coastal locations. Although these activities can affect individuals and populations of
cetaceans, the biological significance and hence the cost of these impacts are as yet
largely unknown. This study assessed the effects of boat interactions on the behavioral
budget of two populations of bottlenose dolphins (Tersiops truncatus) living in similar
fjords but exposed to different levels of tourism activities. This comparison makes it
possible to assess the costs of short-term avoidance strategies and the threshold at
which those strategies are no longer effective. The effects of boat interactions were the
same in both fjords. The resting state was the most sensitive to interactions; socializing
was less sensitive. Short-term displacement was a typical response to boat exposure:
dolphins were more likely to travel after an interaction with a vessel. Although the
behavioral budgets of these populations were significantly altered during interactions
with boats, their overall behavioral budgets were unchanged. Dolphins in Milford Sound
actively avoided boat interactions, possibly to maintain their overall behavioral budget
unchanged. This active avoidance led to avoidance of the area. Characteristics of
dolphin-boat interactions in Milford Sound suggest that the advantages gained by
short-term avoidance are lost if, on average, fewer than 68 min elapse between
successive interactions with boats. If dolphin-boat interactions were more frequent than
this, the dolphins switched to a longer-term response: area avoidance.
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Abstract: A population of bottlenose dolphins inhabits 7 of the 14 fjords that compose
Fiordland, New Zealand. One of these fjords, Milford Sound, supports a large tourism
industry that results in intense boat traffic. Bottlenose dolphins regularly visited Milford
Sound and tour boats interacted with them during these visits. I studied the factors
affecting the frequency of visits to Milford Sound by relating the residency pattern of
dolphins in this fjord to oceanographic parameters and variations in boat traffic between

December 1999 and February 2002. Boat traffic was the only variable that could explain
the frequency of dolphin visits to Milford Sound. Dolphins spent less time in Milford
Sound during seasons of intense boat traffic. Moreover, when dolphins visited this fjord,
they spent more time at the entrance of the fjord when boat traffic was intense, out of
the reach of tour boats. It seems that dolphins avoid Milford Sound when traffic is
heavy. This avoidance could have long-term implications for the demography of the
population.
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Abstract: Doubtful Sound is home to one of the southernmost resident populations of
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops sp.). This population regularly interacts with scenic
cruises. During these interactions, dolphins tend to horizontally and vertically avoid
vessels, especially when the behavior of these vessels is intrusive. This study aimed at
understanding the behavioral reactions of individuals to these interactions that lead to
the disruption of the school's behavioral state. Observing the behavioral events
performed by individuals during an interaction can help define the short-term reactions
elicited by the boat presence. I recorded the behavioral events performed by all
individuals of focal schools. The frequency of occurrence of all events was compared
depending on the presence of vessels, their behavior, and the behavioral state of the
focal school. Dolphins tended to perform more side flops while interacting with
powerboats, a behavior which may be used as a non-vocal communication tool.
Moreover, the movement of dolphins became more erratic during interactions with all
types of vessels. These effects increased when the boats were more intrusive while
interacting. This study shows that the impact of interaction with boats can be minimized
if the vessels respect the guidelines in place.
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Abstract: Marine ecotourism in New Zealand presents a challenging
tourism-environment management context. This is demonstrated in the case of Doubtful
Sound (New Zealand) where the recent proliferation of tour operators has brought
pressures to bear upon a population of bottlenose dolphins resident in the sound. Strict
methodologies are necessary to objectively interpret responses to tourism-induced
anthropogenic impacts upon cetaceans. Previous research in this field has established
that boat interactions with dolphins in Doubtful Sound affect the behavioural budget of
the dolphin population, and that dolphins are more sensitive to interactions with boats
when they are resting and to a lesser extent when they are socialising. This article
reports on a programme of research that employed observational data to explore the
applicability of tourism management techniques grounded in spatial ecology. The data
provided scientific evidence that determining critical habitat through spatio-ecological
analysis is a powerful tool to protect marine mammals in New Zealand, and elsewhere,

from biologically significant tourism-induced impacts. The delineation of multi-levelled
marine sanctuaries may, therefore, be an effective approach to managing the impacts of
tourism upon marine mammals. (C) 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract: Predators affect prey and their resources by changing the density and traits
(e.g. morphology and behavior) of those prey. Ecological studies and models of
community dynamics, however, typically only incorporate how changes in prey
densities, rather than their traits, affect community dynamics. In a recent meta-analysis,
Preisser et al. show that trait effects are as large, if not larger than density effects. This
strongly suggests that trait effects should be integrated into empirical and theoretical
studies.
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Abstract: Current mitigation levels for noise transients impinging on marine mammals
are specified by rms pressures. The rms measure critically relies upon choosing the
size of averaging window for the squared pressures. Derivation of this window is not
standardized, which can lead to 2–12 dB differences in rms sound pressure for the
same wave forms. rms pressure does not represent the energy of the noise pulse and it
does not prevent exposure to high peak pressures. Safety levels for transients should
therefore be given by received peak–peak sound pressure and energy flux density
instead of rms sound pressure levels.
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Abstract: The widespread use of powerful, low-frequency air-gun pulses for seismic
seabed exploration has raised concern about their potential negative effects on marine
wildlife. Here, we quantify the sound exposure levels recorded on acoustic tags
attached to eight sperm whales at ranges between 1.4 and 12.6 km from controlled
air-gun array sources operated in the Gulf of Mexico. Due to multipath propagation, the
animals were exposed to multiple sound pulses during each firing of the array with
received levels of analyzed pulses falling between 131–167 dB re. 1 uPa (pp) [111–147
dB re. 1 uPa (rms) and 100–135 dB re. 1 uPa2s] after compensation for hearing
sensitivity using the M-weighting. Received levels varied widely with range and depth of
the exposed animal precluding reliable estimation of exposure zones based on simple
geometric spreading laws. When whales were close to the surface, the first arrivals of
air-gun pulses contained most energy between 0.3 and 3 kHz, a frequency range well
beyond the normal frequencies of interest in seismic exploration.
Therefore air-gun arrays can generate significant sound energy at frequencies many
octaves higher than the frequencies of interest for seismic exploration, which increases
concern of the potential
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Abstract: The demand for renewable energy has led to construction of offshore wind
farms with high-power turbines, and many more wind farms are being planned for the
shallow waters of the world’s marine habitats. The growth of offshore wind farms has
raised concerns about their impact on the marine environment. Marine mammals use
sound for foraging, orientation and communication and are therefore possibly
susceptible to negative effects of man-made noise generated from constructing and
operating large offshore wind turbines. This paper reviews the existing literature and
assesses zones of impact from different noise-generating activities in conjunction with
wind farms on 4 representative shallow-water species of marine mammals. Construction

involves many types of activities that can generate high sound pressure levels, and
pile-driving seems to be the noisiest of all. Both the literature and modeling show that
pile-driving and other activities that generate intense impulses during construction are
likely to disrupt the behavior of marine mammals at ranges of many kilometers, and that
these activities have the potential to induce hearing impairment at close range. The
reported noise levels from operating wind turbines are low, and are unlikely to impair
hearing in marine mammals. The impact zones for marine mammals from operating
wind turbines depend on the low-frequency hearing-abilities of the species in question,
on sound-propagation conditions, and on the presence of other noise sources such as
shipping. The noise impact on marine mammals is more severe during the construction
of wind farms than during their operation.
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Abstract: The authors previously reported that American shad (Alosa sapidissima) can
detect sounds from 100 Hz to 180 kHz, with two regions of best sensitivity, one from
200 to 800 Hz and the other from 25 to 150 kHz [Mann et al., Nature 389, 341 (1997)].
These results demonstrated ultrasonic hearing by shad, but thresholds at lower
frequencies were potentially masked by background noise in the experimental room. In
this study, the thresholds of the American shad in a quieter and smaller tank, as well as
thresholds for detecting simulated echolocation sounds of bottlenosed dolphins was
determined. Shad had lower thresholds for detection (from 0.2 to 0.8 kHz) in the quieter
and smaller tank compared with the previous experiment, with low-frequency
background noise but similar thresholds at ultrasonic frequencies. Shad were also able
to detect echolocation clicks with a threshold of 171 dB re: 1 mu Pa peak to peak. If
spherical spreading and an absorption coefficient of 0.02 dB/m of dolphin echolocation
clicks are assumed, shad should be able to detect echolocating Tursiops truncatus at

ranges up to 187 m. The authors propose that ultrasonic hearing evolved in shad in
response to selection pressures from echolocating odontocete cetaceans.
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Abstract: Although it is frequently hypothesized that perturbations of the body's
principal axes of neuroendocrine
response, especially the sympathetic-adrenomedullary and pituitary-adrenocortical
systems, mediate psychosocial
influences on disease, evidence directly supporting this hypothesis is sparse at best
and, for most
disease entities, nonexistent. In this article, we illustrate a research strategy aimed at
elucidating the role of
behavior in disease pathogenesis by focusing on a single pathologic process—disease
of the coronary

vasculature—and emphasizing experimental evidence linking such disease to both
behavior and sympathoadrenal
activation in nonhuman primates. In cynomolgus monkeys, it is found that several
psychosocial
variables, e.g., social instability, behavioral dominance (in males), and subordination (in
females), promote
coronary atherogenesis, either independently or in interaction. Animals exhibiting a
heightened cardiac
responsivity to stress (reactions of probable sympathetic origin) also develop the most
extensive coronary
lesions and beta-adrenoreceptor blockade prevents the behavioral exacerbation of
atherosclerosis. Social
stress causes injury to arterial endothelium (also preventable by adrenoreceptor
blockade) and, among
chronically stressed animals, impairs endothelium-dependent vasomotor responses of
the coronary arteries.
It is suggested that similar research programs might elucidate the influence of behavior
and neuroendocrine
factors on the pathogenesis of other disease states and conditions, including
susceptibility to infection.
Key words: Stress, sympathetic nervous system, coronary artery disease.
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Abstract: [ABSTRACT]
Low-frequency sound (LFS) emitted into the ocean by commercial vessels is an
environmental perturbation that may have significant adverse effects on large whales,
as they have evolved the ability to produce low-frequency sounds and highly adapted
ears specialized for hearing underwater. Ambient noise is persistent background sound
that is predominantly low-frequency (LF) and that has no single originating source or
point. Today, ambient noise is dominates by aggregate ship traffic. Roughly 85% to
90% of the highlevels of LFS radiated into the water by commercial vessels results from
propeller cavitations, and is in roughly the same frequency range as calls produced by
large whales. Noise from distant shipping dominates frequencies from about 10-300 Hz
worldwide, particularly in the 10-40 Hz frequency band. Fundamental frequency and
harmonic components related to the propeller blade rate of commercial vessels
dominate that infrasonic band. (1-20Hz).
Noise generated from ships is a function of ship size and speed. The larger, heavier,
and faster a vessel, the louder the vessel. Large commercial vessels and supertankers
(> 135m) today produce source levels about 160-190 dB re 1?Pa-m, and future trends
in cargo ship design emphasize increasing ship size and ship speed. Shipping traffic
more than doubled LF ambient noise from 1950-2000, increasing ambient noise levels
by as much as 10-16 dB (10-40 times increase in sound pressure level), from that of a
prepropeller shipping ocean. The world's merchant fleet also expanded during that time,
nearly tripling in numbers and sextupling in gross tonnage. Future trends in commercial
shipping predict an additional increase. The effects of such noise include no perceivable
effects, masking important biological sounds, and inflicting irreparable damage to one or
more animals. Large whales are potentially at risk because they are especially
dependent upon hearing in the lower frequencies and they use vast ocean areas. In
addition, eight species of large whale are currently listed as endangered under U.S. law,

which requires that the U.S. government not authorize any activities that could
jeopardize their continued existence or adversely affect their critical habitat.
Further research is necessary to obtain information on hearing thresholds, the effects of
masking, and the effects of noise levels on a global scale to levels that are considered
benign to manage LF ambient noise levels on a global scale to levels that are
considered benign to large whales, is an important step towards habitat conservation for
large whales. Policy analysis indicates that existing international law and institutional
infrastructure already provide an adequate framework to prescribe rules and standards
in regulating the acoustic pollution from ships.
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Abstract: Marine petroleum exploration involves the repetitive use of high-energy noise
sources, air-guns, that produce a short, sharp, low-frequency sound. Despite reports of
behavioral responses of fishes and marine mammals to such noise, it is not known
whether exposure to air-guns has the potential to damage the ears of aquatic
vertebrates. It is shown here that the ears of fish exposed to an operating air-gun
sustained extensive damage to their sensory epithelia that was apparent as ablated hair
cells. The damage was regionally severe, with no evidence of repair or replacement of
damaged sensory cells up to 58 days after air-gun exposure.
Research Notes: Example of damage caused to hearing in pink snapper (and other
hearing generalists including salmon, cod, tuna, haddock). Seismic air gun does cause
damage to fish ears. Some damage is seen shortly after seismic event and it worsens
over several months.
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Abstract: Measurements covering a broad frequency range from 100 Hz to 80 kHz
have been made in Behm Canal, Alaska. This site represents a fairly deep embayment
(400 m) with soft bottom (porosity of about 0.8) and, hence, the noise detected at the
hydrophones is affected negligibly by multipath contributions except possibly at the
lowest frequencies. Data were gathered over a wide range of wind speeds (0 to 15 m/s)
and during periods of rain and snow. Several unique and noteworthy results were
obtained. Foremost was the observation that the wind-generated noise level measured
during the winter was approximately 5 dB lower than during the summer for the same
wind speeds and air-sea temperature differences (air temperature about the same as or
colder than the sea surface). The summer data agree well with the most recent
published measurements and are approximately 2 dB higher than the standard
Knudsen/Wenz reference spectra. It appeared that below-freezing air temperatures and
snow were responsible for the 5 dB offset between the summer and winter data. Most
reported wind noise measurements are restricted to frequencies less than 20 kHz.
Those that go beyond this frequency display a noticeable hump above the usual - 17
dB/decade power-law slope, and the Behm Canal measurements show that this hump
continues to 80 kHz where the spectrum rejoins the extension of the canonical
power-law slope.
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Abstract: Recent measurement at a previously studied location illustrates the
magnitude of increases in ocean ambient noise in the Northeast Pacific over the past
four decades. Continuous measurements west of San Nicolas Island, California, over
138 days, spanning 2003-2004 are compared to measurements made during the 1960s
at the same site. Ambient noise levels at 30-50 Hz were 10-12 dB higher (95% CI=2.6
dB) in 2003-2004 than in 1964-1966, suggesting an average noise increase rate of
2.5-3 dB per decade. Above 50 Hz the noise level differences between recording
periods gradually diminished to only 1-3 dB at 100-300 Hz. Above 300 Hz the
1964-1966 ambient noise levels were higher than in 2003-2004, owing to a diel
component which was absent in the more recent data. Low frequency (10-50 Hz) ocean
ambient noise levels are closely related to shipping vessel traffic. The number of
commercial vessels plying the world's oceans approximately doubled between 1965 and
2003 and the gross tonnage quadrupled, with a corresponding increase in horsepower.
Increases in commercial shipping are believed to account for the observed
low-frequency ambient noise increase. (c) 2006 Acoustical Society of America.
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Abstract: The term “allostasis” has been coined to clarify ambiguities associated with
the word “stress.” Allostasis refers to the adaptive processes
that maintain homeostasis through the production of mediators such as adrenalin,
cortisol and other chemical messengers. These mediators
of the stress response promote adaptation in the aftermath of acute stress, but they also
contribute to allostatic overload, the wear
and tear on the body and brain that result from being “stressed out.” This conceptual
framework has created a need to know how to improve
the efficiency of the adaptive response to stressors while minimizing overactivity of the
same systems, since such overactivity results
in many of the common diseases of modern life. This framework has also helped to
demystify the biology of stress by emphasizing
the protective as well as the damaging effects of the body’s attempts to cope with the
challenges known as stressors.
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Abstract: Living organisms have regular patterns and routines that involve obtaining
food and carrying out life history stages such as breeding,
migrating, molting, and hibernating. The acquisition, utilization, and storage of energy
reserves (and other resources) are critical to lifetime
reproductive success. There are also responses to predictable changes, e.g., seasonal,
and unpredictable challenges, i.e., storms and natural
disasters. Social organization in many populations provides advantages through
cooperation in providing basic necessities and beneficial
social support. But there are disadvantages owing to conflict in social hierarchies and
competition for resources. Here we discuss the concept
of allostasis, maintaining stability through change, as a fundamental process through
which organisms actively adjust to both predictable
and unpredictable events. Allostatic load refers to the cumulative cost to the body of
allostasis, with allostatic overload being a state in which
serious pathophysiology can occur. Using the balance between energy input and
expenditure as the basis for applying the concept of
allostasis, we propose two types of allostatic overload. Type 1 allostatic overload occurs
when energy demand exceeds supply, resulting in
activation of the emergency life history stage. This serves to direct the animal away
from normal life history stages into a survival mode
that decreases allostatic load and regains positive energy balance. The normal life cycle
can be resumed when the perturbation passes. Type
2 allostatic overload begins when there is sufficient or even excess energy consumption
accompanied by social conflict and other types of
social dysfunction. The latter is the case in human society and certain situations
affecting animals in captivity. In all cases, secretion of
glucocorticosteroids and activity of other mediators of allostasis such as the autonomic
nervous system, CNS neurotransmitters, and
inflammatory cytokines wax and wane with allostatic load. If allostatic load is chronically
high, then pathologies develop. Type 2 allostatic
overload does not trigger an escape response, and can only be counteracted through
learning and changes in the social structure.
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Abstract: Naval operations are increasingly likely to take place in littoral waters, where
sonar conditions are normally unfavourable. At the same time, there is a growing need
to consider possible harm to marine life, particularly mammals, from sonar
transmissions. This review based on a literature survey addresses both aspects with the
aim of identifying technologies and strategies that can be recommended for the military
use of active sonar in the littoral. In the absence of a single clear-cut solution, an
embracing framework is suggested as an approach to future military sonar design and
operation.
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Abstract: Humpback whales sing long, complex songs on their wintering grounds. On
25 August 1979 and 3 September 1981, we made recordings of humpback
whale songs in southeastern Alaska, showing that humpback whales also sing
on the summer feeding grounds. Both these Alaskan samples are songs in that
they are repeating cyclical sound patterns and follow the known structure for
humpback whale song. The Alaskan songs contain all the same material sung
in the same order as that heard off Mexico and Hawaii in the surrounding
wintering seasons. However, song, theme and some phrase durations are abbreviated
in the Alaskan songs. The recording of these two songs represents the
full sample of song recorded from 155 days over five years of atrempting to
record humpback whale song in Alaskan waters.
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Abstract: Acoustic recordings were used to investigate the cardiac responses of a
captive dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) to sound playback stimuli. A suction-cup
hydrophone placed on the ventral midline of the dolphin produced a continuous
heartbeat signal while the dolphin was submerged. Heartbeats were timed by applying a
matched-filter to the phonocardiogram. Significant heart rate accelerations were
observed in response to playback stimuli involving conspecific vocalizations compared
with baseline rates or tank noise playbacks, This method documents that objective
psychophysiological measures can be obtained for physically unrestrained cetaceans.
In addition, the results are the 1st to show cardiac responses to acoustic stimuli from a
cetacean at depth. Preliminary evidence suggests that the cardiac response patterns of

dolphins are consistent with the physiological defense and startle responses in
terrestrial mammals and birds.
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Abstract: The Noise Exposure Criteria Group has been developing noise exposure
criteria for marine mammals. Although the primary focus of the effort is development of
criteria to prevent injury, the Group has also emphasized the development of exposure
metrics that can be used to predict injury with accuracy and precision. Noise exposure
metrics for humans have proven to be more effective when they account for
psychophysical properties of the auditory system, particularly loudness perception.
Usually noise is filtered using the A-weighting function, an idealized curve based on the
human 40-phon equal loudness function. However, there are no empirical studies to
show whether a comparable procedure for animals will improve predictions. The Noise
Exposure Criteria Group panel has proposed to weight noise data by functions that
admit sound throughout the frequency range of hearing in five marine mammal
groupings—low frequency cetaceans (mysticetes), midfrequency cetaceans,
high-frequency cetaceans, pinnipeds in air, and pinnipeds in water. The algorithm for

the functions depends only on the upper and lower frequency limits of hearing and does
not differentially weight frequencies based on sensitivity within the range. This
procedure is considered conservative. However, if the human case may be taken as a
model, it is not likely to produce precise predictions. Empirical data are essential to
finding better estimators of exposure.
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Abstract: The underwater sound of RN "Johan Hjort" as a function of aspect angle has
been mapped by cruising
along parallel transects at various distances from the recording unit. At frequencies over
125 Hz there was
a minimum in front of the vessel, and lobes of higher intensity on both sides. About 20%
of the herring
schools recorded during a survey in the North Sea seemed to react to the survey
vessel. The distance at
which the schools reacted varied from about 25 m and up to about 1000 m in front of
the vessel. Within
a sector of 20" on each side of the path of the vessel, the fraction of schools reacting
increased to about
50%. Most of the schools that reacted seem to be herded in front of the vessel. This
reaction pattern
may indicate either that the schools reacted to the higher sound intensity to the side of
the vessel or that
the pattern occurred because of a "pursuit effect". Despite the apparent herding, more
than 40% of the
schools in front of the vessel were not recorded by the echo sounder. It is therefore
argued that horizontal
avoidance close to the vessel may have caused an underestimation of the biomass of
herring of about 20%.
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Abstract: The power of modern research vessels using diesel engines means
significant levels of noise may be radiated underwater. At low frequencies a surveying
vessel must not cause fish avoidance behaviour when it is using trawl or acoustic
assessment methods. All the main
mechanisms that form the essential propulsion system are described and discussed in
terms of underwater radiated noise. Diesel engines, generators and propulsion motors
contribute significantly to the low frequency spectrum and an illustration is given of
underwater noise when an unsuitable propulsion system is used. Avoidance behaviour
by a herring school is shown due to a noisy vessel, by contrast there is an example of
no reaction of herring to a noise-reduced vessel. Propellers are major sources of both
low and high frequency noise. The latter should not reduce echo sounder detection
range, nor contaminate echo integrator recordings. Underwater noise levels from four
vessels with different machinery and propulsion characteristics are seen in relation to
ambient noise levels at 18 kHz. Fish detection is examined in relation to sea
background noise and vessel self-noise. Calculated detection ranges for fish target
strength classes from –30 to –60 dB at 38 kHz are shown for six vessels travelling at 11
knots, based on self-noise measurements. Echo sounder noise levels from several
vessels at 120 and 200 kHz are tabulated. Beyond 100 kHz the effect of vessel-radiated
noise is usually insignificant; levels up to that frequency are proposed in the
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) Cooperative Research
Report No. 209 of 1995.
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Abstract: Eight aerial surveys were flown north of the Hawaiian island of Kauai during
2001 when the North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory (NPAL) source was not transmitting,
and during 2002 and 2003 when it was. All surveys were performed during the period of
peak residency of humpback whales (Feb-Mar). During 2002 and 2003, surveys
commenced immediately upon cessation of a 24-h cycle of transmissions. Numbers and
distribution of whales observed within 40 km of the NPAL source during 2001 (source
off) were compared with those observed during 2002 and 2003 (source on). A total of
75 sightings was noted during 2001, as compared with 81 and 55-during 2002 and
2003, respectively. Differences in sighting rates (sightings/km) across years were not
statistically significant. Assessment of distributional changes relied upon comparisons of
three measures: (a) location. depths; (b) distance from the NPAL source; and (c)
distance offshore. None of the distributional comparisons revealed statistically
significant differences across years. Several possible interpretations are examined: (a)
whales have habituated to the NPAL signal; (b) insufficient statistical power exists in the
present design to detect any effects; and (c) the effects are short-lived and become
undetectable shortly after the cessation of transmissions.
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Abstract: Ten years (1982-91) of autumn sighting data from aerial surveys offshore
northern Alaska were analyzed to investigate variability in cetacean distribution and
habitat selection. Habitat selection indices were calculated for bowhead, white, and gray
whales in heavy, moderate, and light ice conditions; and for high, moderate, and low
transport (inflow) conditions at Bering Strait. Bowhead whales selected shallow
inner-shelf waters during moderate and light ice, and deeper slope habitat in heavy ice
conditions (chi (2), p < 0.05 - 0.001). White whales selected slope habitat (<chi>(2), p <
0.001), and gray whales selected coastal/shoal and shelf/trough habitat (<chi>(2), p <
0.025 - 0.001), in all ice conditions. In the Alaskan Beaufort Sea, bowheads selected
shelf waters and white whales chose slope waters, without regard to transport
conditions (<chi>(2), P < 0.01 - 0.001). In the northern Chukchi Sea, gray whales
selected coastal/shoal habitat in high transport conditions (<chi>(2), p < 0.005), and
shelf/trough habitat (<chi>(2), p < 0.001) during moderate and low transport conditions.
Variability in distribution and habitat selection among these species is likely linked to
prey availability at dissimilar trophic levels, although this hypothesis has yet to be
rigorously tested.
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Abstract: Although the distribution and relative abundance of bowhead whales varied
annually within the fall whaling area near Barrow, Alaska, the distance of whales from
shore was not significantly different among years 1982-1989 (ANOVA, F = 0.5, P > 0.5).
The minimum detectable distance for the ANOVA was 12 km (alpha = 0.05, beta = 0.1).
Annual median distance of random bowhead sightings from shore ranged from 23 to 39
km, with an eight-year median of 32 km. Highest annual bowhead sighting rates were
positively associated with the proportion of feeding whales, indicating that whale feeding
opportunities may affect the availability of whales within hunting range each fall.
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Abstract: Ten years (1982-91) of sighting data from aerial surveys offshore of northern
Alaska were analyzed to investigate seasonal variability in cetacean habitat selection.
Distinct habitats were described for bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus), white
whales (Delphinapterus leucas), and gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) on the basis
of habitat selection ratios calculated for bathymetric and ice cover regimes. In summer,
bowheads selected continental slope waters and moderate ice conditions; white whales
selected slope and basin waters and moderate to heavy ice conditions; and gray whales
selected coastal/shoal waters and open water. In autumn, bowheads selected inner
shelf waters and light ice conditions; white whales selected outer shelf and slope waters
and moderate to heavy ice; and gray whales selected coastal and shoal/trough habitats
in light ice and open water. Habitat differences among species were significant in both
seasons (ANOVA F > 28, p< 0.00001). Interseasonal depth and ice cover habitats were
significantly different for bowhead whales (p< 0.00002), but not for gray whales (p >
0.35). White whale depth habitat was significantly different between seasons (p<
0.00002), but ice cover habitat was not (p< 0.08).
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Abstract: Hundreds of gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) stranded dead along
beaches from Mexico to Alaska in
1999 and 2000. The cause of the mortalities remains unknown, but starvation resulting
from a reduction in prey, especially
in the Chirikov Basin, was suggested as the cause. In the 1980s, the Chirikov Basin
was considered a prime gray
whale feeding area, but there has been no recent comprehensive assessment of whale
or prey distribution and abundance.
In 2002, a 5-day survey for gray whales revealed restricted distribution in the basin and
a 3- to 17-fold decline
in sighting rates. To put these data in context, a retrospective summary of gray whale
and benthic fauna distribution
and abundance was undertaken. During the 1980s, gray whale sighting rates in the
Chirikov Basin were highly variable.
Ampeliscid amphipods dominated the benthos where gray whale sighting rates were

highest. Available measures
of biomass suggest a downturn in amphipod productivity from 1983 to 2000, when
estimates of gray whale population
size were increasing, suggesting that the whales simply expanded their foraging range.
We encourage long-term study
of the Chirikov Basin as a location where predator–prey responses to changing ocean
climate can be researched, because
decadal time series data are available.
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Abstract: In 1999, the first phase of a multiyear program was initiated at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine Mammal Laboratory and
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory to advance the use of passive acoustics for
the detection and assessment of large whales in offshore Alaskan waters. To date,
autonomous recorders have been successfully deployed in the Gulf of Alaska
(1999–2001), the southeastern Bering Sea (2000–present), and the western Beaufort
Sea (2003–2004). Seasonal occurrences of six endangered species (blue, fin,
humpback, North Pacific right, bowhead, and sperm whales) have been documented on
the basis of call receptions in these remote ocean regions. In addition, eastern North
Pacific gray whale calls were detected in the western Beaufort Sea from October 2003
through May 2004. Here we provide an overview of this suite of research projects and
suggest the next steps for applying acoustic data from long-term recorders to the
assessment of large whale populations.
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Abstract: Whale displacement by acoustic ‘‘pollution’’ has been diffcult to document,
even in cases where it is strongly suspected, because noise effects can rarely be
separated from other stimuli. Two independent studies on the natural history of killer
whales (Orcinus orca) monitored frequency of whale occurrence from January 1985
through December 2000 in two adjacent areas: Johnstone Strait and the Broughton
Archipelago. Four high-amplitude, acoustic harassment devices (AHDs) were installed
throughout 1993 on already existing salmon farms in the Broughton Archipelago, in
attempts to deter predation on fish pens by harbour seals (Phoca vitulina Linnaeus).
While whale occurrence was relatively stable in both areas until 1993, it then increased
slightly in the Johnstone Strait area and declined significantly in the Broughton
Archipelago while AHDs were in use. Both mammal-eating and fish-eating killer whales
were similarly impacted. Acoustic harassment ended in the Broughton Archipelago in
May 1999 and whale occurrence re-established to baseline levels. This study concludes
that whale displacement resulted from the deliberate introduction of noise into their
environment.
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Abstract: This study investigates how densities of ringed seals were affected by
construction and oil production activities at Northstar, an artificial island built in the
nearshore Alaskan Beaufort Sea. Intensive and replicated aerial surveys of seals on
landfast ice were conducted during six spring seasons: for three seasons before island
construction began (1997-1999); after a winter of intensive island construction (2000);
and after more limited construction plus drilling (2001) and drilling plus oil production
(2002). A Poisson regression model was used to examine seal densities relative to
distance from Northstar after allowance for environmental covariates. Post hoc power
analysis indicated that the study design and Poisson regression approach had high

power to detect small-scale changes in seal densities near Northstar if such changes
had occurred. However, seal densities during spring were not significantly affected by
proximity to Northstar in 2000-2002. Habitat, temporal, and weather factors did have
significant effects on seal densities. This study shows that effects of the Northstar oil
development on local distribution of basking ringed seals are no more than slight, and
are small relative to the effects of natural environmental factors. An understanding of
environmental effects is essential when assessing potential impacts of industrial activity
on ringed seals.
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Abstract: This study investigates how the local abundance of ringed seals (Phoca
hispida) on landfast ice of the central Alaskan Beaufort Sea is related to habitat factors
and how the haulout behaviour of seals is influenced by temporal and weather factors.
An understanding of these relationships is required before the potential impacts of
industrial activity on ringed seals can be assessed. Intensive and replicated aerial
surveys employing strip transect methodology were conducted during the springs of
1997–1999. Data were examined with χ2 tests and Poisson regression. The overall
observed densities of ringed seals over water depths >3 m was 0.43, 0.39, and 0.63

seals/km2 in 1997–1999, respectively. Significantly more seals occurred over
intermediate water depths, especially 10–20 m. In all years, seals were widely
distributed on the landfast ice, but during breakup, higher numbers of seals occurred
near the ice edge. Densities were significantly lower in areas with high ice deformation
and extensive melt water. There was no consistent relationship between seal sightings
and time of day within the 10:00–18:00 period with surveys. The peak period of haulout
occurred around 1 and 2 June. Significantly more ringed seals were observed on warm,
cloudy days. There was no indication that limited winter industrial activity, including ice
roads and Vibroseis, occurring within the study area in 1997–1999 significantly affected
ringed seal density in spring.
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Abstract: A monitoring program documented densities of ringed seals, Phoca hispida,
before and during development of the Northstar oil field in the central Alaskan Beaufort
Sea. Aerial surveys of seals on landfast ice were conducted during the springs of 1997
to 1999 (pre-construction) and 2000–2001 (construction and drilling). Acoustic and
vibration data were acquired during the ice-covered seasons of 2000 and 2001.
Underwater sounds, in-air sounds, and iceborne vibrations from Northstar were above
background levels to distances of 1–5, 0.5–4, and 1–4 km, respectively. However, seal
densities close to Northstar in 2000 and 2001 were not reduced relative to those farther
away or during the 1997 to 1999 period.
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Abstract:
Reports of the effects of man-made noise on the behavior and related processes of
marine animals are widely scattered among a variety of literature sources. This report
brings much of this literature together and attempts a synthesis by a comparative
analysis of the results obtained from taxonomically diverse species. Mammals and
fishes are emphasized since little is known about the subject in other groups. Field
studies have shown aversion by various baleen and toothed whales to the noise
accompanying offshore petroleum exploration and production. Variation in response
involves: level of source-noise to that of the ambient, degree of naivete of the animals to
the source-noise, on-going activity at the time of exposure and, to an uncertain degree,
the species involved. Although seals and their relatives have not been adequately
examined regarding their response to underwater noise, individuals have been shown to
be clearly susceptible (anatomically based) to high levels of such noise. Studies have
also shown the deleterious effects of even moderate noise levels on hearing in fishes.
Aversion to various types of man-made noise has been noted several times, with
associated levels being similar to those noted when similar responses were recorded by
whales. Finally, several studies have documented abnormal growth and reproductive
processes in several species of fin-and shellfish due to high levels of man-made noise.
Such findings should be of concern to the field of aquaculture, since it is dependent on
such fundamental processes.
Research Notes: Marine mammals and fish responses to noise.
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Abstract: The time course of recovery from temporary threshold shift (TTS) was
measured in a bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus, using an evoked-potential
procedure. The envelope-following response (EFR), which is a rhythmic train of auditory
brainstem responses (ABR) to sinusoidally amplitude-modulated tones, was used as an
indicator of the sound reception by the animal. Variation of the intensity of the stimulus
allowed us to measure the animal's hearing via EFR thresholds. During each session,
following an initial measure of threshold, the trained animal voluntary positioned itself
within a hoop 1 m underwater while a 160 dB re 1 muPa noise of a 4- 11 kHz bandwidth
was presented for 30 min. After the noise exposure, thresholds were measured again at
delays of 5, 10, 15, 25, 45, and 105 min. Measurements were made at test frequencies
of 8, 11.2, 16, 22.5, and 32 kHz. The maximum TTS occurred 5 min after exposure and
rapidly recovered with a rate of around 1.5 dB per doubling of time. TTS Occurred at
test frequencies from 8 to 16 kHz, with the maximum at 16 kHz. TTS was negligible at
22.5 kHz and absent at 32 kHz.
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Research Notes: 1994 amendments to MMPA include Alaska Native Take of Marine
Mammals (Chapter VII). Bowhead whales, Northern fur seals, Steller sea lions, harbor
seals, beluga whales. Subsistence Take.
"While each stock of marine mammals will require individual plans that address the
differing cultural uses, the plans will have similar goals. These goals include
establishing a flexible management process combining Federal resource management
policies with traditional cultural perspectives, preserving and enhancing stocks through
determining mutually acceptable harvest levels, fostering development of subsistence
harvest self-regulation and monitoring, increasing local participation in scientific
research and year round monitoring by user communities, and encouraging educational
outreach programs both within the Natives communities and beyond."
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Abstract: North Atlantic right whales were extensively hunted during the whaling era
and have not recovered. One
of the primary factors inhibiting their recovery is anthropogenic mortality caused by ship
strikes. To assess
risk factors involved in ship strikes, we used a multi-sensor acoustic recording tag to
measure the responses
of whales to passing ships and experimentally tested their responses to controlled
sound exposures, which
included recordings of ship noise, the social sounds of conspecifics and a signal
designed to alert the
whales. The whales reacted strongly to the alert signal, they reacted mildly to the social
sounds of conspecifics,
but they showed no such responses to the sounds of approaching vessels as well as
actual vessels.
Whales responded to the alert by swimming strongly to the surface, a response likely to
increase rather
than decrease the risk of collision.
Research Notes: Controlled exposure experiments on wild right whales in Bay of
Fundy. DTAG to record whale behavior. Playback of right whale vocalizations, vessel
noise, alert sound, silent stimulus. No significant response seen in diving behavior in
response to silent stimulus, vocalizations, or vessel noise. 5 of 6 whales significantly
responded to alert signal by abandoning foraging dive prematurely, shallow-angled high
power ascent, stay at surface for abnormally long time. 6th whale no detectable

response. Response to alert signal good but it brought them closer to the surface
therefore making a strike more likely, especially if there is more than one vessel in the
area.
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Abstract: Coastal cetaceans are subject to potential injury or disturbance from vessels.
In Sarasota, Florida, where about 120 resident bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus,
share the inshore waters with over 34,000 registered boats, disturbance potential is
high. We assessed specific behavioral responses of individual dolphins to boat traffic.
We conducted focal animal behavioral observations during opportunistic and
experimental boat approaches involving 33 well-known identifiable individual bottlenose
dolphins. Dolphins had longer interbreath intervals (IBI) during boat approaches
compared to control periods (no boats within 100 m). Treatment IBI length was inversely
correlated with distance to the nearest boat in opportunistic observations. During 58
experimental approaches to 18 individuals, a video system suspended from a tethered
airship was used to observe subsurface responses of focal dolphins as boats under our
control, operating at specified speeds, were directed near dolphins. Dolphins decreased
interanimal distance, changed heading, and increased swimming speed significantly
more often in response to an approaching vessel than during control periods, Probability
of change for both interanimal distance and heading increased when dolphins were
approached while in shallow water. Our findings provide additional support for the need
to consider disturbance in management plans for cetacean conservation.
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Abstract: Codfish, Gadus rnorhua, were classically conditioned to respond to tonal
stimuli with a change in
heart rate. Thresholds were obtained at frequencies from 10 to 600 Hz. Sensitivity of
receptors was
determined by ablation operations. The sacculus had the lowest thresbold at 150 Hz
(-35 dB re 1
p. bar) and the lagena and utriculus might have successively higher thresholds. One
fish was about 9
dB less sensitive at 150 Hz after swim-bladder ablation. A piezoelectric transduction
mechanism was
hypothesized for the sacculus. The lateral line might detect the acoustic stimulus and be
most
sensitive at 75 Hz to particle velocity (-14 dB re 1 uvar).
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Abstract: We describe an experiment conducted to assess the impact of the sound
generated
by an acoustic harassment device (AHD) on the relative abundance and
distribution of harbor porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) in Retreat Passage, British
Columbia. During control periods when the AHD was inactive, the mean number
of porpoises observed in the study area was 0.39 for broad area scans conducted
with the naked eye and 0.48 for narrow sector scans conducted with
binoculars. Abundance declined precipitously when the AHD was activated, to
0.007 porpoises per broad area scan and 0.018 per narrow sector scan. The
mean number of porpoise resightings while tracking their movements also

declined from 12.2 to 13.6 per sighting during control periods to 1.1-1.9 per
sighting when the AHD was activated, which suggested that the few porpoises
that ventured into the study area spent less time within it when the AHD was
activated. The effect of the AHD diminished with distance. No porpoises were
observed within 200 m of the AHD when it was accivated. The number of
sightings and resightings observed when it was activated was less than 0.2% of
the number expected had there been no AHD effect at a range of 200-399 m,
1.4% the number expected at a range of 400-599 m, varied between 2.5% and
3.3% of the number expected at a range of 600-2,499 m, and was 8.1%
the number expected at a range of 2,500-3,500 m, which suggested that the
impact of the AHD extended beyond our maximum sighting range of 3.5 km.
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Abstract: Theodolite surveys, acoustic recordings, and behavioral sampling were
conducted from January to May for 4 consecutive years 1997-2000 to assess temporal
and spatial overlap of whale-watching activities and gray whales, Eschrichtius robustus,
that are present seasonally in Bahía Magdalena, México. Data on occurrence and
movements of whales and boats were collected with a Sokkisha DT20E theodolite from
Magdalena Island (24.32°N, 112.03°W) and from San Carlos Pier (24.47°N, 112.07°W).
A total of 691 scans were analyzed with Aardvark 1.2.4 and Pythagoras 1.2.1 computer
software. Acoustic data were collected with an 8104 B&K hydrophone and 2635 B&K
preamplifier connected to a Marantz 430 recorder aboard a research skiff. A total of
2884 minutes of field recordings from the skiff were analyzed with Canary 1.2 computer
software and 906 minutes of behavioral data were collected concurrently. While boat
traffic did not affect overall number of whales, pod speed, linearity and reorientation
movements of whales were different, and the speed of travel for individual whales was
slower during boat presence than absence. Ambient noise throughout Bahía Magdalena
varied as a function of bottom depth and boat traffic. Whale vocalizations changed in
response to ambient noise levels, which increased due to boats. Eleven distinct gray

whale call types were identified and coded BMC1 through BMC11, and specific
characteristics in each signal type, such as central frequency, bandwidth, duration, and
high and low frequencies, were contrasted in the presence and absence of boats.
Whale behavioral responses varied with type of approach by boats. Approaches that
were fast or close (direct) resulted in more fluke down dives, rolling, and change in
heading. Approaches that were slow or far (indirect) resulted in more head raises and
fluke and flipper swishes. In summary, although acoustic and behavioral response of
whales varied with location, pod size and composition, activity, and age, short-term
effects of boat traffic are evident. Because of this, continued assessment of the
cumulative effects of increased boat traffic in the Bahía Magdalena Complex is
recommended. Changes to the present whale-watching regulations are suggested.
Research Notes: Gray whale behavioral responses to whale-watching vessels.
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Abstract: To date research on whale-watching has tended to focus on impacts on the
whales. Management approaches often rely on minimum approach distances. An
associated assumption is that whale-watchers wish to get close to whales. Studies of
motivation for other recreational activities show that humans seldom undertake
recreational activities for simplistic reasons. Thus, this study was developed to
determine the influences over whale-watchers' enjoyment, more specifically, to assess
the importance of the geographical proximity of whales. Twelve whale-watch cruises at
Tangalooma, Australia were surveyed and 704 questionnaires analysed. Results
showed the number of whales and their behaviour, numbers of fellow passengers,
cruise duration, boat construction and sea-sickness influenced satisfaction. The
geographical proximity of the whales was not a major influence. Many whale-watchers
(35 per cent) returned satisfied even when no whales were sighted. Whale-watching is
not simply about getting close to whales, many other variables are important. A better
understanding of the watchers, as well as the whales, will assist in the sustainable

management of this growing tourism industry. (C) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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Abstract: The reaction of schooling wintering herring (Clupea harengus L.) in Ofotfjord
in northern
Norway is studied when approached by an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) with
electrical propulsion. The reaction of herring is recorded running the AUV in the beam of
the mother vessel’s 38-kHz echosounder and in more detail with an onboard 120-kHz
echosounder. The results indicate an insignificant reaction of herring to the approaching
AUV, although some variations were observed depending on the experimental set-up.
Technical uncertainty in the recordings close to the AUV transducer creates some
ambiguity in the results. No reaction could be identified from the ship’s sounder when
the
AUV passed under the vessel. Processing of the onboard echosounder data suggests a
mean
avoidance distance of 8.0 m in these experiments. In a realistic autonomous survey
situation
it is assumed that the AUV can approach as closely as 5e10 m to herring schools
without
affecting the acoustic observation, which makes it a potentially useful platform for
hydroacoustic research and survey. More systematic studies are needed to precisely
define

the threshold reaction distance to the AUV, and the work should be conducted with
transducers on a more silent platform than RV ‘‘Johan Hjort’’, which was used in this
study.
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Abstract: Short-term behavioral responses of bowhead whales (Balaena mystzcetzs)
and
beluga whales (Delphinapteras leacas) to a Bell 2 12 helicopter and Twin Otter
fixed-wing aircraft were observed opportunistically during four spring seasons
(1989-1991 and 1994). Behaviors classified as reactions consisted of short
surfacings, immediate dives or turns, changes in behavior state, vigorous
swimming, and breaching.
The helicopter elicited fewer detectable responses by bowheads (14% of 63
groups) than by belugas (38% of 40). Most observed reactions by bowheads
(63%) and belugas (86%) occurred when the helicopter was at altitudes 5150
m and lateral distances 5250 m. Belugas reacted significantly more frequently
during overflights at lateral distances 5250 m than at longer lateral distances
(P = 0.004). When the helicopter was on the ice with engines running, 7
of 14 groups of belugas reacted, up to 320 m away, sometimes with smallscale
(5100 m) diversion; only 1 of 8 groups of bowheads reacted.
For the fixed-wing aircraft, few bowheads (2.2%) or belugas (3.2%) were
observed to react to overflights at altitudes 60-460 m. Most observed reactions
by bowheads (73%) and belugas (70%) occurred when the fixed-wing
aircraft was at altitudes 1182 m and lateral distances 5250 m. However, the
proportions reacting, especially to low-altitude flights (e.g., 5 182 m), were
underestimated for both species because observation opportunities were brief.
Even so, reactions were more common when the aircraft was low (5182 m):

P = 0.009 for belugas, P = 0.06 for bowheads. There was little if any reaction
by bowheads when the aircraft circled at altitude 460 rn and radius 1 km.
Aircraft sounds measured underwater at depths 3 m and 18 m showed that
a Bell 212 helicopter was 7-17.5 dB noisier than a Twin Otter (10-500 Hz
band). Bell 212 sound consisted mainly of main rotor tones ahead of the
helicopter and tail rotor tones behind it. Twin Otter sound contained fewer
prominent tones. Peak sound level as received underwater was inversely related
to aircraft altitude, and received levels at 3 m depth averaged 2.5 dB
higher than at 18 m depth. The dominant low-frequency components of
aircraft sound are presumed to be readily audible to bowheads. For belugas,
these components may be inaudible, or at most only weakly audible. Midfrequency
sound components, visual cues, or both, are probably important in
eliciting beluga reactions to aircraft.
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Abstract: Anthropogenic noise generated through travel in the Antarctic has the

potential to affect the region’s wildlife. Weddell seals (Leptonychotes weddellii) in
particular can be exposed to anthropogenic noise because they live under, and breed
on, the fast ice on which humans travel. To investigate the potential effects of
anthropogenic noise on Weddell seals we developed sound profiles for pedestrian
travel, over-snow vehicles, aircraft and watercraft operating at various distances and
altitudes from breeding seals. The received 1/3-octave noise levels were then related to
an assumed detection threshold for the Weddell seal. We found that most noise levels
generated by the pedestrian, quad (4-wheeled, all-terrain vehicle) and Hagglunds
(tracked, all-terrain vehicle) were commonly categorised in the inaudible and barely
audible range of detection (both in-air and underwater), while noise levels generated by
the helicopter, Twin Otter aircraft and Zodiac boat were categorised more commonly in
the barely audible and clearly audible range. Experimental underwater recordings of
vocal behaviour of Weddell seals exposed to continuous low-amplitude over-snow
vehicle noise (i.e. Hagglund operation) were also made. Weddell seals underwater did
not alter individual call types in response to low-level Hagglunds noise, but they did
decrease their calling rate.
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Abstract: The risk-disturbance hypothesis asserts
that animals perceive human disturbance similar to
nonlethal predation stimuli, and exhibit comparable responses
in the form of optimization tradeoffs. However,
few studies have examined how natural predation elicit such responses. We observed
American Oystercatcher
(Haematopus palliatus) vigilance behavior
from September–December 2002 on the Cape Romain
National Wildlife Refuge, South Carolina. A set of
models was constructed based on 340 focal-animal
samples and models revealed relationships between
vigilance behavior, predator density, and boat activity.

Oystercatchers increased vigilance in response to aerial
predators, particularly late in the season when predator
species composition was dominated by Northern Harriers
(Circus cyaneus). At a broader temporal scale,
oystercatchers exhibited the highest vigilance rates
during simultaneous peaks in boating disturbance and
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) activity. Due to this temporal
overlap of stimuli, it is difficult to interpret what
may have been driving the observed increased in vigilance.
Foraging rates appeared to be primarily driven
by habitat and tidal stage indicating that time lost to
vigilance did not effectively reduce intake. Taken together,
these findings provide some support for the
risk-disturbance hypothesis, underscore the sensitivity
of disturbance studies to temporal scale, and draw attention
to the potential confounding effects of natural
predation risk.
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Abstract: Fisheries research vessels (FRVs) are characterized by their capability to
conduct stock assessments and biological sampling of fish, shellfish, marine mammals
and other species as well as to collect related oceanographic samples and data on the
sane cruise. They are required to tow large mid-water and bottom trawls, conduct
hydroacoustic surveys, cast and recover biological and oceanographic samplers and
instrumentation, and have laboratories and facilities for processing the samples and
data. The existing U.S. fleet of eight FRVs, all owned and operated by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), has become functionally obsolete
with reliability and safety decreasing while maintenance costs are increasing. A new
fleet of multifunctional ships, capable of supporting 24-hour, interdisciplinary research is

required. Foreign countries with vested interests in fishery resources have invested
heavily to build new fleets of FRVs with modern capabilities including the universal
requirement for quiet vessels with low underwater radiated noise, modern research
laboratories and instrumentation, sea-kindliness for manipulative experimentation and
modern safety standards, (e.g. USCG, ABS, SOLAS, FCC, USPHS, for U.S. FRVs).
The projected future needs for fisheries data and how these FRVs will contribute to the
health and management of the National and World fisheries will be discussed. The
process which NOAA is pursuing to obtain long-term availability of these FRVs has
many considerations. Securing the funding commitment for appropriated funds, or
long-term contract authority, to assure the continued availability of these ships to
maintain the essential stock assessment data series complicates the procurement
process. This paper includes the scientific needs and requirements' definition and their
relationships to ship design, equipment features and schedule complications which are
accompanied with Government procurement considerations and project execution. Also
discussed is the desired acquisition strategy being fostered, the management approach
to reducing procurement risks and costs, and the procurement schedule conflict with the
realities of funding authority availability for such a fleet of FRV's to be brought on line.
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Short Title: The auditory system of goldfish (Carassius auratus): Effects of intense
acoustic stimulation
Abstract: 1. Behavioral investigations were made of the effects of intense pure tone
stimulation on
auditory thresholds for the goldfish (Carassius auratus).
2. Results indicate that different sumulation frequencies have a different effect on the
test frequencies
whde each of the test frequencies had the same degree of threshold shift after
stimulation to each
of the stimulation frequencies.
3. Results are interpreted to indicate that the teleost inner ear responds m a relatively
complex
fashion to different stimulating frequencies and this may indicate some degree of spatial
signal analysis
m the inner ear.
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Abstract: Anthropogenic sound in the marine environment continues to increase.
Sound sources range from increased vessel traffic to transient but intense sounds such
as those produced by seismic air guns, pile driving, or some sonars. While most interest

in anthropogenic sounds has focused on marine mammals, there, is an increasing
concern regarding the impact of such sounds on fishes and marine invertebrates. Since
the inner ear hearing receptors of fishes, are similar to those of marine mammals, any
effects, seen on the hearing receptors of marine mammals may also be found in fishes
and vice versa. Despite increasing interest in the effects of sounds on fishes, this issue
has only been addressed on the most limited scale. Here we review the current
literature in this area. It has been reported that high sound levels can damage the inner
ear sensory cells, produce hearing loss (threshold shifts), elicit stress responses, and
alter the behavior of fishes. At least in terms of hearing loss, these effects are
modulated by exposure sound level and duration. The effects of various types of sound
(e.g., impulsive vs. continuous) and long-term impacts of how anthropogenic sounds
affect the behavior and ecology of fishes need exploration in the future.
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Abstract: Seismic airguns produce considerable amounts of acoustic energy that have
the potential to affect marine life. This study investigates the effects of exposure to a
730 in.3 airgun array on hearing of three fish species in the Mackenzie River Delta, the
northern pike (Esox lucius), broad whitefish (Coregonus nasus), and lake chub
(Couesius plumbeus). Fish were placed in cages in the 1.9 m of water and exposed to
five or 20 airgun shots, while controls were placed in the same cage but without airgun
exposure. Hearing in both exposed and control fish were then tested using the auditory
brainstem response (ABR). Threshold shifts were found for exposed fish as compared
to controls in the northern pike and lake chub, with recovery within 24 hours of
exposure, while there was no threshold shift in the broad whitefish. It is concluded that
these three species are not likely to be substantially impacted by exposure to an airgun
array used in a river seismic survey. Care must be taken, however, in extrapolation to
other species and to fishes exposed to airguns in deeper water
or where the animals are exposed to a larger number of airgun shots over a longer
period of time.
Research Notes: Seismic air gun exposure to pike, whitefish and chub using ABR in a
river. Compares hearing sensitivities in the three species.
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Abstract: Electricity-generating wind turbines are an attractive energy source because
they are
renewable and produce no emissions. However, they have at least two potentially
damaging
ecological effects. Their rotating blades are hazardous to raptors which occasionally
fly into them. And wind turbines are very noisy when active, a feature that may
interfere with the lives of animals beneath them. We studied California ground squirrels
(Spermophilus beecheyi) in the Altamont Pass Wind Resource Area of Northern
California.
These squirrels emit vocalizations that alert others to the presence of a predator, and so
may be forced to compensate for turbine noise by modifying antipredator behavior. We
compared the antipredator behavior of squirrels at two sites, one close to and the other
far from turbines, and under two conditions, during baseline and playback of conspecific
alarm calls. We generated composite two variables using principle components
analysis,
one representing vigilance and one representing another cautionary antipredator tactic,
for further statistical comparisons. Animals at the Turbine site exhibited elevated levels
of vigilance and showed increased caution demonstrated in part, by returning to the
area near their burrows during alarm calling. We conclude that this site difference is
probably caused by the disparity in turbine noise, since predator abundance, group size,
and vegetation type and density were similar for the two sites. Though population level

impacts of these behavioral differences remain to be explored, our results indicate that
behavioral impacts of turbines on wildlife should be considered during future turbine
development.
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Abstract: Underwater breathing apparatus (UBA) has played a vital role in the study of
aquatic environments, and is commonly used in visual census of mobile aquatic
animals. The possibility of artifacts arising from diver presence and from the noise
produced by UBA have long been recognised but not systematically studied. Here we
analyse the noise produced by the three types of UBA used for research; self-contained
underwater breathing apparatus (SCUBA), semi-enclosed circuit re-breather (SECR),
and fully enclosed circuit re-breather (FECR) systems. There were significant
differences in the source levels (SL) produced by the different UBA for both mean SL (p
< 0.001) and mean peak SL (p < 0.001). SCUBA produced the most noise followed by
SECR and FECR (161 ± 1, 131 ± 2, and 108 ± 1 dB re 1 Pa at 1 m, ±S.E.). Much of the
sound produced by all three UBA was at low frequencies (<200 Hz), the range in which
the hearing organs of fish and decapod crustaceans are most sensitive. Calculations
indicated that the UBA are likely to be detectable by fishes at considerable distances
depending on natural ambient noise levels.
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Abstract: During a recent cetacean survey of the U.S. waters surrounding the Hawaiian
Islands, the probable
source of the mysterious “boing” sound of the North Pacific Ocean was identified as a
minke whale,
Balaenoptera acutorostrata. Examination of boing vocalizations from three research
surveys
confirms previous work that identified two distinct boing vocalization types in the North
Pacific. The
eastern boing _n=22_ has a pulse repetition rate of 92 s−1 and a duration of 3.6 s and
was found only
east of 138°W. The central boing _n=106_ has a pulse repetition rate of 115 s−1 and a
duration of
approximately 2.6 s and was found only west of 135°W. Central boing vocalizations
produced by
a single source _n=84_ indicate that variation in repetition rate and duration of the calls
of the
individual were not significantly different than the variation among individuals of the
same boing
type. Despite a slight latitudinal overlap in the vocalizations, pulse repetition rates of the
eastern and
central boings were distinct.
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Abstract: We review developments in the study of stress in free-ranging mammals and
summarize the physiological and
behavioral components of the stress response. Both the sympathetic nervous system
response and the regulation
and reactivity of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis are discussed. In
particular, we describe how the

activity of the HPA axis at baseline levels follows circadian and circannual rhythms in
ways that allow animals to
respond to predictable environmental changes, focusing largely on the endpoint of this
axis, the glucocorticoid
hormones cortisol and corticosterone. Superimposed upon these rhythms are the
elevated glucocorticoid levels
characteristic of the stress response, which allow an animal to respond to unpredictable
social, physical, or
environmental challenges. Methods used to explore the stress response in free-ranging
mammals are described.
Both inter- and intraspecific variation in the stress response as they relate to the
environment are discussed. Finally,
how the regulation and reactivity of the HPA axis varies by life-history stage and sex in
mammals is reviewed,
focusing on reproduction and development.
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Abstract: Preliminary observations indicated that the shrimp Crangon crangon (L.)
appeared to be affected by the level of the ambient noise expressed as sound pressure.
The significance of its metabolic response was studied by comparing its ammonia
excretion rate under usual laboratory conditions E (= +25 dB pbar-1) to its rate under
sound-proof conditions C (= -4 dB pbar-1). The relationship between these 2 measured
excretion rates was expressed by the equation: E = 1.225 C - 0.01329 (r = 0.81). Thus a
mean 30dB-increased sound pressure led to a 22 % increase of the ammonia excretion
rate; simultaneously, a 15 % increase of the O2, consumption rate was noticed. The
metabolic response to a high ambient noise level was fully expressed within a few hours
and there was no evidence for any adaptative reduction of metabolic rates over the

period of observation (5 d). Shrimp size and/or age as much as the noise spectrum
should be taken into account when metabolic responses of C. crangon to its acoustic
environment are considered.
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Abstract: Whistle vocalizations of five odontocete cetaceans, the false killer whale P.
crassidens, short-finned pilot whale G. macrorhynchus, long-finned pilot whale G.
melas, white-beaked dolphin L. albirostris and Risso's dolphin G. griseus, were
analysed and summarized quantitatively. Recordings were acquired from a number of
locations and encounters. Signifcant differences were found between species and, to a
lesser extent, between locations. The calls of the two pilot whale species are distinct
despite their close relatedness, and similar size and morphology. This may be due to
selection pressures to maintain distinctiveness. The variance was partitioned into
between-species, between-location (within species) and within-location factors. For the
frequency variables, variation between-species is high relative to variation between
locations. Thus geographic variation is a relatively minor effect, compared to the many
processes which cause interspecific differences. The within-location component
includes such factors as social context, behaviour and group composition. This
component is of a similar magnitude to the between-species component, indicating that
whistles vary considerably with these factors. Significant between-location differences
may be attributable to these confounding factors. For whistle duration, most of the
variation occurred within location. There is less significant variation in duration across
species compared with the frequency measures. This study highlights the need to
collect samples across all potential strata whenever possible, and provides a framework
for future, more comprehensive work.
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Abstract: Aerial surveys in 1980-84 showed that summer distribution of bowheads in

the Beaufort Sea varied markedly between years. Distribution varied both outside and
within the “main industrial area” (MIA), the area of island construction, drilling and
intensive ship and helicopter traffic. Numbers of bowheads in the MIA were high in
1980, lower in 1981, near zero in 1982 and very low in 1983-84. The few whales in the
MIA in 1983-84 were mainly near its edges, contrary to 1980-8 1. These data, plus
limited evidence from 1976-79, indicate that bowheads were numerous in the centre of
the MIA in 3 of 5 years from 1976-80 (1976-77, 1980) vs. O of 4 years from 1981-84.
One hypothesis is that progressively increasing industrial activities affected bowhead
distribution after 1980. However, bowheads probably also react to variations in their
zooplankton prey, which may be affected by year-to-year changes in oceanography and
weather. Influences of natural factors on zooplankton and bowheads need to be better
understood in order to
assess whether oil exploration caused any of the observed changes in bowhead
distribution.
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Abstract: This paper compares the behavior of bowhead whales of the Davis
Strait/Baffin Bay stock, as observed along the east coast of Baffin Island in 1979-1986,
with behavior of the Bering/Chukchi/Beaufort Sea stock observed in the Beaufort Sea in
1980-1986. All data used here were collected during late summer and early autumn in
the absence of acute human disturbance. The behavioral repertoires of the two

populations were similar. However, quantitative differences were found for whales
engaged in all three activities studied: (1) Bowheads feeding in deep water off Isabella
Bay, Baffin Island, had longer dives and surfacings, on average, than noted for
bowheads feeding in the Beaufort Sea. (2) Among whales socializing in shallow water,
we saw sexual interactions more often at Isabella Bay than in the Beaufort Sea. Calls
emitted by socializing whales off Baffin Island were similar to those heard in the Chukchi
and Beaufort Seas. However, pulsed tonal calls were longer off Baffin Island, and
previously undescribed mechanical ''crunch'' sounds were recorded there near
socializing bowheads. (3) During autumn migration, ''fluke-out'' dives were less
common, and dive durations were longer, in the Beaufort Sea than off Baffin Island
(P<0.001). Multivariate and other analyses indicated that some but not all differences
can be ascribed to regional differences in the natural environment or in whale activities.
However, during 1974-1986, Bering/Chukchi/Beaufort bowheads were exposed to more
industrial, hunting and other human activity than Davis Strait/Baffin Bay bowheads. The
''inconspicuous'' behavior during autumn migration in the Beaufort may have been
attributable to human activities, but causative links cannot be isolated.
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Abstract: Behavioral reactions of cetaceans to man-made noises are highly variable,
ranging from attraction (e.g. bow riding by dolphins) or no response through short-term
changes in behaviour to short-or long-term displacement. Noise can also mask
important natural sounds or (if strong enough) cause hearing impairment or perhaps
stress. This review summarizes the observed behavioral reactions of cetaceans to noise
and other stimuli from aircraft, boats, tourism, marine industrial activities, seismic
exploration, sonars, explosions, and ocean acoustics studies. Specific response
thresholds have been determined for only a few combinations of species and noise
type, and they tend to be quite variable even within species. In general, response
thresholds are often low for variable or increasing sounds, e.g. approaching boat;

intermediate for steady sounds, e.g. offshore drilling noise; and high for pulsed sounds,
e.g. seismic survey pulses. With repeated exposure, many cetaceans habituate at least
partially. However, cases of increased sensitivity following harassment are known.
Long-term effects on individuals and populations are little known.
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Abstract: The behavioral reactions of bowhead whales to ( 1 ) distant seismic vessels
not under our control, (2) a controlled approach by a seismic vessel, and ( 3 ) controlled
tests with a single airgun were observed. ( 1 ) On 21 occasions in the summers of
1980-84, general activities ofbowheads exposed to pulses of underwater noise (
107-158 dB re: 1 pPa) from seismic vessels 6-99 km away were observed. Activities
were indistinguishable from those without seismic noise; there was no detectable
avoidance. Hints of subtle changes in surfacing, respiration, and diving behavior were
unconfirmed, but were consistent with reactions to stronger noise pulses from closer
seismic boats. (2) In a test with a full-scale seismic boat (30 airguns totaling 471, source
level 248 dB re: 1 /tPa, closest point of approach = 1« km), bowheads began to orient
away when the airgun array began to fire 7« km away. However, some whales
continued apparent near-bottom feeding until the vessel was 3 km away. Whales were
displaced by about 2 km. Reactions were not much stronger than those to any
conventional vessel. (3) Tests with one 0.66-1 airgun showed that some bowheads
move away from sources of strong seismic impulses even in the absence of boat noise,
and that bowheads can detect the direction from which seismic impulses arrive. In
general,
bowheads exhibit avoidance reactions when they receive seismic pulsestronger than
about 160 dB re: 1/zPa. Evidence of reactions to lower received levels remains
inconclusive.
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Abstract: Behavioural reactions of bowhead whales to seven 30-40 rain underwater
playbacks of recorded drillship and dredge noise were determined in 1982-84. Some
(but not all) bowheads oriented away when received noise levels and spectral
characteristics were comparable to those several kilometres from actual drillships and
dredges. During some playback tests, call rates decreased, feeding ceased, and cycles
of surfacing, respiration and diving may have changed. Sensitivity of various whales to
noise differed. Roughly half responded when the received level of noise was about 115
dB re 1 uPa on a broadband basis, or about 110 dB in one 1/3-octave band (20-30 dB
above ambient). Such levels occurred 3-11 km from a drillship and dredge in the
Canadian Beaufort Sea. Bowhead~ occasionally were seen < 5 km /rom actual
drillships and dredges, where received noise levels were at least as high as during our
brief playbacks. Thus, some howheads may habituate to prolonged noise exposure.
Alternatively, only the less sensitive individual whales may occur < 5 km from
drillships and dredges.
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Abstract: Male sperm whales are the basis for a commercially important
whale-watching industry at Kaikoura, NewZealand.We examined the influence of
whale-watching boats and aircraft over three years using observations from an
independent research boat and from shore. We employed an information-theoretic
approach to determine which factors were necessary to explain variation in blow
interval, time at surface, and time to first click. In almost all analyses, models required
the inclusion of the presence of the research boat or whale-watching boats or airplanes.
The only exception was the model explaining variation in blow intervals observed from
shore, which required only season. We also analyzed spatial behavior at the surface.
Resident whales changed direction significantly more in the presence of whale-watching
boats compared to encounters with only the research boat present. No such difference
was observed for encounters with aircraft. Our results thus indicate that sperm whales
off Kaikoura respond to whale-watching activities, although these changes are small
and most likely not of biological importance. However, resident whales responded less
to these activities compared to transient whales, possibly indicating habituation and,
more importantly, the need to monitor continued activities closely.
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Abstract: Responses of marine mammals to human-generated sound are of interest
due to concern for protection of animals with sensitive hearing from acoustic
harassment or injury. Goold and Fish [J. Acoust. Sec. Am. 103, 2177-2184 (1998)]
compare their limited observations of wild common dolphins (Delphinus delphis) near
operating seismic vessels off Wales, with studies of trained bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) in San Diego Bay [Ridgway et al., Tech. Rpt. 1751, NCCOSC
RDTE (1997)]. Because of the considerable difference between numerous seismic
pulses and the single 1-s tones employed by Ridgway et al., the comparison is not valid.
Further, Goold and Fish do not accurately represent the bottlenose dolphin responses.
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Abstract: Anthropogenic sound is a potential stressor for marine mammals that may
affect health, as has been demonstrated in other mammals. Therefore, we have initiated
investigations on the effects of intense underwater sounds on nervous system activation
and immune function in marine mammals. Blood samples were obtained before and
after sound exposures (single underwater impulsive sounds (up to 200 kPa) produced
from a seismic water gun and (or) single pure tones (up to 201 dB re 1 µPa) resembling
sonar “pings” from a white whale, Delphinapterus leucas, and a bottlenose dolphin,
Tursiops truncatus, to measure neural–immune parameters. Norepinephrine,
epinephrine, and dopamine levels increased with increasing sound levels and were
significantly higher after high-level sound exposures (>100 kPa) compared with
low-level sound exposures (<100 kPa) or controls (P = 0.003, 0.006, and 0.020) for the
white whale. Alkaline phosphatase decreased over the experimental period (P < 0.001),
while γ-glutamyltransferase increased over the experimental period (P < 0.001).
Significant neural–immune measurements for the dolphin after exposure to impulsive
sounds included an increase in aldosterone (P = 0.003) and a decrease in monocytes
(P = 0.006). Neural–immune changes to tonal sound exposures were minimal, although
changes were observed in multiple neural–immune measures over time.
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Abstract: The rapid increase in world shipping results in an increase in low-frequency
ambient noise at an average rate of about 1/2 dB per year. During the past 10 years
there has been a virtual revolution in the sizes and speeds of merchant ships, resulting
in significant increases in the noise radiated by the average ship. This trend is
continuing. In this paper, the trends in world merchant shipping will be presented,
including important changes in propulsion plants as well as in numbers and sizes of
ships. The need for radiated noise measurements of these new ship types will be
stressed. Ambient noise is also dependent on the geographical distribution of shipping.
The LRAPP-sponsored program to establish standard shipping distributions for the
Northern Hemisphere will be discussed, and the reliability of current information will be
assessed.
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Abstract: Fish rapidly accumulated below research vessels (RVs) at anchor, kept
stationary by dynamic satellite positioning, or freely drifting. This happened by day and
night, beneath vessels with different noise levels, in fjords and the open ocean,
comprised different species assemblages of fish, and spanned depths of several
hundred metres. Acoustic backscatter (fish abundance) increased by more than an
order of magnitude in less than an hour. One of the study sites was characterized by
much ship traffic, and intermittent, strong decreases in the local fish aggregation
beneath the RV were caused by fish swimming towards passing commercial vessels,
before returning to the stationary RV. The study suggests more complex relationships
between fish, vessels, and noise than previously anticipated. If fish are commonly
attracted to vessels, this has implications for fish abundance estimates and basic
ecological research.
Research Notes: Fish congregate near and under boats (research vessel in the case).
~10 fold increase in backscatter over one hour. Decrease in acoustic backscatter
occurred when commercial vessels passed 200-600 m away because fish were
swimming towards passing vessel. Fish returned to original position (stationary
research vessel) once passing vessel was gone. Swim speed remained constant.
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Abstract: Underwater sound was recorded in one of the major coastal foraging areas
for juvenile sea turtles in the Peconic Bay Estuary system in Long Island, New York.
The recording season of the underwater environment coincided with the sea turtle
activity season in an inshore area where there is considerable boating and recreational
activity, especially during the summer between Independence Day and Labor Day.
Within the range of sea turtle hearing, average noise pressure reached 110 dB during
periods of high human activity and diminished proportionally, down to 80 dB, with
decreasing human presence. Therefore, during much of the season when sea turtles
are actively foraging in New York waters, their coastal habitats are flooded with
underwater noise. During the period of highest human activity, average noise pressures
within the range of frequencies heard by sea turtles were greater by over two orders of
magnitude (26 dB) than during the lowest period of human activity. Sea turtles
undoubtedly are exposed to high levels of noise, most of which is anthropogenic.
Results suggest that continued exposure to existing high levels of pervasive
anthropogenic noise in vital sea turtle habitats and any increase in noise could affect
sea turtle behavior and ecology.
Research Notes: Good information on sea turtle hearing. Anthropogenic noise is from
recreational boats, not tankers.
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Abstract: We studied the effects of boating and navigation activities on the recruitment
of coastal fish in the Stockholm archipelago in the NW Baltic proper. The impacts were
quantified by sampling metamorphosed young-of-the-year (Y-O-Y) fish in inlets adjacent
to i) routes for medium-sized passenger ferries; ii) berths (small marinas) with small
boats; and iii) references. Species with high preference for vegetation were negatively
influenced by boating and navigation activities and species with low preference
positively influenced. Pike (Esox lucius) Y-O-Y were significantly more abundant in
reference areas, while bleak (Alburnus alburnus) were more abundant in dredged
marinas. No statistically signi ficant patterns were identified for perch (Perca fluviatilis)
although there was a trend of low abundance along ferry routes. Many species of
nearshore fishes are dependent on submerged vegetation as spawning and larval
substrate, structural refuge and feeding habitat. Our results suggest that the negative
effects from boating and navigation activities on the coverage and height of vegetation,
especially on species of Chara and Potamogeton spp., may contribute to changes in the
Y-O-Y fish community.
Research Notes: Boat activitiy near fish nurseries and having a negative effect on YOY
fish. Baltic Sea.
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Abstract: Killer whales (Orcinus orca) feed on a wide variety of fish, cephalopods, and
marine mammals throughout their cosmopolitan range; however, the dietary breadth
that characterizes the species is not reflected in all populations. Here, we present the
findings of a 14-yr study of the diet and feeding habits of killer whales in Prince William
Sound, Alaska. Two non-associating forms of killer whale, termed resident and
transient (Bigg et al. 1987), were identified. All prey seen taken by transients were
marine mammals, including harbor seals (Phoca vitulina), Dall’s porpoises
(Phocoenoides dalli), Steller sea lions (Eurnetopias jubatus), and harbor porpoises
(Phocoena phocoena). Resident killer whales appeared to prey principally on salmon
(Oncorhynchus spp.), preferring coho salmon (O. kisutch) over other, more abundant
salmon species. Pacific herring (Clupea pallasi) and Pacific halibut (Hippocampus
stenolepis) were also taken. Resident killer whales frequently were seen to interact in
non-predatory ways with Steller sea lions and Dall’s porpoises, while transients were
not. Differences in the social organization and behavior of the resident and transient
killer whales in Prince William Sound are discussed in the light of the dietary differences
documented here.
Research Notes: Foragaing behaviors and food species for PWS orcas.
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Abstract: Bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus) on their fall migration are exposed to
oil exploration activities in the
Alaskan Beaufort Sea. While previous research into the effect of industrial noise on
whale behavior and distribution
has noted significant responses, this research has often proceeded from a parametric
statistical framework. To account
for the presence of spatially autocorrelated and intercorrelated data, we propose a suite
of spatial analysis techniques to

assess the distribution of bowhead whales relative to oil exploration activities. Using
random resampling techniques and
Mantel tests, we analyzed the distribution of bowhead whales around active drilling rigs
in 1993. Results from the
resampling tests indicated that whales were distributed farther from the drilling rig than
they would be under a random
scenario. Results from the Mantel tests indicated that in 1993, the spatial pattern of
bowhead whale distribution was
highly correlated with distance from the drilling rig, indicating that the presence of the
drilling rig resulted in a significant
temporary loss in available habitat. These techniques offer a new perspective on spatial
analysis in the marine
realm.
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Abstract: A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure masked underwater
hearing thresholds in five bottlenose dolphins and two white whales before and
immediately after exposure to intense 1-s tones at 0.4, 3, 10, 20, and 75 kHz. The
resulting levels of fatiguing stimuli necessary to induce 6 dB or larger masked temporary
threshold shifts (MTTSs) were generally between 192 and 201 dB re: 1 mu Pa. The
exceptions occurred at 75 kHz, where one dolphin exhibited an MTTS after exposure at
182 dB re: 1 mu Pa and the other dolphin did not show any shift after exposure to
maximum levels of 193 dB re: 1 mu Pa, and at 0.4 kHz, where no subjects exhibited
shifts at levels up to 193 dB re: 1 mu Pa. The shifts occurred most often at frequencies
above the fatiguing stimulus. Dolphins began to exhibit altered behavior at levels of
178-193 dB re: 1 mu Pa and above; white whales displayed altered behavior at 180-196
dB re: 1 mu Pa and above. At the conclusion of the study all thresholds were at baseline

values. These data confirm that cetaceans are susceptible to temporary threshold shifts
(TTS) and that small levels of TTS may be fully recovered. [S0001-4966(00)00106-5].
Notes: J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
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Abstract: The ability of a fish to interpret acoustic information in its environment is
crucial for its survival. Thus, it is important to understand how underwater noise affects
fish hearing. In this study, the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) was used to
examine: (1) the immediate effects of white noise exposure (0.3-4.0 kHz, 142 dB re: 1
mu Pa) on auditory thresholds and (2) recovery after exposure. Audiograms were
measured using the auditory brainstem response protocol and compared to baseline
audiograms of fathead minnows not exposed to noise. Immediately after exposure to 24
h of white noise, five out of the eight frequencies tested showed a significantly higher
threshold compared to the baseline fish. Recovery was found to depend on both
duration of noise exposure and auditory frequency. These results support the
hypothesis that the auditory threshold of the fathead minnow can be altered by white
noise, especially in its most sensitive hearing range (0.8-2.0 kHz), and provide evidence
that these effects call be long term (>14 days). (C) 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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Abstract: Fishes are constantly exposed to various sources of noise in their underwater
acoustic environment. Many of these sounds are from anthropogenic sources,
especially engines of boats. Noise generated from a small boat with a 55 horsepower
outboard motor was played back to fathead minnows, Pimephales promelas, for 2 h at
142 dB (re: 1 muPa), and auditory thresholds were measured using the auditory
brainstem response (ABR) technique. The results demonstrate that boat engine noise
significantly elevate a fish's auditory threshold at 1 kHz (7.8 dB), 1.5 kHz (13.5 dB), and
2.0 kHz (10.5 dB), the most sensitive hearing range of this species. Such a short
duration of noise exposure leads to significant changes in hearing capability, and
implies that man-made noise generated from boat engines can have far reaching
environmental impacts on fishes.
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Abstract: As concerns about the effects of underwater anthropogenic noises on the
auditory function of organisms increases, it is imperative to assess if all organisms are
equally affected by the same noise source. Consequently, auditory capabilities of an
organism need to be evaluated and compared interspecifically. Teleost fishes provide
excellent models to examine these issues due to their diversity of hearing capabilities.
Broadly, fishes can be categorized as hearing specialists (broad hearing frequency
range with low auditory thresholds) or hearing generalists (narrower frequency range
with higher auditory thresholds). The goal of this study was to examine the immediate
effects of white noise exposure (0.3–2.0 kHz, 142 dB re: 1 mPa) and recovery after
exposure (1–6 days) on a hearing generalist fish, bluegill sunfish (Lepomis
macrochirus). Noise exposure resulted in only a slight, but not statistically significant,
elevation in auditory threshold compared to fish not exposed to noise. In combination
with results from our previous studies examining effects of noise on a hearing specialist
fish, the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas), this study provides evidence
supporting the hypothesis that fish’s auditory thresholds can be differentially affected by
noise exposure.
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Abstract: Sounds were produced by the topmouth minnow Pseudorasbora parva, a
common Eurasian cyprinid, during feeding but not during intraspecific interactions.
Feeding sounds were short broadband pulses with main energies between 100 and 800
Hz. They varied in their characteristics (number of single sounds per feeding sequence,
sound duration and period, and sound pressure level) depending on the food type
(chironomid larvae, Tubifex worms and flake food). The loudest sounds were emitted
when food was taken up at the water surface, most probably reflecting ‘suctorial’
feeding. Auditory sensitivities were determined between 100 and 4000 Hz utilizing the
auditory evoked potentials recording technique. Under laboratory conditions and in the
presence of natural ambient noise recorded in Lake Neusiedl in eastern Austria, best
hearing sensitivities were between 300 and 800 Hz (57 dB re 1 mPa v. 72 dB in the
presence of ambient noise). Threshold-to-noise ratios were positively correlated to the
sound frequency. The correlation between sound spectra and auditory thresholds
revealed that P. parva can detect conspecific sounds up to 40 cm distance under
ambient noise conditions. Thus, feeding sounds could serve as an auditory cue for the
presence of food during foraging.
Research Notes: Feeding sounds playback and auditory detection in minnows.
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Abstract: This report presents a set of 50 source spectra obtained from merchant ships
of opportunity near Genova, Italy. The source spectra were calculated from
radiated-noise spectra measured on a towed array together with a transmission-loss
spectrum computed from a parabolic equation model. The aggregate source spectra are
characterized in terms of a mean source spectrum and three source-level histograms
computed for different frequency bands. It is shown that the mean spectrum is
comparable in level and shape to a spectrum computed from a well-known empirical
model and that the source-level histograms are approximately Gaussian with standard
deviations of 5, 5.5, and 6.8 dB, respectively. Finally, a sub-sample of 36 spectra is
drawn from the aggregate and separated into three identifiable ship classes, namely,
passenger/ferries, cargo ships, and tankers. It is seen that the source spectra for the
three different ship classes have comparable means and standard deviations. From this
result it is conjectured that both the mean spectrum and the source-level histograms are
not sensitive to ship class and can therefore be taken as representative of shipping in
other regions with different ship class percentages.
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Abstract: A relational database that contained published information on the diving
behavior and/or movement patterns of marine mammals was compiled to facilitate a
modeling effort of the Effects of Sound on the Marine Environment (ESME) program. A
total of 448 references from reports, books, and peer-reviewed journal articles were
obtained. The metadata describing each animal studied, location of the study, and
equipment used were entered into the database as well as empirical data describing the
diving behavior and movement patterns of each animal. In total, the database contained
1815 entries from 51 different marine mammal species or subspecies. The majority of
animals were seals and sea lions with 1560 entries from 29 individual species. More
than half the number of animals studied were from high latitude regions (e.g., Arctic and
Antarctic). Other problem areas identified were: 1) Data reduction in summaries, 2)
inability to easily summarize qualitative and quantitative data, and 3) lack of
standardization in data reporting. A solution is to create a common access data archive
where researchers contribute raw published or unpublished geospatially referenced
data sets. This would improve access to original data sets with large volumes of data,
which, overall, enhances the power to develop robust behavioral or ecological models
that could help define critical habitats of marine mammals.
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(Arctocephalus pusillis) from fishing nets
Abstract: Cape fur seals Arctocephalus pusillus cause losses to catches of pelagic
shoaling fish made by purse-seine vessels off southern Africa. The seals disturb fish
shoals and fish within nets, and damage nets. Weighted firecrackers, 'Thunderflashes',
'Belugas' and
'Seal Deterrents', that exploded underwater were used to scare seals in nets. Seals
responded to playback of killer whale Orcinus orca vocalisations and sweep frequency
pulses, but did not flee. Seals moved away from 0-303 in calibre rifle bullets fired into
the water in their vicinity, but were unaffected by bullets fired over their heads. An
arcdischarge transducer was developed to produce the underwater compression and
sound levels similar to those caused by firecrackers and by 0-303 in bullets. Most seals
at the cod-end of a trawl net moved away from the arc-discharger stimulus, but seals
did not leave a purse-seine net. It is concluded that deterrents developed in this study
were ineffective in reducing disturbances by seals at purse-seine nets.
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Abstract: Propagation modeling in the ocean may be said to be a fairly mature subject,
with a number of reliable and efficient acoustic models freely distributed. However,
acoustic modeling to predict effects of sound on marine mammals presents some
particular challenges. Standard sonar models predict the mean power levels for static
receivers. However, marine-mammal researchers have shown a strong interest in being
able to predict the actual time series that a moving mammal would experience as it
swims through an ensonified ocean. The time series can then be used to directly model
auditory models of the mammalian ear. To do this properly requires attention to subtle
Doppler effects. The authors present a Gaussian-beam-tracing method that handles all
these issues. Another key element needed for such models is the ability to rapidly
predict three-dimensional (3-D) acoustic fields for lots of source/receiver combinations.
This problem arises in trying to choose optimal locations for navy exercises, considering
also a variety of hypothesized mammal-migration patterns. The authors discuss a
precomputation approach to solve this problem. Finally, they examine a technique to
reduce the computation needed for the one-third octave transmission loss (TL)
averages. The one-third octave average is often used as a metric for the assessment of
risk to mammals. The brute-force solution to this problem requires propagation
modeling at many frequencies in the band. Here, the authors develop a general
relationship to replace those frequency averages with much more easily computed
range averages. The novelty of this approach relative to the previous range-averaging
techniques is that it extends those methods to the range-dependent conditions.
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Abstract: For seasonally breeding vertebrates, reproductive cycling is often coupled
with
changes in vocalizations that function in courtship and territoriality. Less is
known about changes in auditory sensitivity to those vocalizations. Here, we

show that nonreproductive female midshipman fish treated with either testosterone
or 17B-estradiol exhibit an increase in the degree of temporal encoding
of the frequency content of male vocalizations by the inner ear that
mimics the reproductive female’s auditory phenotype. This sensory plasticity
provides an adaptable mechanism that enhances coupling between sender and
receiver in vocal communication.
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Abstract: We examined the concern of commercial fishermen that the sounds
generated by acoustic geophysical survey devices result in decreased commercial
catches. In blind experimental trials, a test of effects was performed on the rockfish
(Sebastes spp.) hook-and-line fishery located along the central California coast. A
single 1639-cm super(3) air gun with a source level of 223 dB re 1 mu Pa was used to
produce peak pressures above 186 dB re 1 mu Pa at the base of rockfish aggregations.
There was an average decline in catch-per-unit-effort of -52.4% (90% confidence
interval -27.9%, -76.9%) under emission conditions relative to control trials. This overall
decline was also reflected in the individual catches of chilipepper (S. goodei) ( alpha =
0.046)), bocaccio (S. paucispinis ( alpha = 0.007)), and greenspotted rockfish (S.
chlorostictus ( alpha = 0.021)). The overall reduction in catch translated to an average
economic loss of 49.8% (90% confidence interval -21.7%, -77.9%) under the test
conditions of this experiment.
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Abstract: Vessel avoidance of spawning herring (Clupea harengus L.) was studied off
the coast of
southwestern Norway in April 2000. In eight repeated night-time passages a demersal
layer
of herring was recorded acoustically by a small stationary reference vessel (96 GRT),
while
a survey vessel (710 GRT) passed at short ranges (8e40 m). No avoidance attributable
to
the survey vessel was observed. We interpret vessel avoidance as a response to a
perceived
threat and herring are known to exhibit strong avoidance reactions to survey vessels
during
wintering and the spawning migration. At the spawning site, the high priority given to
reproductive activities seems to overrule the avoidance responses to a passing survey
vessel.
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Abstract: In April 1999 seismic investigations started in an area off western Norway as
part of an ordinary three-dimensional survey, using a vessel with two seismic sources,
each of 20 air guns and 10 hydrophone streamers. The seismic sources, towed at a
depth of 8m, were alternatively fired every 25m along 51 transects, each 51 525m long,
separated from adjacent transects by 500 m. The possible influence of this seismic
activity on pelagic fish (herring, blue whiting and mesopelagic species) was investigated
in two ways. First, the distribution and abundance within the seismic area and the

surrounding waters up to 30–50 km away were mapped acoustically three times. In all
three surveys the acoustic abundance of pelagic fish was higher outside than inside the
seismic shooting area, indicating a long-term effect of the seismic activity. Secondly, the
acoustic abundance was recorded directly prior to and after shooting along some of the
seismic transects. In these comparisons no differences were found, indicating that the
shooting had insignificant short-term scaring effects. However, both blue whiting and
mesopelagic species were found in deeper waters in periods with shooting compared to
periods without shooting, indicating that vertical movement rather than horizontal
movement could be a short-term reaction to this noise.
Research Notes: Changes in fish population due to air gun shooting.
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Abstract: Mammals exposed to loud aerial sounds exhibit temporary threshold shifts
(TTS) that are linearly related to increases of sound pressure above baseline hearing
levels. It was unknown if this relationship held true for aquatic ectotherms such as
fishes. To test this linear threshold shift hypothesis (LINTS) in fishes, we examined the
effects of increased ambient sound on hearing of two species differing in hearing
capabilities: goldfish (Carassius auratus; a hearing specialist) and tilapia (Oreochromis
niloticus; a hearing generalist). Fish were exposed to 1–28 days of either quiet (110 dB
re 1 uPa) or continuous white noise. First, we examined the effect of noise sound
pressure level (SPL; 130, 140, 160 or 170·dB re 1·mPa) on goldfish hearing thresholds
after 24·h of noise exposure. Second, in a long-term experiment using 170 dB re 1
uPa white noise, we continuously exposed goldfish and tilapia for either 7 or 21–28
days. In both experiments, we measured alterations in hearing capabilities (using
auditory brainstem responses) of noise-exposed fish. While tilapia exposed to noise for
28 days showed little or no hearing loss, goldfish exhibited considerable threshold shifts
that reached an asymptote of up to 25 dB after only 24 h of exposure. There was a
positive linear relationship between noise-induced TTS and the sound pressure
difference between the noise and the baseline hearing thresholds in goldfish but not in

tilapia. A similar relationship was found for published noise-induced threshold shifts in
birds and mammals, but the slope of the linear relationship was greater in these groups
than for fish. The linear threshold shift relationship provides insights into differential
susceptibility of hearing specialist and generalist fishes to noise-induced hearing loss for
a given SPL and provides a framework for future research on noise-induced threshold
shifts in fishes and other animals.
Research Notes: Testing for LINTS (linear threshold shift) in fish, using it to compare
similar data from various studies.
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Abstract: Fishes are often exposed to environmental sounds such as those associated
with shipping, seismic experiments, sonar and/or aquaculture pump systems. While
efforts have been made to document the effects of such anthropogenic
(human-generated) sounds on marine mammals, the effects of excess noise on fishes
are poorly understood. We examined the short- and long-term effects of increased
ambient sound on the stress and hearing of goldfish (Carassius auratus; a hearing
specialist). We reared fish under either quiet (110–125·dB re 1·mPa) or noisy (white
noise, 160–170·dB re 1·mPa) conditions and examined animals after specific durations
of noise exposure. We assessed noise-induced alterations in physiological stress by
measuring plasma cortisol and glucose levels and in hearing capabilities by using
auditory brainstem responses. Noise exposure did not produce long-term physiological
stress responses in goldfish, but a transient spike in plasma cortisol did occur within
10·min of the noise onset. Goldfish had significant threshold shifts in hearing after only
10·min of noise exposure, and these shifts increased linearly up to approximately 28·dB
after 24·h of noise exposure. Further noise exposure did not increase threshold shifts,
suggesting an asymptote of maximal hearing loss within 24·h. After 21·days of noise
exposure, it took goldfish 14·days to fully recover to control hearing levels. This study
shows that hearingspecialist fishes may be susceptible to noise-induced stress and
hearing loss.
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Abstract: Tissue physical properties from a Cuvier's beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris)
neonate head are reported and compared with computed tomography (CT) X-ray
imaging. Physical properties measured include longitudinal sound velocity, density,
elastic modulus and hysteresis. Tissues were classified by type as follows: mandibular
acoustic fat, mandibular blubber, forehead acoustic fat (melon), forehead blubber,
muscle and connective tissue. Results show that each class of tissues has unique,
co-varying physical properties. The mandibular acoustic fats had minimal values for
sound speed (1350 +/- 10.6 m s(-1)) and mass density (890 +/- 23 kg m(-3)). These
values increased through mandibular blubber (1376 +/- 13 m s(-1), 919 +/- 13 kg m(-3)),
melon (1382 +/- 23m s(-1), 937 +/- 17 kg m(-3)), forehead blubber (1401 +/- 7.8 m s(-1),
935 +/- 25 kg m(-3)) and muscle (1517 +/- 46.8 m s(-1), 993 +/- 58 kg m(-3)).
Connective tissue had the greatest I mean sound speed and density (1628 +/- 48.7 m
s(-1)
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Abstract: The distribution and abundance of cetaceans were investigated in the vicinity
of oil rigs, surface oil and boat traffic along the continental shelf of the northwestern
Atlantic. Data concerning the total number of cetacean sightings and individuals were
obtained from dedicated aerial surveys conducted between January, 1979 and January,
1982. Sightings per unit effort and individuals per unit effort for areas surrounding active
oil rigs were not significantly different from those found in the same areas when no oil
rigs were present. Surface oil was sighted ninety-four times. Cetacean sightings were
made in the vicinity of oil on eleven different occasions and in oil twice. None of these
animals was noted as displaying unusual behavior and no feeding was observed. The
presence of boat traffic was found to decrease the probability of sighting squid-eating
cetaceans but had no apparent e[ffect on the probability of sighting fish-eating
cetaceans.
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Abstract: Biases in the measurements of spatial distribution of fish schools and their
consequences for school biomass estimates during conventional acoustic surveys are
mainly due to vertical and lateral avoidance of the vessel. In this paper, we quantify
school avoidance during an acoustic survey carried out from 13 to 29 May 1994 in the
Catalan Sea. From a lateral multi-beam sonar the geometric characteristics (depth,
length, width, height, surface, and volume) of 1268 schools were obtained. The 60
beams (1.5#&176;x15#&176;) of the sonar scanned a vertical plane from 0#&176; to
90#&176;, perpendicular to the vessel path within a range of 100 m. Within this plane,
the projected area ensonified by the echo-sounder used aboard for acoustic evaluation
was evaluated to simulate a comparison between the sonar and the echo-sounder. The
results have enabled us to improve our knowledge on the vertical and lateral avoidance
patterns of schools in relation to their size, external structure, and their position in the
water column, and to quantify the vessel influence on biomass estimated by
echo-sounder.
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Abstract: The first international symposium on “Shipping Noise and Marine Mammals”
was held on 18-19 May 2004 in Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. This meeting brought
together representatives of various ocean industries, academia and other research
organizations, government and military personnel, and non-governmental organizations.
The main purpose of the meeting was to initiate discussion on what information is
available and needed concerning sounds produced by large ships and other vessels
and their potential impacts on marine mammals (and, to a lesser extent, fish and
turtles). This collaborative forum begins a dialogue among various stakeholder groups
on this emerging scientific question. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Acoustics Program was the primary sponsor of this meeting.
The Acoustics Program initiated the symposium to formally address the potential effects
of sound from vessels on marine mammals, with specific technical emphasis on
evaluating available data and planning future research efforts. Seven partners from
segments of the commercial shipping industry, U.S. government, and academia aided in
the planning and advertisement of the meeting. Approximately 200 people with a wide
range of affiliations, including all of those given above, attended the meeting.
Introductory remarks were provided by a number of distinguished invited speakers.
Technical sessions were conducted on issues ranging from sound produced by ships to
the state of knowledge on possible acoustic impacts on marine animals to vessel
quieting technologies and their possible commercial applications. Each of the technical
presentations, as well as much more information regarding the meeting, are available
at: www.shippingnoiseandmarinemammals.com Many of the presentations and
discussion in the symposium focused on large vessels, principally the largest
ocean-going commercial shipping vessels (container and dry bulk ships and tankers).
This emphasis, based on the fact that such vessels are specifically known to emit
relatively high levels of low frequency sound capable of traveling long distances, is
consequently largely reflected in the report of the symposium proceedings. As was
acknowledged during the symposium, however, a wide range of human vessel types
are not reflected by the term “commercial ships”. The relative contribution of sounds
from various vessel types to overall ambient noise and their possible impacts on marine
life remain largely unknown. Symposium participants noted that emphasis should be
expanded in future forums to the wide range of human vessel types: including

recreational and fishing craft, cruise vessels, ferries, certain tankers, and other transport
vessels. An invited panel discussed various technical, legal, and economic issues and
considered possible future actions. At the conclusion of the panel discussion, a steering
committee was formed to plan aspects of a proposed follow-on symposium.
Notes: Website not live as of 26 June 2007.
Research Notes: Report on "information-sharing meeting". Panel discussion session
recaps. Session I – Trends in the Shipping Industry and Shipping Noise; Session II –
Effects of Noise on Marine Life; Session III – National and International Response to the
Marine Noise Issue; Session IV – Developing Technologies for Monitoring Marine
Noise; Session V – Vessel Quieting Technology: Applications and Benefits
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Abstract: Simultaneous audio and video were recorded of a silver perch Bairdiella
chrysoura producing its
characteristic drumming sound in the field. The background noise contribution to the
total sound
pressure level is estimated using sounds that occurred between the pulses of the silver
perch sound.

This background contribution is subtracted from the total sound to give an estimate of
the sound
pressure level of the individual fish. A silver perch source level in the range 128–135 dB
(re: 1
mPa! is obtained using an estimate of the distance between the fish and the
hydrophone. The
maximum distance at which an individual silver perch could be detected depends on the
background
sound level as well as the propagation losses. Under the conditions recorded in this
study, the
maximum detection distance would be 1–7 m from the hydrophone.
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Short Title: Dolphin thyroid and adrenal hormones: Circulating levels in wild and
semidomesticated Tursiops truncatus, and influence of sex, age, and season
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Abstract: Biological and environmental influences on circulating adrenal and thyroid
hormones were investigated in 36 wild and 36 semidomesticated Atlantic bottlenose
dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, matched by age, sex, and time of year when
the samples were collected. Serum concentrations of thyroxine (free [fT41 and
total [tT4]), triiodothyronine (free [fT3], total [tT3], and total reverse [rT37),
cortisol, and aldosterone were determined by radio-immunoassay, Wild female
dolphins had significantly higher levels of tT4, fT4 and fT3, an effect that was
possibly related to reproduction and lactation. Semidomesticated females had
higher tT3 than their wild counterparts. fT4 declined with age in wild dolphins,
whereas rT3 was greatest in the older animals. Cortisol and aldosterone were
both higher in wild animals sampled after a variable interval of up to four hours
after encirclement by capture net. The pattern of adrenal hormone release suggested
a mild stress response. Levels of both adrenal hormones were low in
semidomesticated dolphins conditioned to present voluntarily their tails for blood
sampling, an approach that appears
Link to PDF: StAubin_etal_2007_Dolphin_regulatory_hormones.pdf
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(Delphinapterus leucas) in Bristol Bay, Alaska
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Notes: Belukha = Russian for beluga
Research Notes: Beluga whales behavioral response to playback in wild and captive
settings and vessels in wild settings.
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Abstract: The effects of airplane flyby noise and playbacks of low-frequency motorcycle
sounds on calling activity were examined in a mixed-species anuran calling assemblage
in central Thailand. In response to these stimuli, three of the most acoustically active
pondedge species (Microhyla butleri, Rana nigrovittata and Kaloula pulchra)
significantly decreased their calling rate. Yet under the identical stimulus regime, Rana
taipehensis consistently increased its calling rate. Moreover, during the occasional
natural lulls in the chorus in which males collectively stop calling, resulting in a
conspicuous reduction in chorus intensity, calls of R. taipehensis would appear to
emerge from the background noise. These results suggest that man-made acoustic

interference may affect anuran chorus behavior either directly by modulating call rates
of the chorus participants or indirectly, by suppressing calling behavior of one set of
species which in turn stimulates calling in other species. The results of our playback
experiment coupled with the natural calling behavior of these species support the latter
hypothesis.
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Title: Killer whale (Orcinus orca) hearing: auditory brainstem response and behavioral
audiograms
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Abstract: Killer whale (Orcinus orca) audiograms were measured using behavioral
responses and auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) from two trained adult females. The
mean auditory brainstem response (ABR) audiogram to tones between 1 and 100 kHz
was 12 dB (re 1 mPa) less sensitive than behavioral audiograms from the same
individuals (±8 dB). The ABR and behavioral audiogram curves had shapes that were
generally consistent and had the best threshold agreement (5 dB) in the
most sensitive range 18–42 kHz, and the least (22 dB) at higher frequencies 60–100
kHz. The most sensitive frequency in the mean Orcinus audiogram was 20 kHz (36 dB),
a frequency lower than many other odontocetes, but one that matches peak spectral
energy reported for wild killer whale echolocation clicks. A previously reported
audiogram of a male Orcinus had greatest sensitivity in this range (15 kHz, ~35 dB).
Both whales reliably responded to 100-kHz tones (95 dB), and one
whale to a 120-kHz tone, a variation from an earlier reported high-frequency limit of 32
kHz for a male Orcinus. Despite smaller amplitude ABRs than smaller delphinids, the
results demonstrated that ABR audiometry can provide a useful suprathreshold
estimate of hearing range in toothed whales.
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Abstract: Pingers on gill nets can reduce bycatch of harbor porpoises. If harbor
porpoises habituate to pingers, the effect may be reduced or lost. Two captive harbor
porpoises were exposed to three sound types. All sounds were in the frequency band
from 100 kHz to 140 kHz, 200 ms long, and presented once per 4 s. The source level
was 153 dB re 1 uPa RMS at 1 m. Each session consisted of a 10-min presound, a
5-min sound, and a 10-min postsound period. Behavior was recorded on video and on
dataloggers placed on the dorsal fin of one animal. The loggers recorded heart rate,
swimming speed, dive duration, and depth. The animals responded most strongly to the
initial presentations of a sound. Surface time decreased, the heart rate dropped below
the normal bradycardia, and echolocation activity decreased. The reactions of both
animals diminished rapidly in the following sessions. Should the waning of
responsiveness apply to wild animals, porpoises may adapt to the sounds but still avoid
nets, or the bycatch may increase after some time. The success of long-term use of
pingers may then depend on the variety of sounds and rates of exposure.
Research Notes: Harbor porpoise behavioral and physical (heart-rate) responses to
pinger noises. Captive animals.
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Abstract: Underwater acoustic harassment devices
(AHDs) are designed to deter seals from attacking finfish
aquaculture cages. They may also be unintentionally
disturbing non-target marine mammals. As the distance
from the sound source increases, the rate at
which the sound pressure level (SPL) drops per unit
distance decreases. This prohibits presenting loud
sounds near the cages without also creating sounds that
can be detected kilometers away. In situ measurements
of the sound fields of two AHDs in the Bay of Fundy,
Canada, were made. The distances at which a loud
AHD with short duration pulses (1.8 msec, 195 dB re
1 pPa at 1 m) and a quieter AHD with longer pulse
durations (>50 msec, 166 dB re 1 pPa at 1 m) would
be 80 dB or more above the detection threshold of a
harbor seal Phocu vitulina were 10 and 3.5 m, respectively.
On a quiet day with no nearby vessel traffic,
these AHDs would be clearly detectable by harbor
seals at ranges up to 2.9 and 1.3 km, respectively. By
increasing the pulse length of the louder AHD to >50
msec, the sound would be more than 80 dB above the
seal’s detection threshold at 100 m but the sound
would also be clearly detectable up to 7.2 km. It is
technically possible to produce AHDs that are louder.
Using very high amplitude sounds to protect finfish
aquaculture cages from seal predation without encountering
prohibitively large capital and operating costs
may not be feasible.
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Abstract: Three-dimensional dive trajectories of three sperm whales in the Gulf of
Mexico have been obtained
by measuring the relative arrival times and bearings of the animals’ acoustic multipath
reflections,
using two elements of a towed hydrophone array deployed at an unknown depth and
orientation.
Within the first 6–12 min of the start of a dive, the intervals between successive ‘‘clicks’’
of all three
whales corresponded closely with the two-way travel time of an acoustic pulse traveling
vertically
between the animals’ position and the ocean bottom. The click spectra contained
multiple peaks,
including a faint band of energy originally centered near 10 kHz. As the animals
descended over 500
m in depth, the center frequency of this band shifted to nearly 15 kHz, but subsequently
remained
near this value during the rest of the dive. This frequency shift is consistent with that
expected from
energy scattering from an ensemble of incompressible small-scale air-filled resonators,
with
diameters on the order of 4 mm. One possible candidate for such an ensemble is
proposed to reside
in the collapsed frontal sac of the animal. A comparison of the received levels for the
bottom and
direct multipath arrivals indicates that the whales’ acoustic directivity must range
between 10–30
dB in the 5–20-kHz region.
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Short Title: Foraging behavior of fish-eating sperm whales in the Gulf of Alaska in the
presence and absence of fishing vessels
Abstract: [Abstract]
Historical whaling records indicate that sperm whales off southeast Alaska incorporate
fish into their diets, particularly black cod
(Anoploploma fimbria). Since 1995 this fact has become relevant to fisheries’ concerns
in the form of increased depredation encounters
between longline fishermen and over 40 sperm whales. Since 2002 the SE Alaska
Sperm Whale Avoidance Project (SEASWAP)
has been studying this phenomenon using fishermen reports, photo-ID, biopsy, and
(since 2004) passive acoustics using both towed
arrays and autonomous recorders placed on longline deployments. By using acoustic
multipath the range and depths of foraging
whales can be determined. Findings to date indicate that, under natural conditions,
sperm whales are foraging at mid-depth in the
water column (e.g., 250 m in 500-m-deep water), and that their dive cycle durations are
similar to those reported in other oceans. This
information is being compared with depth measurements of black cod at various stages
of their life cycle. There is increasing evidence
that distinctive acoustic cues made by longline vessels lead to changes in diving and
acoustic behavior by the animals, when the
animals are less than 10 nautical miles away.
Notes: Joint 150th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America/NOISE-CON 2005
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Abstract: Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) have learned to remove fish from
demersal longline gear

deployments off the eastern Gulf of Alaska, and are often observed to arrive at a site
after a haul
begins, suggesting a response to potential acoustic cues like fishing-gear strum,
hydraulic winch
tones, and propeller cavitation. Passive acoustic recorders attached to anchorlines have
permitted
continuous monitoring of the ambient noise environment before and during fishing
hauls. Timing
and tracking analyses of sperm whale acoustic activity during three encounters indicate
that
cavitation arising from changes in ship propeller speeds is associated with interruptions
in nearby
sperm whale dive cycles and changes in acoustically derived positions. This conclusion
has been
tested by cycling a vessel engine and noting the arrival of whales by the vessel, even
when the vessel
is not next to fishing gear. No evidence of response from activation of ship hydraulics or
fishing gear
strum has been found to date.
Research Notes: Most recent article from a long-term study. Sperm whales
depredating sablefish longline fisherman. Originally suspected hydraulics system to be
best cue. 2nd hypothesis was "strumming" of gear. Whales were observed mirroring
the vessel's movement before both of these were engaged. Presence of birds did not
factor in as a visual cue. Sperm whales appear to repond to the acoustic cue provided
by the act of engaging and disengaging the ship's propeller.
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Abstract: Demersal longlining is a fishing technique where one to three miles of baited
fishing line is

placed on the ocean floor and left to “soak” for 8-20 hours before being retrieved to haul
black cod.
Historical whaling records indicate that sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) off
southeast Alaska
incorporate fish into their diets, particularly black cod (Anoplopoma fimbria). In the
1970s sperm whales
were encountered off longline gear in the Gulf of Alaska, but beginning in 1995 the
frequency and
intensity of depredation encounters between longline fishermen and sperm whales
increased. Since 2002
the SE Alaska Sperm Whale Avoidance Project (SEASWAP) has been studying this
phenomenon using
fishermen reports, photo-ID, and biopsies (see related report by NPRB R0309). In 2004
and early 2005
both passive acoustic towed arrays and autonomous recorders mounted on longline
deployments have
provided an opportunity to both monitor and track sperm whale acoustic activity,
whenever fishing
vessels were present and absent. This report summarizes work on the passive acoustic
component of the
project (NPRB F0412) during 2004, with an emphasis on the development of passive
acoustic techniques
developed to track the animals in range and depth. The acoustic work has subsequently
been continued
under the 2005 NPRB project F0527, “Evaluation of Sperm Whale Deterrents”.
By using acoustic multipath, the range and depths of foraging whales can be
determined from a
single hydrophone. Findings to date indicate that whenever fishing vessels are absent,
sperm whales are
foraging at mid-depth in the water column (e.g. 250 m in 500 m deep water), and that
their dive cycle
durations are similar to those reported in other areas. Whenever animals were
encountered around fishing
vessels, however, the dive cycles are typically much shorter (e.g. 15 minutes or less)
and position fixes on
vocally active animals tend to be much shallower (e.g. 50 m). The characteristics of the
acoustic sounds
also change, one prominent feature being a reduction in the inter-click interval (ICI).
There is increasing
evidence that distinctive acoustic cues made by hauling longline vessels attract the
animals to longline
activity, whenever the animals are less than 10 nautical miles range from the site.
These cues do not
seem to be associated with sounds made by specialized longline equipment, but rather
relate to how the
vessel is handled during a longline haul.
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Abstract: Belugas (Delphinapterus leucas) depend on sounds for communication and
echo-location. To address the concerns that noise from oil platforms may have adverse
effects, we examined behavioral responses of four captive belugas to playbacks of
noise from SEDCO 708, a semi-submersible drilling platform. Swim patterns, social
groups, and respirationidive rates were not statistically different before and during
playbacks. We assayed levels of blood catecholamines before and after playbacks as a
measure of stress. Blood epinephrine and norepinephrine levels measured immediately
after playbacks were not elevated. Using the parameters we selected, we could not
detect any short-term behavioral or physiological effects of drilling noise playbacks on
these captive belugas. However, care should be taken in extrapolating these results to
the behavior of wild belugas around oil platforms.
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Abstract: Humpback whales in Southeast Alaskan waters produced five categories of
sounds: moans,
grunts, pulse trains, blowhole-associated sounds, and surface impacts. Frequencies
(Hz) of
moans and grunts were 20-1900. Major energy in low-frequency pulse trains was in a
band of
25-80 Hz with pulse duration of 300-4(30 ms. Blowhole-associated sounds, recorded as
transiting whales encountered one another, were of two types: shrieks, 555-2000 Hz,
and
trumpetlike horn blasts with fundamental at 414 Hz (median). Pulses and spread
spectrum
noise were associated with gas bubble formation and explosive bursts, respectively, in
connection with spiral feeding maneuvers. Surface impacts resulted from fluke or flipper
slaps
in sequences of 3-21 sounds. Source levels ranged from 162 (low-frequency pulse
trains) to
192 dB '(surface impacts), re: 1 pPa, 1 m. Songs, commonly heard on winter
breedingrounds,
were absent from our recordings. Feeding and perhaps certain other whale activities
can be
monitored based on sound production.
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Abstract: A three-dimensional localization method for tracking sperm whales with as
few as one sensor is
demonstrated. Based on ray-trace acoustic propagation modeling, the technique
exploits multipath
arrival information from recorded sperm whale clicks and can account for waveguide
propagation
physics like interaction with range-dependent bathymetry and ray refraction. It also does
not require
ray identification (i.e., direct, surface reflected) while utilizing individual ray arrival
information,
simplifying automation efforts. The algorithm compares the arrival pattern from a sperm
whale click
to range-, depth-, and azimuth-dependent modeled arrival patterns in order to estimate
whale
location.With sufficient knowledge of azimuthally dependent bathymetry, a
three-dimensional track
of whale motion can be obtained using data from a single hydrophone. Tracking is
demonstrated
using data from acoustic recorders attached to fishing anchor lines off southeast Alaska
as part of
efforts to study sperm whale depredation of fishing operations. Several tracks of whale
activity using
real data from one or two hydrophones have been created, and three are provided to
demonstrate the
method, including one simultaneous visual and acoustic localization of a sperm whale
actively
clicking while surfaced. The tracks also suggest that whales’ foraging is shallower in the
presence
of a longline haul than without.
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Abstract: The results of an underwater hearing experiment suggest that an Atlantic

bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) may detect low-frequency sound by some mechanism other than
conventional hearing. At 300 and 200 Hz the dolphin's hearing threshold was similar to
previously reported data. Between 50 and 150 Hz, the dolphin's response patterns to
the test
signal were similar to patterns shown for higher frequencies; however, after three to five
reversals, the dolphin's sensitivity suddenly improved and resumed reporting
signal-present
trials at levels near ambient noise. Since the subject was in the near field of the acoustic
source,
it is suspected that the dolphin was detecting particle velocity or some combination of
pressure
and velocity.
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Abstract: Sound-and-orientation recording tags (DTAGs) were used to study 10 beaked
whales of two poorly known species, Ziphius cavirostris (Zc) and Mesoplodon
densirostris (Md). Acoustic behaviour in the deep foraging dives performed by both
species (Zc: 28 dives by seven individuals; Md: 16 dives by three individuals) shows
that they hunt by echolocation in deep water between 222 and 1885 m, attempting to
capture about 30 prey/dive. This food source is so deep that the average foraging dives
were deeper ( Zc: 1070 m; Md: 835 m) and longer (Zc: 58 min; Md: 47 min) than
reported for any other air-breathing species. A series of shallower dives, containing no
indications of foraging, followed most deep foraging dives. The average interval
between deep foraging dives was 63 min for Zc and 92 min for Md. This long an interval
may be required for beaked whales to recover from an oxygen debt accrued in the deep

foraging dives, which last about twice the estimated aerobic dive limit. Recent reports of
gas emboli in beaked whales stranded during naval sonar exercises have led to the
hypothesis that their deep-diving may make them especially vulnerable to
decompression. Using current models of breath-hold diving, we infer that their natural
diving behaviour is inconsistent with known problems of acute nitrogen supersaturation
and embolism. If the assumptions of these models are correct for beaked whales, then
possible decompression problems are more likely to result from an abnormal
behavioural response to sonar.
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Abstract: Boat-based surveys have been commonly used to monitor sea otter
populations,
but there has been little quantitative work to evaluate detection biases that may
affect these surveys. We used ground-based observers to investigate sea otter
detection probabilities in a boat-based survey of Prince William Sound, Alaska.
We estimated that 30% of the otters present on surveyed transects were not
detected by boat crews. Approximately half (5 3%) of the undetected otters were
missed because the otters left the transects, apparently in response to the approaching
boat. Unbiased estimates of detection probabilities will be required
for obtaining unbiased population estimates from boat-based surveys of sea
otters. Therefore, boat-based surveys should include methods to estimate sea
otter detection probabilities under the conditions specific to each survey. Unbiased
estimation of detection probabilities with ground-based observers requires either

that the ground crews detect all of the otters in observed subunits, or that there
are no errors in determining which crews saw each detected otter. Ground-based
observer methods may be appropriate in areas where nearly all of the sea otter
habitat is potentially visible from ground-based vantage points.
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Abstract: In this study, the indirect (i.e. boats not involved in dolphin viewing activities)
impacts of boat traffic oil the acoustic behaviour of Pacific humpback dolphins, Sousa
chinensis, were assessed in Moreton Bay, Australia. Humpback dolphin acoustic
behaviour is affected by transiting boat traffic. Boats' passage did not affect the rates at
which dolphins produced click trains and burst pulse vocalizations. However, dolphins
significantly increased their rate of whistling immediately after a boat moved through the
area. This increase occurred only when boats were less than 1.5 kill front the groups.
Groups including mother calf pairs showed all increase in whistles in response to boats'
passage. Groups with no calves produced significantly fewer whistles. This evidence
suggests that the noise from transiting vessels affects dolphins' group cohesion.
Mother-calf pairs appear to be most disturbed by transiting vessels, and exhibit all
increased need to re-establish vocal contact.
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Abstract: Very little is known about the acoustic repertoire of the Pacific humpback
dolphin Sousa chinensis. This study, off eastern Australia, used concurrent
observations of surface behaviour and acoustic recordings to gain an insight into the
behavioural significance of humpback dolphin vocalizations. Humpback dolphins exhibit
five different vocalization categories: broad band clicks; barks; quacks; grunts; and
whistles. Broad band clicks were high in frequency (8 kHz to > 22 kHz), were directly
related to foraging behaviour and may play a role in social behaviour. Barks and quacks
were burst pulse sounds (frequency: 0.6 kHz to > 22 kHz, duration: 0.1-8 s) and were
associated with both foraging and social behaviour. The grunt vocalization is a low
frequency narrow band sound (frequency 0.5-2.6 kHz, duration 0.06-2 s) and was only
heard during socializing. There were 17 different types of whistles, ranging widely in
frequency (0.9-22 kHz) and vocal structure (n = 329). The predominant whistle types
used by the groups were type 1 (46%) and type 2 (17%). Most whistles were heard
during both socializing and foraging. The number of whistles recorded in a group
increased significantly as the number of mother-calf pairs increased, suggesting that
whistles may be used as contact calls. Few vocalizations were heard during either
travelling or milling behaviours. Broad band clicks, barks and whistle type 1 were the
only vocalizations recorded during either travelling or milling.
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Abstract: Historical records demonstrate that the most numerous, per capita,
ocean-goingvessel
strikes recorded among large-whale species accrue to the North Atlantic
right whale (Eubalaena glacialis). As vessel speed restrictions are being considered
to reduce the likelihood and severity of vessel collisions with right whales, we
present an analysis of the published historical records of vessels striking large whales.
We examine the influence of vessel speed in contributing to either a lethal injury
(defined as killed or severely injured) or a nonlethal injury (defined as minor or no
apparent injury) to a large whale when struck. A logistic regression model fitted
to the observations, and consistent with a bootstrap model, demonstrates that the
greatest rate of change in the probability of a lethal injury (Plethal) to a large whale
occurs between vessel speeds of 8.6 and 15 knots where Plethal increases from 0.21
to 0.79. The probability of a lethal injury drops below 0.5 at 11.8 knots. Above
15 knots, Plethal asymptotically approaches 1. The uncertainties in the logistic
regression
estimates are relatively large at relatively low speeds (e.g., at 8 knots the
probability is 0.17 with a 95% CI of 0.03–0.6). The results we provide can be used
to assess the utility of vessel speed limits that are being considered to reduce the
lethality of vessels striking the critically endangered North Atlantic right whale
and other large whales that are frequent victims of vessel strikes.
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Abstract: [Back Cover]
The oil spill disaster that occurred when the Exxon Valdez ran aground has become
part of the iconography of ecological disaster. This book synthesizes previously
confidential data only recently released by the U.S. government. The data concerns the
effects of this nightmarish spill on marine mammals, such as sea otters, harbor seals,
killer whales, and humpback whales. Because many of the book's contributors were on
site within 24 hours of this 11 million gallon catastrophe, the book is a unique
longitudinal study of the demise of an ecosystem due to a single acute environmental
perturbation. These certain-to-be-influential results reported here should assist marine
biologists, pathologists, toxicologists, environmentalists, engineers, and coastal
planners in assessing the nature of this now legendary disaster.
Notes: This is part of a book and is not included in the PDF section.
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Abstract: The current knowledge on detection of, and reaction to, sound by fish is
reviewed, with special emphasis on underwater noise from offshore wind farms. The
detection distance to wind farms for 3 species of fish representing various hearing
capabilities varies between 0.4 and 25 km at wind speeds of 8 to 13 m s–1. The
detection distance depends on the size and number of windmills, the hearing abilities of
the fish, background noise level, wind speed, water depth and type of sea bottom. The
noise from windmills may decrease the effective range for sound communication of fish;
however, it is not known to what extent this decrease affects the behaviour and fitness
of fish. Windmill noise does not have any destructive effects upon the hearing abilities of
fish, even within distances of a few metres. It is estimated that fish are consistently
scared away from windmills only at ranges shorter than about 4 m, and only at high
wind speeds (higher than 13 m s–1). Thus, the acoustic impact of windmills on fish is
restricted to masking communication and orientation signals rather than causing
physiological damage or consistent avoidance reactions. These conclusions must be
viewed with great caution, however, as the existing data are prone to large
uncertainties. Further studies on more detailed measurements of the sound-field and of
fish behaviour around windmills are needed.
Research Notes: Varied fish reactions to noise, wind farms.
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Abstract: This paper presents an evaluation of the classical model for determining an
ensemble of the broadband source spectra of the sound generated by individual ships
and proposes an alternate model to overcome the deficiencies in the classical model.
The classical model, proposed by Ross [Mechanics of Underwater Noise (Pergamon,
New York, 1976)] postulates that the source spectrum for an individual ship is
proportional to a baseline spectrum with the constant of proportionality determined by a
power-law relationship on the ship speed and length. The model evaluation, conducted
on an ensemble of 54 source spectra over a 30–1200-Hz to 1200-Hz frequency band,

shows that this assumption yields large rms errors in the broadband source level for the
individual ships and significantly overestimates the variability in the source level across
the ensemble of source spectra. These deficiencies are a consequence of the negligible
correlation between the source level and the ship speed and the source level and the
ship length. The alternate model proposed here represents the individual ship spectra
by a modified rational spectrum where the poles and zeros are restricted to the real axis
and the exponents of the terms are not restricted to integer values. An evaluation of this
model on the source spectra ensemble indicates that the rms errors are significantly
less than those obtained with any model where the frequency dependence is
represented by a single baseline spectrum. Furthermore, at high frequencies (400 to
1200 Hz), a single-term rational spectrum model is sufficient to describe the frequency
dependence and, at the low frequencies (30 to 400 Hz), there is only a modest
reduction in the rms error for a higher order model. Finally, a joint probability density on
the two parameters of the single term model based on the measured histograms of
these parameters is proposed. This probability density provides a mechanism for
generating an ensemble of ship spectra.
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Abstract: Observations of marine fish andinvert ebrates on an inshore reef were made
using TV andacoustic tags
one week before, during, and four days after a seismic triple G. airgun (three
synchronised airguns, each
gun 2.5 l and 2000 psi) was deployed and repeatedly fired. The guns were fired
once/min for eight periods on four days at different positions. The structure and intensity
of the sound of each triple G. gun explosion was recorded and calibrated. Peak sound
pressure levels of 210 dB (rel to 1 mPa) at 16m range and195 dB (rel to 1 mPa) at
109m range were measuredat positions where the fish were being observed. The final
position of the triple G. gun, at 5.3m range, hada peak pressure level of 218dB (rel to 1
mPa). Neither the fish, nor the invertebrates, showed any signs of moving away from
the reef. Firing the guns did not interrupt a diurnal rhythm of fish gathering at dusk and
passing the TV camera position while the guns were firing. The longterm day-to-night
movements of two tagged pollack were slightly changed by the arrival and banging of
the guns particularly when positionedwithin 10m of their normal living positions. Those

reef fish, watchedby the TV camera, always showedinvolunt ary reactions in the form of
a Mauthner cell reflex, C-start, at each explosion of the guns at all ranges tested(max
imum range was 109 m, 195dB rel to 1 mPa). When the explosion source was not
visible to the fish, the C-start reaction was cut short andthe fish continued with what
they were doing before the stimulus. When the G. gun rack was sunk to the seabed
(depth 14 m) visible to the fish andthe TV camera, those fish that were observed
approaching the G. gun rack when the guns were firedwer e seen to turn andflee from
the very visible explosion. When the gun rack was suspended midwater (5m depth) and
just outside visible range at 16 metres, the fish receiving a 6 ms peak to peak, 206 dB
(rel to 1 mPa) pressure swing exhibiteda C-start andthen continuedto swim towards the
gun position, their intended swimming track apparently unaltered. The sound of the G.
guns had little effect on the day-to-day behaviour of the resident fish and invertebrates.
Research Notes: Fish behavior response to seismic air gun. Fish did not leave area
(reef). Homebodies?
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Abstract: The acoustic environment has a major influence in shaping animal
communication systems. Humans, particularly in cities, profoundly alter the acoustic
structure of their environment. Recent articles have identified effects of noise on animal
communication and behaviour. These studies, however, serve to highlight the surprising
dearth of research on the behavioural responses of animals to altered acoustic
environments. We argue that noise is not the only aspect of urban bioacoustics that
researchers should explore. In addition to elevated noise levels, urban areas are
characterized by a spatial heterogeneity in noise levels, predictable diurnal variation in
noise levels and the existence of many vertical reflective surfaces. All of these
characteristics have parallels in natural environments. We suggest that cities are a
fruitful area for future research on the evolution of animal communication systems, with
more general implications for conservation in human-altered environments.
Research Notes: Information on urban noise, not applicable to underwater noise.
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Abstract: A review of our whale observations of more than 25 years indicated that each
of the species commonly observed within 35 km of Cape Cod reacted differently to
stimuli from human activities, and that these responses have gradually changed with
time. Over the years of exposure to ships, for example, minke whales (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) have changed from frequent positive interest to generally uninterested
reactions, finback whales (B. physalus) have changed from mostly negative to
uninterested reactions, right whales (Eubalaena glacialis) have apparently continued the
same variety of responses with little change, and humpbacks (Megaptera novaeangliae)
have dramatically changed from mixed responses that were often negative to often
strongly positive reactions. These reactions appeared to result mostly from three types
of stimuli: primarily underwater sound, then light reflectivity, and tactile sensation. The
whale reactions were related to their assessment of the stimuli as attractive,
uninteresting or disturbing, their assessment of the movements of the sources of the
stimuli relative to their own positions, and their assessment of the occurrence of stimuli
as expected or unexpected. Whale reactions were modified by their previous
experience and current activity: habituation often occurred rapidly, attention to other

stimuli or preoccupation with other activities sometimes overcame their interest or
wariness of stimuli, and inactivity seemed to allow whales to notice and react to stimuli
that otherwise might have been ignored. The changes over time in the reactions of
whales to stimuli from human activities were gradual and constantly varying with
increased exposure to these activities.
Research Notes: Various whale species behavior response to human activity including
noise, touch, light.
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Abstract: Finback whales (Balaenoptera physalus) and humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) were tracked by radio tags in Prince William Sound, Alaska during June,
1978.
Tracks of the whales show details of their movements. The tag remained implanted for
over 16 days
in humpbacks and for over 17 days in a finback (24 days tracking of one whale, visually
and by
radio). The whales appeared to be undisturbed by the tags. During the tracking, both
species had
distinct shifts in behavior, their activities were often in unison with conspecific
companions, and
they had shorter dive times during the dark. The finbacks returned periodically to the
same area and
the humpbacks roamed for as much as 100 km in a day. The radio tags provided
positive individual
identification needed for continuous tracking and for detailed behavioral observation.
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Abstract: The results of recent ambient-noise investigations, after appropriate
processing, are compared on the basis of pressure spectra in the frequency band 1 cps
to 20 kc. Several possible sources are discussed to determine the most probable origin
of the observed noise. It is concluded that, in general, the ambient noise is a composite
of at least three overlapping components: turbulent-pressure fluctuations effective in the
band 1 cps to 100 cps; wind-dependent noise from bubbles and spray resulting,
primarily, from surface agitation, 50 cps to 20 kc; and, in many areas, oceanic traffc, 10
cps to 1000 cps. Spectrum characteristics of each component and of the composite are
shown. Additional sources, including those of intermittent and local effects, are also
discussed. Guidelines for the estimation of noise levels are given.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the hovercraft noise problem from two distinct points of
view. At the outset, hovercraft noise is reviewed in relation to the noise associated with
other means of transport. While hovercraft appear to be rather less noisy than aircraft of
comparable installed power, they tend to be much noisier than conventional surface
transport. It is concluded that, for the first generation of commercial craft, the distance
between a terminal and the nearest houses in a quiet residential area should be at least
800 yd to completely avoid increase in the normal level of noise. On the other hand, in a
busy urban locality, a distance of 150 to 200 yd is sufficient to bring the noise from the
hovercraft down to the existing level of traffic noise. Estimates made in connection with
the design of the SR.N4 show that these distances will be substantially reduced for the
next generation of hovercraft. It is pointed out that the noise problem at a terminal can
be alleviated by minimizing the need for manoeuvring.The sources of hovercraft noise
and the means for their reduction are then discussed. The external noise from existing
hovercraft is dominated by that originating from the propeller and attention is drawn to
the fact that actual measurements reveal that this noise is appreciably higher than
would be expected from theoretical predictions. It is considered that reduction of the tip
speed is the most effective way of reducing propeller noise. Large numbers of blades
and the use of devices such as shroud rings are rejected as either ineffective or actually
detrimental. For turbo-shaft engined hovercraft, compressor noise usually ranks next to
propeller noise in importance. However, noise from this source can be reduced by
muffling the air intakes. Noise from lifting fans is relatively unimportant at present but, as
developments reduce the level of propeller and engine noise, it could become
significant and thus merits attention.Inside a hovercraft, transmission and engine noise
are usually predominant. However, the high frequencies involved can be dealt with quite
effectively by aircraft soundproofing techniques and there are few fundamental
problems involved.
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Abstract: There is increasing evidence that culture is an important determinant of
behavior in some non-human species including great apes and cetaceans (whales and
dolphins). In some cases, there may be repercussions for population biology and
conservation. Rapidly evolving ‘‘horizontal’’ cultures, transmitted largely within
generations, may help animals deal with anthropogenic change and even allow them to
exploit it, sometimes with negative consequences for both the animals and humans. In
contrast, stable ‘‘vertical’’ or ‘‘oblique’’ cultures, transmitted principally between
generations, may impede adaptation to environmental change, and confound range
recovery, reintroductions and translocations. Conformist stable cultures can lead to
maladaptive behavior, which may be mistaken for the results of anthropogenic threats.
They can also structure populations into sympatric sub-populations with distinctive
cultural variants. Such structuring is common among cetaceans, among which
sympatric sub-populations may face different anthropogenic threats or respond to the
same threat in different ways. We suggest that non-human culture should be integrated
into conservation biology when considering populations with such attributes, and also
more generally by refining definitions of evolutionarily significant units and considering
how cultural attributes may change our perspectives of non-humans.
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Abstract: Advancements in low-power and high-data capacity computer technology
during the past decade have been adapted to autonomously record acoustic data from
vocalizing whales over long time periods. Acoustic monitoring of whales has
advantages over traditional visual surveys including greater detection ranges,
continuous long-term monitoring in remote locations and in various weather conditions,
and lower cost. An autonomous acoustic recording package (ARP) is described that
uses a tethered hydrophone above a seafloor-mounted instrument frame. ARPs have
been deployed to record baleen whale sounds in the Bering Sea, off the coast of
southern California, near the West Antarctic Peninsula, and near Hawaii. ARP data
have provided new information on the seasonal presence, abundance, call character,
and patterns of vocalizing whales. Current development is underway for a
broader-band, higher-data capacity system capable of recording odontocete whales,
dolphins, and porpoises for long time periods.
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Abstract: Conservation biologists increasingly face the need to provide legislators,
courts and conservation managers with data on causal mechanisms underlying
conservation problems such as species decline. To develop and monitor solutions,
conservation biologists are progressively using more techniques that are physiological.
Here, we review the emerging discipline of conservation physiology and suggest that,
for conservation strategies to be successful, it is important to understand the
physiological responses of organisms to their changed environment. New physiological
techniques can enable a rapid assessment of the causes of conservation problems and

the consequences of conservation actions.
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Abstract: This study examined the activities of ‘‘northern resident’’ killer whales
(Orcinus orca) in Johnstone Strait, British Columbia, Canada, in July and August, from
1995 to 2002. Disturbance from boat traffic has been identified as a conservation
concern for this population. The primary aims of the study were to test whether boat
presence altered whales’ activities, and if so, to estimate whether behavioural
responses were likely to have carried energetic costs. A land-based observation site
near a vessel-exclusion marine protected area allowed us to conduct a natural
experiment to monitor whale activities in the presence and absence of boats. Using
Time-Discrete Markov Chain models, boat presence was linked to significant changes in
the probability that focal whales would switch from one activity state to another, which
led to significantly different activity budgets in the presence and absence of boats. We
estimated that the energetic cost of meeting these budgets differed by only 3–4%. In the
presence of boats, however, whales reduced their time spent feeding and the time
spent rubbing their bodies on smooth pebble beaches. These lost feeding opportunities
could have resulted in a substantial (18%) estimated decrease in energy intake. Our
sensitivity analysis provides preliminary evidence that disturbance could carry higher
costs to killer whales in terms of reducing energy acquisition than increasing energetic
demand, and future research should address this directly. Meanwhile, our observations
suggest that protected areas would confer greatest conservation benefit to endangered

killer whale populations if they were designed to protect important foraging areas.
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Abstract: Johnstone Strait provides important summer habitat for the northern resident
killer whales Orcinus orca of British Columbia. The site is also an active whale-watching
area. A voluntary code of conduct requests that boats do not approach whales closer
than 100 m to address perceived, rather than demonstrated, effects of boat traffic on
killer whales. The purpose of the study was to test the relevance of this distance
guideline. Relationships between boat traffic and whale behaviour were studied in 1995
and 1996 by shorebased theodolite tracking of 25 identi®able focal animals from the
population of 209 whales. Individual killer whales were repeatedly tracked in the
absence of boats and during approaches by a 5.2 m motorboat that paralleled each
whale at 100 m. In addition, whales were tracked opportunistically, when no effort was
made to manipulate boat trafffic. Dive times, swim speeds, and surface-active
behaviours such as breaching and spy-hopping were recorded. On average, male killer
whales swam significantly faster than females. Whales responded to experimental
approaches by adopting a less predictable path than observed during the preceding,
no-boat period, although males and females used subtly different avoidance tactics.
Females responded by swimming faster and increasing the angle between successive
dives, whereas males maintained their speed and chose a smooth, but less direct, path.
Canonical correlations between whale behaviour and vessel proximity are consistent
with these conclusions, which suggest that weakening whalewatching guidelines, or not
enforcing them, would result in higher levels of disturbance. High variability in whale
behaviour underscores the importance of large sample size and extensive
experimentation when assessing the impacts of human activity on killer whales.
Research Notes: Killer whale behavioral response to vessel approach.
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Abstract: A series of long-range acoustic propagation experiments have been
conducted in the North Pacific Ocean during the last 15 years using various
combinations of low-frequency, wide-bandwidth transmitters and horizontal and vertical
line array receivers, including a 2-dimensional array with a maximum vertical aperture of
1400 m and a horizontal aperture of 3600 m. These measurements were undertaken to
further our understanding of the physics of low-frequency, broadband propagation and
the effects of environmental variability on signal, stability and coherence. In this volume
some of the results are presented. In the present paper the central issues these
experiments have addressed are briefly summarized. (c) 2005 Acoustical Society
ofAmerica.
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Abstract: Western Hong Kong is home to two species of marine mammals: Indo-Pacific
humpbacked dolphins (Sousa chinensis) and finless porpoises (Neophocaena
phocaenoides). Both are threatened in many parts of their range in southeast Asia [for
example, International Biological Research Institute Reports 9 (1997), 41; Asian Marine
Biology 14 (1997) 111]. In 1998, when the new Hong Kong International Airport opened
in western Hong Kong, small tankers (about 100 m long, cargo capacity about 6300
metric tons) began delivering fuel to the Aviation Fuel Receiving Facility (AFRF) just off
Sha Chau Island, north of the airport. Calibrated sound recordings were taken over a
4-day period from a quiet, anchored boat at distances 80–2000 m from aviation fuel
delivery activities at the AFRF. From the recordings, 143 sections were selected for
analysis. Narrowband spectral densities on the sound pressures were computed, and
one-third octave band levels were derived for center frequencies from 10 to 16,000 Hz.
Broadband levels, viz. 10–20,000 Hz, were also computed. The results showed that the
Sha Chau area is normally noisy underwater, with the lowest broadband levels
measured corresponding to those expected during a storm at sea (sea state 6). This

background noise is believed to come largely from heavy vessel traffic in the Urmston
Road to the north and east of Sha Chau and from vessels in the Pearl River Estuary to
the West. The sound levels from the AFRF tankers are comparable to the levels
measured from similar- and smaller-sized supply vessels supporting offshore oil
exploration. The strongest sounds recorded were from a tanker leaving the AFRF at
distance 100 m from the hydrophone, for which the one-third octave band level at 100
Hz was 141 dB re 1 mPa (spectrum level 127 dB re 1 mPa2/Hz) and the 10–20,000 Hz
broadband level was 146 dB. At distances of 100 m or more and frequencies above 300
Hz, the one-third octave band levels were less than 130 dB (spectrum level 111 dB re 1
mPa2/Hz) and decreased with increasing frequency and distance. At distances greater
than about 500 m, AFRF-associated sounds were negligible, masked by the generally
high noise level of the area and attenuated by poor transmission in the very shallow
water (<10 m). Because it is believed that humpbacked dolphins and finless porpoises
are not very sensitive to sounds below 300 Hz, the Airport Authority Hong Kong (AA)
stipulated that dedicated terminal vessels not radiate underwater sounds at spectrum
levels greater than 110 dB re 1 mPa2/Hz at frequencies above 300 Hz and distances
greater than 300 m. The spectrum levels at 300 Hz and higher frequencies of sounds
from the tankers arriving, departing, or off-loading at AFRF were less than 110 dB re 1
mPa2/Hz even at distances of 200 m or less. The AA stipulation was met. However, it is
presently unknown whether the generally strong noise levels of western Hong Kong
inhibit acoustically based feeding and communication, or result in increased stress or
permanent shifts in hearing thresholds. # 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Research Notes: Measured sound levels at frequencies below about 50 Hz decreased
markedly.
This phenomenon was expected as a result of the waveguide nature of the shallow
water. Shallow water does not support the transmission of long wavelength (low
frequency) sound (Jensen, Kuperman, Porter, & Schmidt, 1994). This phenomenon
is important in a shallow harbor because sounds from ship propulsion systems (from
engines and propellers) are typically strongest at low frequencies. These sounds will
not propagate appreciably in shallow water harbors. For the Sha Chau area with
water depths from 8 to 10 m, sound at frequencies <50 Hz did not propagate well.
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Abstract: Underwater bubbles can inhibit sound transmission through water due to
density mismatch and concomitant reflection and absorption of sound waves. For the
present study, a perforated rubber hose was used to produce a bubble curtain, or
screen, around pile-driving activity in 6-8-m depth waters of western Hong Kong. The
percussive hammer blow sounds of the pile driver were measured on 2 days at
distances of 250, 500, and 1000 m; broadband pulse levels were reduced by 3-5 dB by
the bubble curtain. Sound intensities were measured from 100 Hz to 25.6 kHz, and
greatest sound reduction by the bubble curtain was evident from 400 to 6400 Hz.
Indo-Pacific hump-backed dolphins (Sousa chinensis) occurred in the immediate area of
the industrial activity before and during pile driving, but with a lower abundance
immediately after it. While hump-backed dolphins generally showed no overt behavioral
changes with and without pile driving, their speeds of travel increased during pile
driving, indicating that bubble screening did not eliminate all behavioral responses to the
loud noise. Because the bubble curtain effectively lowered sound levels within 1 km of
the activity, the experiment and its application during construction represented a
success, and this measure should be considered for other appropriate areas with high
industrial noises and resident or migrating sound-sensitive animals.
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Abstract: Underwater noise pollution is a growing problem in aquatic environments and
as such may be a major source of stress for fish. in the present study, we addressed the
effects of ship noise and continuous Gaussian noise on adrenal activity in three
European freshwater species. Underwater ship noise recorded in the Danube River and
two Austrian lakes was played back to fish at levels encountered in the field (153 dB re
1 mu Pa, 30 min). Post exposure cortisol secretion was compared with control
situations. Cortisol was measured with enzyme immunoassay techniques (EIA, ng
cortisol/l water/g fish) in extracted aquarium water with corrections for fish mass. in the
first series, two hearing specialists, the common carp (Cyprinus carpio) and the
gudgeon (Gobio gobio) and one hearing generalist, the European perch (Perca
fluviatilis) were exposed to ship noise. The noise level was well above hearing
thresholds in these species. in a second series, fish were exposed to continuous
Gaussian noise at a similar level (156 dB) which is known to induce temporary hearing
loss in hearing specialists. All three species responded with increased cortisol secretion
when exposed to ship noise. Interestingly, no elevation was observed when fish were
exposed to continuous Gaussian noise. Our results indicate that ship noise
characterized by amplitude and frequency fluctuations, constitutes a potential stressor
in contrast to continuous noise. Surprisingly, the data also demonstrate no apparent
differences between species possessing excellent hearing abilities (hearing specialists)

and species with poor hearing abilities like perch. (c) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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Abstract: Hearing specialist fishes investigated so far revealed excellent temporal
resolution abilities, enabling them to accurately process temporal patterns of sounds.
Because noise is a growing environmental problem, we investigated how it affects the
temporal resolution ability of goldfish. Auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) in response to
clicks and double clicks were recorded before exposing, immediately after exposing the
fish to white noise of 158 dB re 1 lPa for 24 h, and after 3, 7 and 14 days of recovery.
Immediately after noise exposure, hearing sensitivity to clicks was reduced on average
by 21 dB and recovered within 1 week. Amplitudes of the AEPs decreased by about
71% while latencies increased by 0.63 ms. Both AEP characteristics returned to
baseline values within 2 weeks. Analysis of the response to double clicks showed that
the minimum click period resolvable by the auditory system increased significantly from
1.25 to 2.08 ms immediately after noise exposure. After a recovery period of 3 days, this
minimum period returned to pre-exposure values. The present study revealed that noise
exposure affects the detection of short transient signals and the temporal resolution
ability. Because acoustic information is primarily encoded via temporal patterns of
sounds in fishes, environmental noise could severely impair acoustic orientation and
communication.
Research Notes: Goldfish behavior response using AEP.
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Abstract: Our current knowledge on sound detection in fishes is mainly based on data
acquired under quiet laboratory conditions. However, it is important to relate auditory
thresholds to background noise in order to determine the signal-detecting abilities of
animals in
the natural environment. We investigated the influence of two noise levels within the
naturally occurring range on the auditory sensitivity of two hearing specialists
(otophysines) and a hearing generalist. Audiograms of the goldfish Carassius auratus,
the lined Raphael catfish Platydoras costatus and the pumpkinseed sunfish Lepomis
gibbosus (hearing generalist) were determined between 200 and 4000 Hz (100Y800 Hz
for L. gibbosus) under laboratory conditions and under continuous white noise by
recording auditory evoked potentials (AEPs). Baseline thresholds showed greatest
hearing sensitivity around 500 Hz in goldfish and catfish and at 100 Hz in the sunfish.
Continuous white noise of 110 dB RMS elevated the thresholds by 15Y20 dB in C.
auratus and by 4Y22 dB in P. costatus. White noise of 130 dB RMS elevated overall
hearing thresholds significantly in the otophysines by 23Y44 dB. In the goldfish,
threshold did not shift at 4 kHz. In contrast, auditory thresholds in the sunfish declined
only at the higher noise level by 7Y11 dB. Our data show that the AEP recording
technique is suitable for studying masking in fishes, and that the occurrence and degree
of the threshold shift (masking) depend on the hearing sensitivity of fishes, the
frequency, and noise levels tested. The results indicate that acoustic communication
and orientation of fishes, in particular of hearing specialists, are limited by noise regimes
in their environment.
Research Notes: Masking noise for a variety of fish species.
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Abstract: This paper reports on the diving behavior of a sperm whale tagged and
tracked on September 6, 2000 during the Sirena 2000 cruise in the Ligurian Sea. A total
of about 4.5 h of acoustic and nonacoustic sensor data were recorded when a sperm
whale was tagged with a Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution developed tag with a
hydrophone, motion, and pressure sensors.' The animal was simultaneously tracked
with a passive sonar system deployed from the NATO research vessel NRV Alliance.
By combining data from the tag and passive sonar, we were able to reconstruct a
three-dimensional track of the whale, along with its orientation and vocal behavior.
While it was tagged, the whale carried out three deep dives to a depth of about 900 in in
an area with a bottom depth of about 2600 in. The inter-click intervals of the diving
whale were not consistent with ranging on the bottom, but were consistent the
hypothesis that the whale was possibly echolocating on some target(s) near the depth
at which it dove to feed. This study demonstrated an ability to track subtle changes in
the behavior of diving whales. This ability is important for three areas: 1) basic research,

2) studies of the responses of these animals to controlled exposures of manmade noise,
and 3) studies to infer the biological significance of behavioral disruption.
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